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INTRODUCTION 

Despite a prolonged period of clinical trial and development, 

modern cardiac valvular prostheses continue to have a deleterious 

effect upon the blood and tissues of the recipient. The harmful 

effects chiefly experienced are of the following kinds. 

Clot formation (thrombogenesis) and deposition upon the valve may 

lead to impairment of the valve action; the production of clot 

particles (Thromboemboli) can cause fatal occlusion of the smaller 

blodd vess±ls that carry nourishment to the major organs. 

An additional work load may be imposed upon the heart if the design 

of the valve is such that, when open, it significantly impedes the 

flow of blood (Stenosis or insufficiency(; a similr extra load 

is imposed if it closes so slowly that fluid backflow occurs 

(regurgitation) or if it leaks when closed. A further consequence 

of poor valve design may be the generation of regions of fluid shear, 

damaging to the red cells (erthyrocytes) in a manner which leads to 

the discharge of haemoglobin from the cell into the plasm 

(Haemolysis). Though the interaction of these effects is not 

clearly understood, and there is evidenceEthat other constituents 

of blood are involved in the haematological complications, it 

appears desirable that at least the predominating problems outlined 

above should be minimised. This thesis is a record of the methods 

employed in the systematic development of a form of valvular 

prosthesis. The investigation departed from the classical lines 

of academic research in that it was directed to a practical objective, 

viz, the production of an actual working device suitable for 

in vivo trials. In pursuit of this aim, it proved necessary to 

progressively determine the kinds of theoretical principles required 



for. systozatic deveiopcient • Thz mmv ceei it vae fouad that no 

theoretic1 t*stent of the principles involved had been cordod 

in the literature 	As A consequence, these ?rinciies and the 

extent to which they had to be satcblishe4 form it major part of 

the thesis otructure. 

The account begins with in historical review of valvular 

prosthesee and the pattern of their de.1.opaent. There etera 

from this the suggestion of a design strategy based upon the 

- reiiticnabip between hydrodynamic disturbrLce end. blood trua. 

This relationship is supported by previous experimental raeearthos, 

and in the light .of thie a general critical &06660mleAt of existing 

valvular rosthee*s is undertaken, This analysis is presented 

in two partz w  the first relating to the valve orifice or housing 

and the second to the occluer or valving iomber# In the former 

evidence tr*i an e*psriental study made by the author u-gested 

the desirability of a smooth-borod valve hotaain. This in turn 

stimulated the development of at now valve design with oothbors 

characteristics 	In the latter part of the analysis consideration 

of ocoluder function led to an eicplorntion of the befitn to be 

obtai.ned from flow-variable geometry and from aerodynamic profiling 

Of the occiuder itelfm In Vitro pulsatile flow studies of the 

dyna-mic behaviour at pivoting disc valves coofired the desirable 

features of th.ts kind of variable geometry valve and of aodyuunic 

vane profiling. The railta of this 'Iwo .prnged anaijsls are 

brought together in the determination of a sutable prosthesis-

design. 

Fabrication of the prosthesis r*tuiree a suitable bo-

cop*tbie aterial. ! new aubtance, Vitreous Carbon valuated 

in the study was found to have blood costib. Lity at least equal 





1.. 

1.1 	eVtew ofth 	iç 

In 1832 CorriganW tatfld that 'cure of inadequacy of the 

aortic valve Is probably out of.the reach of medicine& This 

statoent remained uncbaUened for over a cent?uy and Indeed . was 

concurred with as recont 
I 
 ly as 19+8 by White , sho was of the 

opinion that 'there is, no cure for aortic valve disease itself'. 

Thus the development of both prosthetic vilven end surgical techniques 

to relieve valvular dtstucttons covers a comparatively brief period 

of time. Since  the final solution to the,  problem is not knofl 4  and 

may differ sinificant1 from to-d&'S methode', it is still not 

possible to identt1r with óertainty the most stnifiOant contributions 

to the art, however, a clear p.IttG- rn of evolution of the current 

devices can be. soen. Blindings fr6m a inultiplicity of research 

projects based on the disciplines of haumatology, fluid dynamics and 

materials science have helped to eatnb.Jsh criteria for valve desin 

• and it is within this structure of. the state-of-the—art,therefore, 

that we may retronçectively review valve detn. 

Extensive s4roical manipulation' of the cardiac valves was 

generally deeed impossible before the development of the 'heart-lurks, ' 

machine, a combined purp and oxygenating device tht allowed the 

• 
surgeon both i clear field of vision of the inside of tbe heart and 

the time t use his surgical skills. Prior to its introduction, 

• 	boiever, a number of lsed.hart techniques 	were widely used, 

notably ccaeiseurot.o!n to relieve velvular stnosis and annuloplasty 

for incompetence. The results of these procedures were far from 

predictable and frequently led tq the irreparable tearing of a 



2. 

calcified v1ve leaflet, This and prob1ea of intubticn, 

ane8thEiA, and harmcology proveted notable,  success until 1948 

When l3aile, Broalk and ff*rken 	reported their results, for mitral,.  

vüvotomy. The de elopent of antoesrdtogrphy was alao a. 

teture of the 1940a, following papere by 'Castellanos 	and Tobb 

and Steinberg 	awi this has played a significant role in valve 

surgery ever iince.,  

The dMveloraent of valvular rnibstitute in the erly l9O'a 

followed as a consequence of the liitationi Inherent. In roconatructive 

surgery. From, 1952, two parallel lines of thought emerged; on the 

• oner band- amphavis,var. placod upon -the improvement of stóriala for a. 

nturai valve duplicate 1  and on the other, reiearcherB concentrated 

• ' 
	on atsrnatio forms -of valving device, better iuited to A vai Lab1e 

atetial.  

?!ich of the. pS+cneerin work 'of this periOd ir the latter 

direction is attributed to flufnel. 1ie experience witt vilve 

trnsplauta (bonografta) met tdth mey cc plicattos nd 'little 

succOs. 	Istoloiol aections of thovlve al pcatóz'tem 

rev led infltrtion of mononuclear ceila into the leaflets, 

flake C Ciflcf&ti*n elod coca ionl, bactotialtnvasin, 	anletion, 

leaflet thidonin' and distortion tended to produce valvular • 

• • tsutttciad . cy, wdch in aaaocia,tinith the operative problem of • 

baemorrhage led utasel to abandon the procedure in l951. 	ia 

attntio then tttrMd to ternati'e otetbóds bf flow control and in 

• particular  to the baUi.valve, i deice dating from Roman times. 

• 	 • 

 

Using an aertie 	s cclaopi4 technique as his means, f producing 

a blood-free field o'operation, he was able to exterAally clamp a 

(8) 
thy1ctothcryiate bsUvilvo into tue descending acrtft . 



iuel'e v1vo iexita attention at it is the first significant 

departure from the than current trend of 1ef1et valvedesign* 

TUrthor, in the design 01 tm multipoint fixation ring used for 

c1apinj the prosthesis, radically cifteront a1tetatio to 

timo-consuming suturing is prøposed, and the problem of circumferential 

eesure Z1OrO 	 used, by 

Magavern (9):  but *Ith limited success, Though Huftagella v1ve 

improved the flow, of blood to the abdominal region, flow in the 

vessels branching from the ftortic areh was siificnt1y- reduced. 

This problem arose mainly as a ooaequence of the site of implantation 

but the valve itself was also damgins tb the blood ejeets, as 

reported by 3tohlmra 	in 1956. DIespite the aparót deeirabilty 

of the heart-lung Maine Initially used byGihbcn(hi) iv,  1953, it 

was little used for valve surgery. until 1960 whet arken 	and 

Starr andEdwards(13)  reported satisfactory reetilta with the cased 

ball aortic and eit3. próet safi j  re5petiTG1y. The: Mimilarity 

between their device and HuftagaVal is suite striking, the major 

tt• in 	ve valve the ball was ctrained 

to move in a zodified tubular housing. The problems encountered 

were also very much the carne. Thrhoemho1ies in the post-operative 

period, oven with . nti_co ulaat therapy, occurred in 10-20% of 
.(14 i5

• patients eur,ivin the first month of surgery,  ' ' 	. Though 

it was hoped that this incidence would be reduced after oneepaulation 

f the valve sewit% ring  with endothelial tissue, thronbo-enboli 

still occurred oe7eral years post- erattYOlf. Subsequent attempts 

to coat the fixed part of the prcothesia with endotheUt*1 tissue 

supported on a cloth nteeh oaccessfully reduced the frequency of 

icre-o1ot oretiou(1?, 19 indicating that the cage and orifice 

S  3• 



were acting $ initiating sitea. Ha•solysis and a reduction in 

red ceLi survispal were also reported for the bail valve prosthesis, 

(19, 20) 	nderaen 	and iiroaeur(22 
23) found that a greater 

degree of erythrccyte dsae occurred in.patients wit' aortic prosthesis 

than in those with ritral prostheses, and further, th .t this degree 

or haomolysis did not decrease with time. iven the material of 

the b.11 canned çroblems in the early tarr-Ldwards dovics, with 

cherici1 attack of the silicon* rubber poppet leading to bU 

distortion or even disintegration. Again this problem was sore 

prevalent at the high flow-velocity aortic site 	. 

Although the ball-valve had been shown to be 'oderately 

successful, it was clear that there was significant room for 

improvement, especially as regards the throebo-embolic and baeolytic 

tendencies. These two complications are comparatively rare, during 

the eariy poat.operative period(23)  with valve duplicate made trots 

nturai tissues and it was this that continued to stimulate interest 

in t:orn. 

Many of the prob.Leoa with hopafts, apart from those found 

by Iiufn;el, lay in the preservation of the donor tissue anu the 

action of sterilizing and preserving agents e.g. Bettropiolactne 

and Formal-in, upon the mechanical strength and durbi.ity of the 

('8) 
valve. Despite 	

( 
the fact that arrat-boyea ' 'G) , Duran(77) , Rose 

and i3inet 	found that fresh tissue maintained its flexibility and 

into rity for 4-15 years, the incidence of valve murmurs associated 

with changes of leaf-lot texture or :3hap, even in the early poet-

oper:tive period, was comparatively 

In attempts to by-pass some of the probidz of horno1 rafts, 

such .s those of tissue preservation and the need to reconstruct the 
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valve site to the available donor valve size, a number of devices 

were prepared fz,on various autologoue tterits. Pericardial, 

fascia lta, tbrocoUagenous and to dinous diaphrags tiornoe were 

commonly Ibde into a tri-jeaflet configurttcn. Though free from 

.,problems or thrcaboombolism j  these suffered such the sane fete as 

the homograft with earls deposition  of fibrin and subsequent 

endothelia1ination consequently leading to ieuffictency and 

incompetence. 	 : 

V 

	

	 Tht,ub interest in the development of euoh devices continuos, 

the problems outliaed above and the difficulties of obtaining, shaping 

and Storilising the human t asuea led to the investigation of bio 

coipatible synthetic materials ass basis for natural valve duplicationo 

Voorhees,, Jaretaki and Blakemore 	ved the early  interest. in 

replacing blood vessels with synthetic prostheses after noting that 
V 	

a single strand of silk tr erein. the. left voutria.e became coated 

With 'a thin tilm, free from.tbhi. They therefore flCeiVOd the: 

idon at uain thth ne.msh cloth, so that, in the absence of foreign 

V • 	

• 	

•. body reaction,: original fibrin plugs eutragped by the v*sb. woui&. 	• V 

V 	entu1ly be replaced by 	 the precursor of ontholini V 

V 	prolifeton. Althoagh, dacron (ter?le pol ten) and tsflot V 

(potetrafluoroethylene) yore' found to be esocislly suitable as ,, 	
V 

arterial bridging 	fts 	in this mesh form, they had limited 

• 	 leaflet materIals. Mccon', Gehriannc" wa

- 

d 

• 	yiner 	reported significant haesolysis with natural valve th$iéatcs 

dè of knitted teflon, as did Do Cesare 	with valves of dacron. 

V

I n. nearly a" cases  the reaulting,  anaemia was associated with VlVUlU 
V 

V • 	incoapeteace broutt on by a gradual breakdown of the flexing naterial. 
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An attempt by Roe 	to improve on the material ctr,nth of 

f3iliCOfla rubber duplicate by thickening the leaflets illustrates 

one of the design dilemmas of this type of device,, for the valve 

Instead of being incompetent was markedly ateotic. 

Between the mid 190's and the id 1960'a, it bacae clear 

that the problems associated with valve duplicates were broadly  

similar. Cuap thickening, incompetence bacterial invasien and 

'fatigue occurred whether the materials were human, animal or synthetic. 

Potential iproireent seemed more likely with rigid component valves, 

audi e the ball-valve, and indeed it was in this field that major 

developments occurred. 

Xmproeente in the original Starr-Edward Starr-Edwards proathasia were 

made i) by replaing the silicone rubber ball, which had 

proved subject to chemical attach by constituents 

of blood in sorne case, with a hollow stellite 

(cob*ltchroum) sphere (or more recently, in a 

variant due to eatkey, with a hollow sphere, . 

coated with pyrolyttc carbon), 

it) by roval of the downstream strut junction and 

iii) by cloth covering the ca,ge txnd valve orifice. 

These ciges.have beiped.to  maintain the dominance of this 

posthe3i5 as the valve of choice ,  psrttclarly over the poppet value 

designs of the mid. 1960's. In many cases these latter devices were. 

strolind restatements of the ball-valve and as such produced very 

little, i f any,improver.ent 	a  flowover,, longter follow-up studies 

on patients rooeiviñg the balialve prosthesis indicated a further 

complication evidenced in post-operative hneoiyaamic etudiea'. 

Though the vüve itself was mechanically able to witbstsnd years of 
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ueze, t?tue was evidence that Vie, Increased heart iced due to the 

presence of the valve diminished lifeexpectancy,,, i*rticuiu'i; in 

the iaz'O number of patients with tiociatod coronary disease, 

myocardial damage or 	triuiar hypertvohy. It also  became clear 

that onticoagu1nt therapy,,, thought to be neceeery with this ValvO, 

was responsible for an a&ai mortality rate of about 	a 

figure that beecee significant in  a ton year toUcw'upa Thus, 

though prosthesis failure was not the  cause f death, its,  presence 

may in many ways beie been theagent- 

ateme reasonable to suppose that a fundamental fA4Lt of 

bull-valve'design consists in the Large obstruction offered by the 

ball to the forward fLsvo further, since the mass of the ball i 

large while its aup.rftctal area and the fluid forces asaccieted wits 

this are aaU, the aeoluder has a Lsrge inertia compared with the 

forces acting on it, which, tends to P-4ke,  the valve action 5lUgish. 

These deficiencies are inherent   in  all poppt valves, wOse Opening. 

dentk on the drag force caused by.  the blood flow* 

of the poppet would, reduce the obetrctve effect but would simultaneously 

reduce the fluid forces tending to open the Valv4 rapidly* 

For the first Significant otepa away from the ball an4 other 

Poppet valves, we =at  look to the desis of cotta 1 buttorflyt 

and J4elrcse e 'flersth tilting di5C 2) , elve. 	huh the 

• 	• two are er differest Go 	
'I a pair & leaflets fieiuraily hinged 

• to a diambtral strut, Meiroes' a, diceconstretned by three legs of 

unoqwi length thoyaro the forerunners of the 	iablegeoOtt7' 

• veima, i.e. those in which the projected area of the rigid occiuder, 

viewed in the direction of flow, is reduced durina the open part of 

the ccLe. Though a mpsrntively th3c5OOfUl in reducing the raiotanee 



to flow in the open position and thus reducing the work Iced on 

the heart-during conthction, these two valves wore eventually deemed 

unsntisfictcry for hasmatological and matorinla reasons. In particular, 

the large region of flow stagnation behind the leaflets of the Gott 

valve was the initiating site for thrombus formation. Melrose's valve, 

which received fairly widespread use, suffered from thromboembolic 

and wear' problems; it was made from polypropylene,  which is not 

outstandingly athrombogenic and h"L  insufficient wear resistance for 

this sort of application. Despite the 'failure' of these deaigns, 

It, was at least clear thet variable geometry and in particular 

tilting disc valves had many potential advantages. It was not long 

therefore before three forms of tilting disc prosthesis, representing 

a major inatinn, underwent clinical trial. These were the 

ad 	utter' and Lillebei.Kastsr 	prostheses 

shown in Pig 1. Two of these, the jo$hiley andWada-Cuttorare  

now, in widespread clinical use and are giving evidence of good long' - 

term stability. In patients receiving the Wada..Cutter prosthesis 

a eattafactoz7 decrease in heart size has been reported, presumably 

attributable to the low pressure drop characteristic of this valve 

typo. Advantagea claimed for the jor'k-Shily valve include an 

- 	- increased ability - to withstand tachycardia and ,& diminution of 

- orythrocyte dge côpared to that of the Starr prosthesis, in 

addition to the low pressure- drop - inherent in valves of this kind. 

On the othorhand, both devices have a high level of regurgitation, 

in the region of lQ2, (6, 7)  % 	and thrombus formation remains a 

continuing problem. 	- 	 - 

- Regarding- the problem of - regurgitation, it should be noted in 
- - 
	conclusion that this is shared by leaflet valves (natural valve 

duplicates), as well as by poppet valves. - If the potential advantages 
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of s leaflet valve are to be exploited fully, the leaflets must open 

until they are any parallel with the flow direction; although. 

their inertia is otall, the fluid forces acting on them when the flow 

reverses are then very amal3., sIso and closure may be delayed unless 

spec iai means are provided for initiating the return movement of the 

iefletee 	 49) who modallod his loaflet valves on the 

natural aortic valve to offer the minimum obstruction to flow, 

overcame the pr6blam of ragurgibatjo&by the provision ,of email 

3inTa05 4, like those of Valsaiva, in the  WAil of the valve housing, 

0 tcxting, vortices within those cavities store sufficient fluid energy 

during forward flow to aeist in rapid closure of the letlets. 

Valve development continues to follow the two paths outlined 

aboo, one concerned with natural valve duplicates, the other with 

devices compoñd.of rigid cemponenta. 

Natural valve duplicates* Where the duplicate has been made 

from natural tiè5ue, thi asebly has in Zeneral been free fro* 

thrombo-emboiisa arI haemólysis. 	tsphologi0al changes in the tissue, 

fibrin deposit ion and s othelialisation have, however, led to; 

irnpairent• of the cuspaction and the valves have become ipooqpotent# 

If the duplicate is made rcm available synthetic materials, it is 

likely to fail because of the disintegrative oheioai attack .and 

do-pol7marisingaction of blood when a5ociated with mechaniOal 

flexure* Due to its hydredynamic nd hasmodynamiC superiority, 

the duplicate is evidently the val!iC of choice, but only if a suitable 

material for its fabrication can be found. in the absence 	- of large 

scale polymer raeearch, or anised to that end and of an established 

correlation between bto-compatibility and imterials structure, the 
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ciecovery of such, a material is unlikely in the near future. 

• Rigid Component Valves. Rigid materials which are relatively 

a tranatic to blood have been available to designers for some time. 

Their application to a va1v.ng  device, however., does not as yet appear. 

to have reached its full potential. Though the devices themselves 

are capsle of wtthateitding prolongód usage in the cardio-vascular 

system, the resulting hasmolysis ind.tbrombus formation in association 

with flaw resistance and regurgitation of the prostheses lead to a 

general deterioration in the conditionof the heart and vessels. 

Streamlining  of the poppet of the .e*rliast and still most widely 

used prosthesis has, as might be expeotód, pr.oduc.od little improvement.. 

• The introduction of the more recent, 'variable &*ometryt  devicos and, 

in paz'ticulr, of. the tilting disc prostheses,. portends well in . the 

long-term but present emcdimoAts of these principles are still 

. 	. subject to short-term prthlóes of thrombus ,formation and so suffer 

the major disadvantage that they necessitate continued anti-coagulant 

therapy. 

1.2 	cattons gf teReViM: • 	•• • • 

Two possibla approaches to the development of. a •suitable 

prosthesis emerge. One is the development of a suitable flexible 

material for a given design (that of the natural. valve); the other,  

Is development of a v&vedesign suitable fora given bic-compatible 

• rigid •  Perhaps the'foer of these two alternative policies 

•. 	would be the simpler, were it not for the fact that there is no known. 

way of predicting the compatibility, of a material with blood. • .. The 

. 	researcher is thus left with the burdensome task of implanting innumerable 

• 	materials samples, appropriately stressed mechanically, into living 

animals in thaktope of stumbling upon a suitable sust&rice.' Designing 





iDCEFC6. A 	 3LOOD 	I4A AND 

HYDRO*DYflAMIC DXtJiAUC 

Blood is physically a colloidal SolUtiont  being cmpoaed of 

particles (e.g. erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets) suspended 

in a continuous liquid phase - the plasma. Though blood has Non-

Newtonian properties when flowing in small vessels, these may be 

ignored for consideration of the larger flow and the 

eueeneion can be considered to behave hydrodynamically as a 

vincens Incompressible fluid. When a flow obstruction is placOd 

in the path of such a fluid in motion, tour basic fluid mechanical 

effects generally occur which may have a damaging influence upon the 

suspended particles. These are :- 

I) velocity gradients, which cause a shearing effect 

between adjacent fluid layers; 

pressure variations which may lead to cell deformation; 

flov stagnation, caused for e,amp1e by fluid 

impingement at right angieJ to a surface; and 

turbulent momentum, transport, whose effect is 

primarily to enhsnOe the Date at which fresh 

elements of blood are brought into contact with 

a flow obstruction. 

for the puroses of discussion, the three types of particle 

given in tho example above will t'e considered as typical of the blood 

constituents. 

2.1 $nw4c 	Erythooviee 

Irythrccyte destruction at foreign surfaces was first noted as 

a result of Rufnagel's plastic valve ip1sñttione in 1954and by 

13. 



Stohlcwn(b0)  when the same devices were implanted in doss. The 

syndrome has subsequently been discovered in patients with diseased 

valves(2223)  or Teflon intra..cardiac patcheS 
5,'76) and in those who 

have undergone prolonged extra-corporeal supportD. Nearly all 

valvular prostheses produce haemolytic anaemia(1
0,21,33,34 ,9,5l,52) 

the notable exceptions being allogx'aft, xencgraft and autogenous 

tissue 10alveso 

The exact mechanism of haemolyais is not yet Itzliy understood. 

There is evidence that the mechanical crushing action of the valve, 

such as exists between a ball and seat, may produce haemolyei3 '4, 

though direct microscopic examination his shown this to be unlikoly 
(55)6 

Clinical observations oftbe hnemclysia associated with valvular 

malfunction have tended to suggest that the damage is flow dependent, 

diurnal variations of the haemoglobin content of the urine bearing 

this out 	 In coot of the in vitro control experiments, 

damage to the red celia is considered as being 

a, acute or immediate 

and 

b* sub-lethal, i.e* requiring an a'peeciable period 

of time for the damaged ecU to :elease its contents. 

Blacksbear 6", Nevaril, UeUus 	and othera(20,9 

have kttemptod to separate the lysing mechanisms into wall- and bulk-

flow induc,ed. The high tolerance for bulk stressec in isotonic sali*e 

jets (up to 40,000 dynes/W) indicates that bulk-flow shear is 

unlikely to be a significant mechanism in vivo(o2) , but a very much 

lower critical value (3000 dyne9/cm2), causes cell rupture in the 

region near a solid boundary. Though there is some debate as to the 

precise value of the critical shear stress, sufficient to cause cell 

1k. 



rupture (due to the time factor involved in the various esrimental. 

determinations),, it is clear that hamolysie is associated with the 

presence of velocity gradients in the vicinity of solid boundaries. 

It is of interest to note too, that there is poor correlation between 

in vivo and in vitro results. Currently available aortic and mitral 

prostheses have been found under pulsatile and steady flow conditions 

in vitro, to liberate O.00O.035 gms, haemoglobin/lOO litres of blood 

flow, which is appreciably lower than clinically reported values. It 

is suggested that postalimentary lipadmia and time-dependent (sub' 

lethal) damage are complicating factors.. 

The influence of pressure fluctuations upon erythrocytes is not 

Clear. It is generdily beiioed that as long as: gasbubhle formation 

(cavitation) is avoided, then pressure,  sensitivity will he so small 

as not to be a major influence in prøathetio 	
On the 

other hand the long'.tWrm fatiguing effects of continued pressure 

variation upon the,. red cell membrane is unknown. 	: 	. 

2 • 2 Hema4namiC)amage to JAeukocytos 

Though little is knàwn about the role of white cells in thrombus 

and haemolysis,. they have a fundamental effect in controlling disease 

and tissue inflammation. It . is generally found that the white cell 

count is decreased by in vitro pumping 	in approximate proportion 

to the level of erythrocyte damage 4  but the extent of leukocyte 

damage necessary to produce intolerable impairment i'unknown. 

2.3 

- . 
	Consideration of the third. major cellu1tr,  element of blood, the 

platelets, introduces the concept of flow related thrombus formation, 

currently the most important cause of early post...cporative morbidity 

(6Z *65) 
after the, implantation of artificial heart valves. 

15. 
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Although a great deal of work han hen done on the mechanism  

of clot formation in injured vessels in 	0(a1,82) 
and on some 

static artificial eu 	84) 
the Mechanis= in these two caes 

differ in significant respect. Further, it is likely that clotting 

in flow syetei,s in the presence of artificial materials, will show 

further differences, not ytt fully explored. 

Rellem 	first found that red CeUn contain a substance 

(factor [) that causes plt adhesion and aggregation and vas later 
L 

identified as adenootne 4i-phosphate (ADP), Further, Janson (67')  

noted the incidence of hasm*lysio durjn the formtticn of the platelet 

plug which plays an important part in haimostaaisw • The ajcr funtion 

of the released AP in to promote adhesion and thitiat6 the clotting,  

process, at which tae the Ned cell plays a dormant' role; but it i 

known that the red cells contain a clot prootinç factor (errthroctin) 

which is made available upon haeiolyein afld ieh bears close • • 

resemblance to the platelet lipid factor in its action. It 5'ema,  

possible thefore, that,hap.molysis and thrcbua formation, are inter-,  

related* 	xperimenta1 support for this proposal has been obtained 

by 	, who, found that when dsesinatad intravascular cosgu.intiDn 

(DIC) was induced in rabbits,, there was olear evidence of .haeaolya. 

This result was expanded upon byRuberg et &1 69,70),  whein an 

• 	in vitro study, too  cine tthna of the • rupture of the erythrocytea • • • 

caught On tibrin strand. The cause of rupture 'was undoubtedly due 

to fluid sochsniol stress, a result strikingly similar t that found • 

by lackshear 	for the flow inducedfragmentatica of red calla 

adhering to foreign surfaces. It would thun appear that the presence 

• of throbus, will increase the effoctiveneea of shear forces in 

producing red cell rupture. Conversely, since red Cells, contain 



et7thrccytifl, their rupture may promote clot forwition, but the 

magnitude of  these effects to not c1ear,  

2.4 SLuLies onthgrosC*1tcCai 

In vjvo expErtmont. on tho implantation of h1ff and streamlined 

bodies in the ardioa euler system tend to move the uncertaity of 

the thrombus-fluid  .4low relatonshipo in an,early etudy, ateel 

Pius of circular, elliptical and triangular section were ,laced in the 

canine aorta for two hours and the quatity of thsbua so formed was 

evaluated in situ. The: bluff, circular and triangular pins were well 

coated with clot, more thickly on the downstream, stde whereas the 

elliptical pins, oriented with the major axis lying parallel to the 

flow, remained cQsparatIvely free of clot, the surface being clean 

save for 1 tine streamer of thrombus at the trailing edge- 

Conflvmtion of l thO beneficial effects of streamlining was obtained 

by Vorbauer and c 	ney 7  who Imputed a variety of bluff and 

faired bodies (j ?) in  the cantne desc ding aorta. Any thrombus 

which was shed from,  the bodies was caught in a cylinder downstream* 

Two sets, of 108 trials were undertaLken in which each of the 

test objects woo allowed to ro'atn in place for periods of twenty and 

of fortyfive mtunteso; tt was hcped that thXobUe formation. in the 

.first trial would be ssignable to turbulence effects, and in the 

longer trial attributable to a combination of turbulence and stagnation. 

In bothstudies*  the long tear-drop exhibited the least thr rbosiS. 

When the effect of turbulence alone was considered, the long tear-drop 

in either orientation gave results which could not be distinguished 

• from those with the short tear-drop or the cone with its apex pointing 

stream. These reaulta, were, however, bettor than those from all 

the other profiles. Zn neither meries of tests could statistical 

17. 
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differentiation be made between the balland dices, though there 

appeared to be slightly lecs clot% o the ball. The most striking 

difference was between the results for the cone's; in the turbulence 

trial they produced a modarato amount of thrcmbuø, but in the 

combination test they constituted the profiles moot, prone to tbrombu$ 

formation frrepectie of oierttation. 

This skilfully designed study strongly confirms the hypothesis  

thAt hydodynaetc fairneam, is related to compatibility with flowing 

blood. If we consider the profiles as having a '1ding portion' 

upstream of the position of rnaxttmrn croaesection, and a trailing 

portionO dounstream ,of this point, it is clear from Soneral hydro-

dynamic principles that the trailing portion would produce the most 

significant effects as regards the turbulence generationo Fluid  

mechanically, then, the ranking of the profiles, starting with the 

'best', would be expected to bet 	toardrop, bell, disc, upstream 

apex done* This result is confirmed, except for the rrë. It is.. 

possible that Chic,  could be explained as a consequence of the restricted 

area of the trailing portion, and its 1iited access,ibiiity. to. the flows* 

It was augeated above that the effect of turbulence, and the shear 

stresses associated with it, cou4 create a situat:Loti. suittb1e for 

thrcmbus formation by the liberation of \D from the platelets. In 

the case,  of turbulence over the cone with its apex pointing upstream, 

it is possible that neither the turb1ent atr&n nor the disturbed 

platelets pass over the trailing surface and there a thus no available 

surface for the thrombus to accuflulate upon. 

There is also evidetice, however, that the forrn of the leading 

portion is more important in relation to blood trauna than in hydro. 

4ynica. The loading portion acts as an agent for converting part 

19. 
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of the flow pressure, eiergy into kinetic energy, the trailing portion 

perf orming the reverse function with an efficiency known from hydro-

dynamics t* . be very senuitive to profile (3hepe. The Maps of the 

leadintj portion has. almost no effect upon the efficiency of the fluid 

energy conversion, but it does have a profound influence upon the 

formed elements of blood. Fluid impinging normally upon a surface 

has a.marlkedI7 greater tendency to damage blood than when it passes 

tangentially over the surface. This effect is not clearly evident 

in \torhauer and 4cElbauey'a study, but it has been well deonatrste4 

by Patchok 	and indirectly by clinical experience with cases of 

Sept&l defeat repair with Teflon 

Ccnclusiç 	. 	. 	:. 	 . 	. 

Macre. and microscopic studlea of te influence of fluid 

mechanical forces upon bloád upoz't the hypothesis of a eorepóndence 

b,teen the degree or' blood triuma at a coponent of given material 

and its hydrodynamic performancef Additional factors suet however 

be taken into account: . . . 	. . 	. 	. 	. 

1) The loading portion shape is o consequence in relation 

to blood trauma but is generally not of hydrodynamic 

iapertaxwo, Situatic-us in which blood flow impinges 

normally, or nearly so, should be avoided. 

it) Turbulence or disordered flow, und.arable in most 

fluid mechanical cases., where' e'ergy losses Are to 

be avoided, noe4 not cause .'gross thrombus-, tøftation, 

though probably inplying a level of damage to the 	•. 
cells and pIsteleta. 	. 	 . 

. 

	

	 further, turbulent 'gions over. the body surface would be 

expected tO onhance the transport of blood elements towarde and 
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away from the body siwfacc. Thus s. significant factor in downstream 

thrombus formation would appear to be the shape of the body and its 

proximity to the disturbed wake. 

Shear stress atone doea not appear to be the sole factor in 

• determininS the extent of blood damage. 

It wil be noted that one factor oaitte4 in the  foregoing 

review is the influence of surface roubnesa upon the blood elements. 

Though this is of hydrodynamic importance*  in that surface rougbnesa 

enhances fricticnnl drag, its effect on blood trauma is more complex. 

The nØure of blood is such*  that it tends to cäat rough surfaces 

4th a form of endothelium, thus making them smooth, but the nature 

- 	of the coating and its stability are more related to the compatibility 

of the surface than to its actual rotzghnese. Despite,  the constraints 

to the potbesis outlined above, the corrsaondenCO between hydrc 

dynamic disturbance and blood trauma appears to be reasonably ell 

established.. The next stage in the study therefore May be 

general analjste of pros thesic valvos in relation to the level, of. 

hydrodynamic distürbanco inherent in their design. 
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3. 

3.1 	rri tri4c 	is Ø 	 :T.prifice 

The goneral improvements in the hrdrod wtcs of prosthetic 

valve deign, discussed in cbapter 1 have in the main been directed 

towards the occiader shape and its notion, with little attention 

given to the two main orificó paranoter-q the bore and the shape of 

the longitudinal section, Examplea of orifice diameter variation 

are shown in Table I below, for a selection of suitable valves for 

implantation ,into A typical tissue annulus of 27 mm nocinal diameter. 

TABLIES, Dimensions  of tout commonly available 

prostheses suitable, for V mm tissue annulus 

	

L 	- - - ' 	 --- 

	

-- 	 - , 	- 	- 	Orifice - 	Optimal tissue 

	

Type: of valve 	Size 	'Diameter 	4nnulus 

	

_, 	-- 	---'- 	: 

3tarrdwar$ 	- 	12A 	16.5 mm - 	- 27.4 rni 	- 
(ban) 	

0 •• 	 -- 	

- 	 0: 
': 

': H 

Khiky 	 5 	17.5 mm 	27.0 m 
(disc)  

	

0 -Gott 	- 	2A. 	9.7 mm 	- -27.0mm 
0 	 0  (hinged leaflet)  

liarnard 	 A06 	21.0 ntm 	 26.4 mm 
(poppet) 

- - ---- 	 --0- -- ----- 	 0' 

- These figures suggest that a significant part of the well - 

established differences between the flow,  resistances generated by 	- - 

these devices 46  may be attributable to differences in orifice 
-- 0 

- size., and that this may disguise or exaggerate ocluder-based effects. 

- Although a -  large and well-reviewed literature 	exists - 

- for the à1culation of orifice pressure-flow elatiónhips, the 
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data pertains only to steady flow situations in straight iniform 

channels, e'stes of ccpa'atiely 	 Among 

the flow complexities of the cardiovaseular 5yste, on the other 

hand, are such notable features as the influence of the sinuses of 

Valsalva upon Whegenera1 fluid motion* It is reported by !eilhousa 

that in the presence of the valve leaflets., vortices' are formed in 

the sinuses with a maximum circulating' velocity greater than 90 of 

the maiestream va)Aip. Such' vortices dissipate the kinetic energy' 

of the fluid and cause a pressure loss over the assetbl. Evv 

leaving aside the special problems of unsteady 11kw, consideration 

of the complications 'f this vortex motion,  and the ienlar 	. 

configuration of the flow boundaries suggests that the problems of 

analysing pressure drop are best examined. experiáentally. FExperiments 

were accordingly planned to investigate*  in steady 	t:- 

The ap Oabilit of the theory and oxpèriienttl 

reaulta for orifices Ina, uniform channel to a 

	

model of the -  region around and including the . 	.. . 

aortic valve..  

The true proportion of the flow resistance . 	':... . 	'. 

caused by the orifice in a 09106tion of prosthetic 

valves. 

0. The general Wfects of variations of sapo of 

orifice cross-section in a selection of valve 

housings of differing diameter.  

The ffiodel of the aortic flow' chamber and the steady flow. 

testing oystem used here were generously made available to the 

author by Dr..D.. Welting during a visit by the author to 	. 

Dr. Wetting's laboratory in Baylor Medical Sbøol, Rouston, Texas. 
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Fig L. Flow contour of 'the Aortic Model 
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Fig 3 	Schematic Diagram of the Steady Flow System. used 

in the orifice analysis. 



Dr. Weiting gives a detailed description of the construction of his 

(87) test 	ia his thesis 	Figure 3 shows a schematic diaran of 

the system and Figure k shows a detail of. the flow, ohwber, whose 

dimensions were obtained from natural human hearts. 

3.1.1 The Dicarge&WIAM WA, the  IM2981  Aorta 

when any,  fluid passes from a uniform ckuinne1 through a 

narrower orifice, many of the fluid particles must travel radially 

inward to reach the orifice, and hence experience a radial acceleration. 

Because the fluid prtic1ee have inertia, they continue to converge 

for some distance downstream 	 until of the orifice 	their radial 

is destroyed. The orifice thus; generates a fluid jet whose. 

minimum cross-section, the Vena Contracta, has an area seaUr than . . 

that of the orifice. The area ratio is known as the contraction 

.coeffic%ónt. Because the ulowcroa.sectionof. the . jet contracts, 

the velocity of the fluid particles must increase. ,  Real fluids, 

because of their viscous properties, tend to lose some of the kinetic 

energy imparted t them in this acceleration by a 'frictional prøcea 

which will have its cost marked effect in regions at high shear, 

i.e ,' where there are marked discontinuities in the fluid boundaries. 

Inpractice.,' in 0 converging part of the jet these frictional 

losses are email and can be. considered negligible.,. Downstream of. 

the Vans Contracts, however, the jet diverges to fill the cross . 

section of the channel, decelerating accordingly; and in this region 

its motion tends to become very disordered. Eddie form in the main 

stream, ascciated with high rates of shear, and. much of the fluid 

kinetic energy is dissipated as heat. 	 . 	' 

25. 
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NATURE OF ftOJ CONVERGENCE IN MODEL AORTA 

Figure-5 

Considering first the flow situation in the test section in 

the absence of a trial orifice (Figure 5), then between stations 

1 and 3 we may assume that an energy balance of the form of 

- Bernouilhi's equation is valid and reduces to 

	

- P 
3 

a 1/2 e (u - u) 	 Ci) 

where the subscripts refer to the stations at which the pressures 

and velocities are taken. The fluid being incompressible, there 

will be no accumulation of mass between the two stations and this 

gives the relation 

u1A1  u3A3  or u3  u1   

A3, the cross-seettonal area of the Vona Contracts, may be 

expressed as a fraction of the orifice area, i.e. 

A
3 c 2 C A 	 (iii) 

Solving (i) and (iii), the pressure loss between otatina 1 and 3 

may be written as 	 ( 	2 	) 

	

4621 3 
 1/2Qu2 1  - 3 	(iv) 

(As. CO2 

26. 
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If the channel diverged smoothly and gradually from station 3, the 

Vona Contracta, to station 14  some few tube diameters downstream, then 

the fluid would regain ost of its pressure loss at tbeoiifice. 	In 

pr'tice, owevor, for anatomical reasons, the prosthesis cannot have 

a hcu3in long enou:h to allow a sufficiently gradual divergence to 

avoid flow separation and the pressure recovery can therefore be 

assumed to he negligibly small, so that 

L P 1-4 = 

For any given flow rate therefore, it will be seen that the major 

paraeters determining this overall pressure fall are the area ratio 

and the contraction coefficient C. 	because of the smoothly curving 

nature of the wall of the contraction towards the orifice in the 

'empty' test section, the contraction coefficient C in this case 

will be approximately unity. 

Takingr station 2 to be the tissue annulus it will be seen 

that equation (iv) gives he theoretical pressure lose over the 

annulus alone, i.e* without the presence of a valvuir prosthesis 

or its houein. 

If now, we consider the situation in which some form of 

valvular houoir4g is introduced into the tissue annu.Lus and the 

orifice for flow 13 reduced to an area A,, then in a manner similar 

to that for the dorivutin of equation (iv), we may write the 

theoretical pressure loss as 	
2 

- 1/2 9 u2 	 (v) 

-ince it is in many . ys desirable to compare the re;ults of steady 

flow studios undertaken by other research groups witr t o&P obtained 

below, it will 1. e useful to write equation (v) in terms of the flow 
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area it the tissue a=ilU3I  (A,), the valve orifice area (A t ) and 

the flow rate (). 	quation (v) cannot be made explicit in these 

latter three 	raneters, ilut if the pressure loss over the prostretic 

orifice alore is obtained by subtraction of equation (iv) from 

equation (v), the volumetric flow rate In both cases bein; the same, 

we obtain 

	

3p ros 	
1/2 	

{. 22  - 	
() 

i c2 I C) 

where 

13proe. 0 
1-3m 	1-3 

	

r  f pressure lose over \ 	
(ann ulus 
iose over prosthetic 	

(test 
loss over 

(prosthesic annulue 	+ test 3ection I 	section 

Assuming C 	19  as explained above, equation (vi) can be 

re-arrunged to give a diensicniese ressure coefficient, C, where 

2 

Ca 
p 	1/2 2 	LA. Ic 

3.1.2 u.pitcsbi4ty of tne Derived otion 

complete test of equation (vii) is to determine its fit with 

the experimental data for flows in the model aortic system provided 

with a series of orifices of varLus 	and of various shaes 

associated with different values of 	In te first stage of 

such a test, the experimental pressure ices was recorded over a 

series of plain-holed orifice plates, placed in the eodei of the 

aortic flow system, exposed to flow rates In the range 5-30 litres/sin. 

The nressure coefficient C was then plotted against the quantity in 

bracketson the R.H.. of (vii), the area function, (Figures £ and 7), 

assuming the teat-rig contraction coefficient C a 19  as in equation (vii). 
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In 1i;ure , the are ratio function is co utd3ing VaiU3 of 

the contraction coefficient Cc.  tabulated for sharp-edged, V.I.I. 

orifice plates, commonly used in orifice plate fowmetera 8 . 

As will e seen from this plot, exporiment-al and theoretical resuits 

are in good agreement for the range of orifice sizes most frequently 

used in prosthetic valves, tziough there is a divergence of the results 

in the case of small orifices, where it would appear that the choice 

of contraction coefficient was too small. The nature of the channel 

convergence (Figure ;) sugge:ts that it may act as a bell-mouth for 

the orifices, in which case the overall form of the flow constriction, 

considering convergence and orifice together, ap:roxmate3 to that of 

a nozzle, 	41 consequence of this effect would be that the fluid 

streamlines are brought to the orifice throat more or 1068 tangentially 

to the throat boundary at least in the limiting case when , approaches 

A2, and the degree of jet contraction would :eneraily be less than 

that obtained when the orifice plate is mounted normally in a uniform 

pipe. In these circumstances, the contraction coefficient 

	

would in the limit tend to unity as 	tends to one, and would 

vary in some unknown way with iarer vauea of the area ratio. 

hen it is assumed that 

12 	 r2 
j 	

A2 	
- 1 1 	K. 	2 	1 	C 	 (viii) 

it2 # 2 	I 	
p 

( •Øt 	 ) 	 "S 

the linearity of the relationship between C and the area ratio 

function was unchanged (Figure 7), 8hc)win that the factor 'K' is 

sensibly constant for different 	over the range of nteroat. 

In view of this result for the plain-holed plates, it is reasonable 

to assume that for orifices with o more rounded entrance, K will be 
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approximately invariant with A2/A 	for with rounded orifices the 

nozzle effect is more pronounced and the contraction coefficient 

is thus cloaer to unity for all area ratios. It is thus highly,  

likely that if the series of experiments were repeated with, for 

example, a series of the faired rings or housings of Starr-Edwards 

prostheses of differing diamters, a. plot, of C versus the area ratio 

function 

would also . be linear and wàuld *sa through the origIn, the elope 

.• or K value-characterising its fairneaaof profile. 

Because of the dissipative fluid mechanical eff*cts previoualy,  

discussed,: and because the .orifice may. not behave as a perfect nozzle 

and may give C, ' 1, the value of K in the equation (viii) will 

. 	always be greater than unity. The value of K as detormined from 

the gradient of the C versus Area FUnction plot for a given type 

Of orifice can be taken as a figure of merit for the orifice design 

as regards it tendency to retard and constrict the flu.d Jot formed 

by it. 	' 	 ... 	•. 	,.. 	. 

Seven different pràathesea . were stripped of their. occludors 

and placed in the model aorta. where they were subjected to flow 

rates of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 litres/mm. Ecperimentai pressure 

drops over each of the prosthetic annuli were recorded -and fte 

experimental pre 	e ooeffioient8 were su'. 	 plotted Agw.nst the area 

ratio (Figure 8). For each. individual valve the data points for.  

different flow rates were virtually coincident. With the. K values 

and pressure coefficients calculated for each orifice, the cccluders 

were replaced in their respective houa±na and the experimental 
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. 	. procedure repeated. Preceure coefficients for whole prostheses were 

obtained from which it was poeibe.to detrninà the following 

parameters. 	 . 	. 	. 

i) The constrictive nature of the orifice1  recorded as 

'a '5tenoi number' and equal to the 'theoretical 

pressure coefficient (Cs) for a K value of unity. 

This value is doterined from the orifice and ! tiaine 

annuli& diantoter3 and in independent of the form 

. 	. 	. 	of the orifice section. 	.. 	.. 	. 	." 

. . 	it) The hth'odynamio fairness of the orifice aecn, 

recorded as the K value 	A small K value in 

Indicative of 1ittietlov disturbance. For most . 

prosthetic valves, vheré the ratio of the, orifice 

.•. 	diameter to the tiseus annulàa dtieter is usually 

greator than 0.6 i i it on be .atsumed on the evidence 

given above for the behaviour of earpoded orifice . 

plates that the k-value is independent of the 

Steziosis Number, 	 •.. . 	 . . . 

Iii) The relative proportion of the pressure loss over,  

the prosthesis which may, be attributed . to the ,.  

orifice alone. 

. 	3.1.3 	susicn ote1t 	 . 	. 	• 

Perhaps the cat striking rault is th eensitvity of the 

experimental pressure loss to small, changes in the orifice diameter. ' 

As will be'z3een from equation (viii), the preesuró coefficient' for 

a given flow rate is dependent upon the fourth power of the diameter 

of the flow orifice aad the decree of fairing imparted to the throat 
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i.e. t:e 'Y-vjlue', 	hen the K-value is held con5tut, as in the 

experiments with the plain-hole ori 	plates,, the effect of the 

fourth power do: endence can be clear1y8en. 	If for exam.le, the 

or', floe diameter is reduced from 2 mm to .'Omm (as.ouming the tissue 

snnulu to o 27sm) then the pressure !oa k; over the co,istrictirn is 

aimot doubled. In ters of prosthesis design this point is of 

considerable importnce,-dart icuierly if the pressure Loss over the 

orifice is a significant part of the pressure loss over the whoie 

prosthe& is i.ee orifice and occluder. 	Refe t'ring to equation (viii) 

again, it will be convenient to write it as 

1 
C 
exp 

- 	
A. 

- 	 a K.(tenosis Number) 	K,C 
t 	J 	 p 

where the dtmensicnless Stenosis Number is characteristic only of 

orifice dierneter and is entirely distinct from the term 'experimental 

pressure coefficient' • It will be noted from Table 6, that a wider 

variation of 3tenoeie Number is possible compared to variation in 

K.value. Thus it is probably true to say that, in terms of vive 

pre-'sure-drop, the most important consideration is the orifice diameter 

and tht fairin; is of seconary but not minor importance. 

iri te reits obtained with the eight orifices, it appeared 

that a rough corre.ation existed between the radius of curvature of 

the orifice onçitudinai section anj the quality of tae disturbance 

to the flow* If there was a discontinuity in the juncn of the 

curved surfaces which formed tue upstreat and downstrea firina, 

then tue was refLected in the resuite as an increase in the X-Valu*. 

This result in we.A_~ shown for the ay-hi..oy (h a 2.76), ada-Cutter 

(3.1) and Koif Ter-drop (3.70) orifices. 	It will be noted that 
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cu 	contiictinj result was obtained for the Bernard U. C.T. prstheais. e  

Despite  the very high degree of fairing 4he poppet housing has a 

coiaratively poor 1.vaLue. Thie may be attributed to the flow 

dieturbttcea cauaed by the un ired struts which rorrnUy retain 

the occiuder, and which project into the central portion of the flow.  

jot. The rane of Kuvaluee (2.07 4.7) dugge,,it that careful 

fairing of the prosthetic orifice could in extrelu). Cases resuit in a 

501 reduction in pressure loss. 	 . 	. . 

The 	 Ibopregsure. IpsOTeZ 2 . 

rosthicle cgueed by the orifice 	••• 

In all but one. of the prostheses analysed, the. pressure loss 

over, the orifice accounted for, more than 50% of the total pressure 

loss (Table 7). The soliet value (24%) was obtained for the 

y•y valve and the 'highest (83) for the . Wada-.Cutter prosthesis. 

This laet result is of prtiaular interest to designers of pivoted 

disc üvess  (see chapter 3.) to which class the Wadacutter poathesis 

bon. I the experimóntal pressure. coefficient for the Wada 

Valve ts split into its two coponenta the K.Value and the 3tonosia 

Number it will be eeón that the valve is not stenatic by reason of 

an: 	 area ratio (tenoais No. 2.32) 0  but that it ha a 

very, high X . .'valué, iuditn€ poor drificefairing. • Such a feature 

would.bave  little influence upon the. pxesszre 'loss over a poppà.t 

valve whore the mJoi-ity of the fLv disturbance is caused y the 

cludor, but for a' pivoting* diso device orifice configu'ratio'n'  

becomes a major consideration. . . 	. . 	. 	 . 



Calculation of area functionr for sharp-edged orifice 

i) according to equation (vii) using contraction coefficient 

v1us derived frw the I.D.I. orifice datnt,  and 

Li) according to equation (viii) (Storosi3 Number) 

Teat Orifice 
Diameter 

D2 	, A2 IA,  I - C 

.22 ui Im 1,23 1.51 0.82 1.28 2.90 

20 mm 1.35 1.82 0.74 2.32 5.17 

17 MM 1.58 2.52 0.63- 5.33 .- 	12.2 

• 1.80 3.24 0,55 9.50 22.6 

Ca1cu1atioz of tho pre-nu1tip1ier used for. determining C 
. 	•pexp.•. 

from the experimental pressure loss L ?(mzn !!&'.. 	. 	 . 	. 

i1owrate C MQ 	:()2 
Rio 

32.1 30 44/min 348 x 

25 L/rnin . . 	 . 	5.23 X 10m Rg 

8.17 x 10 w Hg 

15 W 
- 

1.45 	•out 
- -----.• 

H9 

* 	c 	• =1-4 0 .A 	. 	. . 	. 	. 

37. 
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Fxperiex1tEj preure coefUciut3 for 
Al 

the plain-hole orifices 

Q 

----_:. - 

43.,3* A!1 

--- -.- - 
A!13 

flowrate ()ztfice Oiwn. 
------ 

. 

_i__._i_• - - 	--- 	- 	-a-- 

- 0*5 

--- • 

30 22 19.5 1.3 
.. 
18 6.55 

20 32.5 1.3 31 11.3 

17 68.9 1.3 67.5 24.6 

106.5 1.3 105 38.2 

25 22 3.2.8 0.8 12.0 6.v 

20 21, 0.8 20.5 10.7 
.4 &9 17 

 

0.8 47.0 2144 

15 72.3 0.8 71.5 37.14 

20 22 7.5 0.5 7.0 5.7 
• 	 • - 	

• 20 3.2.5 ().3 121.0 9.8 

3.7 30,5 0,5 30.0 214.5 

-_-- _•• j- 	-.-- 
- • 	5I0 0.5 50.5 

• 

41*2 
- __- -1------.  ------------r- 
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C1cui&tiou 	of the Stenais Nubr (area ratio) for 

the 9p1e of pzo5thetic hart valves  

Prosthesis 
-  

Orifice ;;:: ;: 

r. 

Rti 	/2/ A, 
- 

SwUaff-.Outter. 17.35 2.42 4.85 

VadCutter 	• 19.95 1.83 • 2,36 
PIVOTED DISC • • • 

4.96 

y..Thiley •17,+0 2.40 4.76 
iCtL 	POPPET 

14.60 10.7 
'TEA 	DROP' 

• Starr-Edwards' 16.45 2.69 6.25 

Barnard U.C.T. 2.0 2.69 1.72 
• 	ST}A4LIND 

- 

• 

- 	• 
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c-]w 	for the types o oiiftca examued. It 41]. be -acted  

that there is a 	enerd trend for the wefl'.faird orifices to 

have s. low K.*value. 	The araLous result for the Bumard orifice 

tiwbaiaea caue1 is probM1 	dire to the din s by projecting struts. 

••- 	_.-••-.-• -*- 	 - 

tbesis 
! 	 •. 

x__vaiue Orifice 
• 

_* 	ffF 	 - 

Section 

• 

?All 20074tarr"dwards • 

11otfCutter 	all .07 	• 

• 	 Ke..Shi1ey Disc 2.56 	
: 

Z1CD.K 	• 2,74 	• 	• 

•Barnard U.C.T. 2.4 	• + strt 

A 	•. Tear crop 	• 3.70 

Plain-bole Ortfice 4.57 	• [ 	 1 



Sried data from the analysis of a selection of 

prosthetic beart v1vos 

- 	---- 	-- 	 - 

Valve Name 0$ 1.s.va1ua Number ex 
°'h% + 

- 	- 	- --I 	 . - 

Orifice 
. 	- 	-- - 

Occluder 	e4 
---- 	- 

Orifice 
------- 

o1ff Tear Drop 39,4 3.70 10.7 20.1 59.7 66% 

KysbUey No -5 	- 7,4 : 2.56 2.89 23. 3 I0 23% 

13.6 -244  4.96 	-. IC.8 24.4 56% 

- ,SMt'z 	wardal2&. 13.0 .2.07 .. 	6.29 - 	3.6 16.6 81 	- 

9*07 4,84 	. 6.4 16.4 62.51,  

Barnard U,C.T. -5.0 2.84 1.76 5.0 10.0 - 	50% 

Wada-Cutter 	- 7.4 3.18 2.32.. - 	1.5 8,9 83% 
-- 

£4enoiie Nwuber is the dimansioraeas theoretical 

pressure coefficient. for K 	1 calculated- trw the de2s-ioe 	- 

of the orifice,  

+ C 	is the experimentally doterl atwd pressure coefficient 
- . 	pexp  



i:ct tr:jMb 

Average 	enera loss 
.

and percent bictflow. 

aseociated with varlous prostheses 	 t=  

raid tl.& 	 tr 	 C3r' 

total 	- oce 
rf 	 •::: 	 . 

oc 5C 	'i, tct2 

t'4 	c?525 	Ij00W 	393 t 08 

1 	5 vt &473 11Q 	4AltLd 6fl le 

V ,lf 	z 
Benaon-Ro,* 	 570' *t ° 

'C" .ft" 	 O wx 	ic 6S Gott ZA moulded' 	k99 	 50 

closed .c' lu CIO to 

tzz. J 
- 	

- 

rtc r.' UMTt3z 2cci 	d 	;c'• 

c2 r,c:lu 	 . ')iLJ ti) %Z 	 rQ 	li 
4 The average energy lose due to the ocluder, 

t.. u 	ior 	 tic u 	Uie oltiAI 
is calculated from the steady flow pressure loss data 

c;it'io lzo , 	 t1il 
of the previous section 

cre vtth 	 i'i.l tto 

z 	 tht, =ISICZ t3 

.z' 	itc c t 	 tc t' 	'tj1. 

h30 O t 	 t • 

	

th 	 t i.r tb 5 

t! 	'f ttf~r tl:zw 	? 	rc 	 t,3 

o 	ot 	hii3 cxL 	i 	 utr!, 
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This study therefore iàade to the concluSion that a suitable 

valve orifice should have the following quaLittos: 

t) As 

 

large a flow area as is poai1b1a subject 

to the •doQin of the sewing ring. 

it) Sufficient 1,ength in the flow direction to 

permit 'fsirin' of the orifice' eaction, subject 

to the condition that it should not foul the 

myocardium or intia. 

• iiiY Freedom from abutments or proectioZiS into 

the fl, 	 ; 

It was conceive by 3, Maciced in 3.96$, that a pivoted disc 

vaive contained within a emooth bored bousin, would have distinct 

• advantages :over the then current. models. This idea is to harmony 

with the previous discussion# Elis initial  designs were for use in 

his own 'Edinburgh' è.rttficial heart, hydraulically driven pulsatile 

pump, coupled to a pinetrtca.0 independent awash-Plate actuator 89) 

Such an application permits the designer a relatively large degree 

of freedou, coipar4 with implantable prosthesis design.'in particular 

be is at liberty to prolong the flow passages towards and away from 

the valvtng member,, which may itself extend for an appreciable distance 

along  the axis of  flow, Latitude is therefore available for the 

use of flow diffusers and superior orifice designs*  and in these 

• circumstances it was found possible to make the walls of  the flow 

passages smooth and continuous throughout. Thus flow obstructions 

associated with regions of flow stagnation and turbulence genesis 

may be eliminated. 
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If the bQUi4g  is Conical, then the pivotalaxis my be Off—set 

from the axis of the. housirg. rurther It the t in&tion of 

the plate is made skew to the axis of flow, is whichl zase the 

plate necessarily ..becomes elliptical, than this has the effect: 

of diminishjug the rnixiiui allowable distance  between the pivotal 

axis and the * plane of the disc sealing edge, =king it possible 

to wbed the pivotal axis in the thic"ass,  of the plate. 

As a simplification te auaLcsiS needed to detu&ne the 

eoet&tcal parameters of sucha valve conatrucUon cne: angle, 

disc   inclination and pivot off-set # may be developed on the 

• assumptions that the vane is a flat plate and that oalr axes 

of rotation parallel to the base of the cone and lying in the 

plane of the vane are to be .cousi4ered.  The treataent, bowevex, 

is readily generalised to OQYCI' all possible cnsea, 
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FIG q THE GEOMETRY OF THE INCLINED PLATE 
IN THE CONICAL HOUIN& 
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3 -6 The optipuLag iitji a . Cone 

Although this problem appears to be one of a te*diseisiona1 

cbaracer, it is possible to triøpoo it into a series .of  tio 

dienaiona1.construction's by a form of contour arualyLs. The 

contours are of equal iterpnar distance, whore the planes are 

parallel t a principal $.azie containingthe nx-ie of the cone and .  

the skiw axis of the plate, i.e. the ry plane of Figure 9 
. 

. . 4 typical 'Plane ,Z n gives a hyperbolic contour of intersection 

with th orn? .00 ,R R1, n tvodeneional. detail of which is given 

. in Figure 10 	The line P' P represents the trace of Ue plate on 

the plane z rn and )$, a . pivotal axis, Opening of the plate result 

in the movement of P' to a position nearer the cons axcle 	Free 

rotation of the plate.tb~refore requires,, that no portion of P P1- 

lying within the contour ma paw, .otside 	as the plate 	ttlteC 

about the pivtol 	• Evidently th.iswiU present no probleu 

for the limiting point P, but PI will cut through the contour unless 

. 	X P' s.kea an angle greater . tan a. right an-ale with the coneapex 

side of the tangent at P'. It will be. noted tt even if 'X does 

not lie on P P' the condition for free motion is retained,. As a 

corollary, the pivotal Point . must 1i on the cone base side of .tt)eflorma1 

at the point of intersection of the plate and the hyperbola. • Thus 

the envelope of all the norala . bounds the area through which the 

pivotal axis oust pass for unimpeded vans motion. The equation 

for this curve is found to be 

y 	tan .tan. x + 	
- b) ton Oosee 40 tan Q. • 	(b - b) tan .0 + b 

where the symbols havø the rneaning of Figure 9. 

The conclusion that the pivotal axis lies within the envelope 

01 the norealo sives a necessary but insufficient condition for 

•. finite vane motion* since, the pivotal region includes points for 



CE 

F\& IC INTERSECTION OF THE PLANE Z=m 
ITN THE CONE 
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ihicb. plate flotion is limited to =411 or infiniesiman1es. 

If it is required that the 1aina can rotate tbrogb i specified 

,an1G °' then a second pivotal region within the first may, be 

constructed. 

'.' 	 Lt&0t RiooJin 

AWjg 

it wjlj be noted that in Figure IQ  we considered pivotal 

points within the arbitrary hyperbolic contoui'. It is evident 

.tht pivot poLnte !xteral to 'tie. contour will i ilarly exist,' 

at Efor example. This is not a new situation 1  since E still 

existswithin the tnvotope of the normuls. Rotation of the 

eewnt 'P through an an&e ' 	gboat etiU eqtret that 

P' lshould  *ot cut the  hyperbola but in the lttitin onditixL 

should just .'touh it at say " hsVin ubtende the tn&.e o( 

at . In shortened for we req4ro that £'IP" be equal to ° 

and that P' = P' '. The 100us of t is thus easily constructed 

With the aid of a template 'Composed lof two graduated a=a  set at 

the required 	to each other, 

'Figure 1  i. shows the boundaries for vane rotation 0C 00  and 

o( 7 	. tor the atandard Macleod valve for which Q .250  nd the 

cone angle 0a tcn 0.1. Two feature are *specially noteworthy; 

. Thial pivotal region is of finite extent in the 

negitive. y . direction except- at the cone azie (where 

it shrinks to a point). At any specified distance 

-from the cone &zis, therefore, there is a multiplicity 

of axes about which the vane can rotate in the 

required zannor. It follows that, for any 8ivea axis 

, 	of rotation displaced tro 'the centre of the cone, 
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ther's is a set of parallel :p34ue lsinae 

vich will rotate in the eane manner as that shown* 

Thus', Provided the pivot is dtaplaoed from the cone 

axLe, a' vane of finite tbiàk*eas is not limited to 

line contact with the cone but may seat upon it in 

a ZQ55 Of finite width. This results in the 
a 	- 	 - 

praaticul avantae of ban4 aesi ecre tolerant to 

acctental wear and dasge than a line-seal. 

Th* axis of rotattozL cannot lie'between the plate 

~=d tbo - tone apex,#  If the Pivotal: axis Passes 

through the thickness of a,.pràetical plate, then, 

some portion of the edge material on the ortin side 

of- the plate's -pivotal axis will foul the housing. 

in partioular this' fouling takes place in the region 

of the 

 

pivots eid the extremities of the. minor axis. 

: Controlled 	'of , material at these edge gione 

on the oriin'eide oily, 411OWS, the vane to opon to 

any desired tnLe, at wbich - its cotton is positively 

limitod.without the Provision of extraneous Stops. 

Conc1usion 	 .• 

consequence of the two features noted above, it will be 

seen that the quality of the band seal poriita considerable freedom 

in the shaping of the plate section without compromising the sealing 

efficiency of the plate with its housing. This particular design 

thue lends' -itself to a wide variety, of toms of aer namic profiling 

of the ocoluder. In terms of orifice configuration, the eooth 

bore and ontly tapering characteristics of the housIng has the 

desirable features for uX4 orifice outlined in section .L.4. 

52. 



CUA9TCR 3 

(art 2) 

3.2 	Qenpxai. Analysis pf the Valvula Pr9theeis 2 	Cçclur 

3.2.1 Pppot Va1e 

In principle a poppet valves  to which category belong the 

Starr, KayhU.ey and Barnard prostheses,, may be said to be designed 

upon the following SeseroU principles. 

The cecludor action is dependent upon normal 

hydrostatic pressure (in the initial opening 

phase) and subsequently on drag forces. 

Thce drat forces are themselves dependent upon 

both the fluid velocity (to approximately the 

second power) and upon the shape of the occludo*'. 

The shape of the v1ving member determines the 

extent to which the flow is disturbed locally; 

in general, the greater the disturbance, the 

greater the drag forces. 

flow disturbances of any magnitude however are disadvantageous 

since turbulent shear stress and fluid-wall shear are traumatic to 

blood and cause tto dissipation of an appreciable acount of the energy 

imparted to the blood by thoheart. An example of this latter point 

may be drawn from Table 8. 1ditb reference to the energy iccea 

associated with the occiuder for the Kay.-Shiley Disc, &tarr..Edwaa'de 

Ball and Barnard Streamlined Poppet prostheses. It will be seen 

that the disc valve exhibits the properties of a 'bluff' body 

occiuder design, is rapid in its action as evidenced by the non-

measurable (NJ4.) backf..Low, but causes excessive flow separation 

53. 
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(a) Starr-Edwards Aortic (b) Kay-Shiley Aortic 

(ci Benson Roe Aortic (d) Gott Aortic 

(e) Barnard UCT Aortic (1) Natural Human Aortic 
(Homograft) 

F}& 12 PR05THESES USED IN WElTING'S STUDY ON THE 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PROSTHETIC HEART VALVES 
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- 	from the edges of the disc with the reu1tinj f'rnt.icn of a 

ttib]y disordered wake. Ahe subsequent 103 of enery entaU8 

a poor dietribution of blood to the peripheral ctrcuticn, whicb 

in turn- clIc for an 'thcreaee in heart activity. The Bard 

poppet 01' streamlined profile (tear-drop) repreeentsan attempt 

to overcome,  the forward flow resistance by tapering.the trailing 

portion of the body. Thie conical aectien- La so 4ig 	ae to 

*Jim to the orsationcf the .diaturbe4 wake, but the increased.  

irórtia of the occiud-er gives the device the characteristics of 

slugieh response to changoz in flow direction. The Starr44warde 

próstheis represents a dddle course betweeq ' the 'previous two 	'• 

deeinm, the ball having both ,a, measure of streamlining and a ' 

terable level of regurgitation. Though, hydrodynamically 

imperfect, the device remains the valve of choice for many cases 

." 	•, of valwular replace.  

Besides the vatural duji±ct•e and poppet valves, a third , 

cL8a of device, the variable geometry form, has received tecont 

• attention (see Chapter 1). In this f0m  of valve the occluer, 

" 	orinaUy moved by drag forces, rots tes into a low drag orientation 
91 

when the flow is estbXiehvd. The majordifference in design 

'.. ': therefor between the poppet and variable geometry devices is thats . 

in the latter caoe, the. dreg forces causing valve action depend 

- 	
, 

 

more upon the orientation of tilo occludor with reepoct to the flow 

than upon its general hitpe, i:j many respects this form of 

device is only a re-stateaont of the poppet valve, though in a 

refined form. This steilarity 'will be seen when 1
1 it is considered 

that if a valve which pivots to a low drag position for/forward flow 

• to then cubjeted to flow reversal, the drag forces .now tending to 



close the valve are similarly email. The sisilrity between the 

two valve types lies in the fact Vv At reduction of the forward 

now resistance results ina reluctance to cloeaud subsequent 

reguritation. 

A uwass of circumventing this difficulty, typical of 'val'es 

operating exclusively by drag forces, is to introduce an additional 

force upon the occludcr which brings the drag forcon to bear at 

the requisite time in the valving cycle.. Further, since the 

valve should be self-acting* it is desirable that this additional 

force should be flow dependent. Such an additional force is the 

aerodynamic lift associated with the circulation of a fluid about 

an aerofoil. 

3.2.2 	 t 	jt on wit 	~Ction  

Lift has been defined by 3treeter 	as 'the fluid-force 

conponent at right angies to the relative approach velocity'. 

It is of rt.tcuinr relevance to consideration of ptvotin disc 

valves, such as the type outlined in the previous section, in 

tbt a Lift farce suitably applied to the valve vane could be 

used to influence the vane Motiono In particular it could be 

used to produce an opening scnent during forward flow, in which 

case the vane may be moved into a low drag orientation. 

So well documented is the subjct of aerodynamic itft 90 w92) 

that 4only a brief outline explanation will, be given. When a bluff 

body is moved through a fluid e.g. teaspoon in a cup of tea, it 

will be observed that two small vorticea are cat-oft, one from 

each lateral extremity of the body. The strengths of these 

vortices are equal nAd opposite so that the total vorticity of the 



aystem reina essentially zero. Sieiarly a flat plate, held 

perpendicular to a slow stream successfully p 	ces this vortex 

pair, until, upon rotation to a, position where 'the plate inkea an 

angle of a few degrees to the flow direction, the tocglised. 

vortex associated with the leading edge of the plate begins- to 

d16ZLppeaX, The trailing edge vortex, however, persists. In order 

that. the net vorticity of the 'system should remain zero, a necessary 

condition for an indeperAent*qystem to which no external angular 

momentum has been applied, a circulation is etabliabed around the 

plate, in the oae sense ss the vortex originally asociatod with 

-tile IOtdiZMj o1g, of equal and opposite strength to that of the 

trailing edge vertex.(aeo Figuro 13. it is this circlatioa, in 

associatiola with the fluid flow that,  gives. rise to a 8%f ferena in 

oal flow velacittes over the upper and .lower âiwtaces of the plates 

Tho velocity, end hence kinetic energy, diff nce .i roponaiblo 

for local pressure differences which give rise to the' lift force, 

t.eo to that component OLL  force acting perpendicular to the flow 

direct, Inportant consequence of this is that the lift is 

evidently dependent upon the strength of the circulatio and only 

exists in association with  a flow of the fluid bulk. Thue, 

although the lifting force say be used to assist in the opening 

and eloain ciotions of the valve, it would not bae the advantage 

that the natural valve vortex system posssssea namely the ability 

to act on the  valve vane during the period of zero flow. The 

tgnificanoe of this' difference and the more fundsnthl question 

as to 'whether circulation can be established in a pulsating flow 

,regime are therefore uattore of paraaourit importance to tilting disc 

valve development, on which the experimental study was designed to 

throw Uht. 	' 	. 	 ' ' 	" 	.• 
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The growtb of circulation about a foil in a Slightly viscous 

fluid, started free ret has been discussed by Howarth. 

when the viscosity is taken into account, t finite time interval 

alapt.ea before circulation is estabisbed tboub thereafter, the 

rate at which vorticity is discharged into the oaln body of the 

tUai4 is dependent upon the mainstream velocity. Icrisental. 

. 	. 	
. 

 

determination of circulation growth about a foil itzzerzad in wat
194) 

er 

as. the teat fluid has been • performd by 	, who found that 

904 of the àtoadstate circulation was established after the foil 

had bee; moved on'y six chord leuths with respect to the fluid 

bulk, ond .5O aftor only °! chord 	When these 	ult8 are 

compared with the c &ovascular cystea, where the relative travel 

between the fluid and the valve vane would be expected to be a 

total of about twenti crord lengths, then it would appear that 

there is sufficient time and flow for circuj.tiozi and Lift to have 

an appreciable effect upon valve act1o. In a4dit iclai to this 

information,,ex riments by iaen 95 and Jacobs °  on the lift 

associated with pitchingfoils, have shown that a by roeis affect 

exists, above the stall,: in the shape of the Lift-Incidence curve 

(Fiore LLf), . When the Soil in these expCrisents started from 

rest at an inc.deiee well above that of the eteadystnte stall, 

• tho flow. r mod uxietaUed for the first few chords of travel but 

•• . 	the magaitud.9 of the lifting force diminished as the ate of foil 

alignont with the stream increased. • The situation of a foil, 

free to pitch in a puJ..eting fluid flow is thus cozlicated by 

both the nature of the pulsation and the rate at which the foil 

responds tQ the drsij and lift forces. The results of previous 

investigAtions are unable to give a deer indication as to the 
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effects of acrQdyuic profiling under these conditions 

An oxpe 	t1 study was therefore undertaken on the dynamic 

bobaviour of aerodynamically ;rofi1ed taxIes freely pivoted in a 

fluid medium whose flow prorties were analo8ou8 to that of the 

cardiovascular syte. Since the valving element i3 to be 

subjected to two .different flows, a rapid forward flow and a 

• slower bckfLcw1  it is possible that the most satisfactory, design 

for one fluid motion 411 have undesimble qualities in the reverse 

notion, Consequently it was eaviaed that it might be necoaaary 

to accept a ccprodse between various design featires tar from. 

.• 	
optimal in relation to ordinary, steady, forwsr Li oi wine theory, 

for the bone fit of .  the .overall perforace. v,2h6 *xalysis of 

the problem of the optiMum aeodyanmtc design of the valve. vane 

had therefore to comence' from,.general first principles and could 

not bebascid an the .,existing art of wing deeiz. 

toJ 

Let the disc 	rre3ented by a body whose shape has, subsequently 

to be detexined1  but which has a hydr'odynaeic axis A ' sicb that 

wber this axis is collinear with the flow axis the disturbance 

offered by the body to the flow in minisised. The term 'disturbance' 

includes the local flow perturbations causin blood damage, clotting 

etc. as well as those significant in relation to overall preoure 

drop. Provisionally 'e shall assume that the baemoto3.oiical 

factors are of Paramount importance amt accordingly that the 

magnitude of the feraL th'ag (the flow resistance associated with 

flow separation) is the proper .oeacure of disturbance. The 

by8rodic axis referred to is then Line fixed in the body 

parallel to that direction of external flow for which the form drag 



is least. The es6ential hydrodynamicPr ablem of optimising the 

- forwa$ flow function of the valve is then to arrune that during 

forward flow the total dieturbance Der unit volume of fld 

flowing is minimised. 

It is note-worthy that other øptiwal policies, tore completely 

to 'the clinical 	 of prosthetic valves, would 

re.Lt ifpreurO a jell as h mtolo4csl factors were included 

in the figure of jneri. For, example the valve flight be arranged 

so thtt the firt base of opening was slow, 	 n& but with the f.. 

'.openin 	ae (duri which mot. of the forward flow occurs) rapid 

conmequence of the build up .f etatic preseurt in the initial 

period of alugish disc movement.- The blood daae would then be 

saUer per unit vurne., the.iore rapid the rotation of the disc 

to tho minimum drag •.ositiou as flow  is eatablished but some 

values of the initial pressure causing this rapid acceleraticn 

migbt he unacceptably high physiologically and the proper polio 

would then bc a trade-off of some of the haeuatological advantage 

of rapid opening against the. physiological advantage of low peak 

pressure. The exchange rate for such transactions is Unknown as 

yet nd a limiting peak pressure, satisfactorily based on clinical 

tiruates,bus yet to be déterntned. 

There is, however, another and more subtle way in which 

physiological, considerations of the importance of presuro might 

modify the optimum deoign. The work ezpeMci per unit volume of. 

flow, equivalent to the flow-averaged re- eure drop, is a 

physiologically important feature of prosthetic valves in that it 

affects tho work output required of the heart. ¶ia characteristic 

is not necessarily related to the form drag di to the occiuder, 
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nor even to the level of blood dae or,  clotting tendency. For 

at some stgs in the rnotion of the occiuder, a 'relatively etremlined 

passage nay be formed between the occiuder and the walls of the flow. 

channel, i thich the resistance tootion may be due to Vi8CO1LS 

shear at Levels relatively hurcless haeatologically. One can 

imagine a valve decign such that the form drag is very s.aU but 

the pressure drop due to streamline visocue effects intolerably large. 

Once again In optir2ie 	•ucb a device one would have to 'take account 

of the heart work-load it imposed as well as the haerntological 

advantage reswned to arise from the low form drag cbarscterintic. 

In fact, however, the streamline viscous resistance of a pivoted disc 

valve is ot unlikely to be eiificsnt in relation t the for drag, 

though this can not be said for poppet valves.. 

The forward flow phase of valve operation Is easily analysed 

from the above point of view by means of diagris in which the form 

drag is plotted against the total quantity, of fluid passed. The total 

area under such a curve is, according • to the above assumptions, the 

function that has to be eiuimised. • It is equivalent to the welt 

expended per unit volume on the asakimption that all the -flow-

resistance 

ow

ra6istnnce it; form rag 	The general shape of a plot of this  sort 

sees likely to reflect the following events (figure 15). 

1) 	When the disc begins to open, and for a abort time thereafter 

the form drag strictly undortood will be very emau. The stream-

line viscous resistance duo to flow through  the still narrow 

clearance between disc ed4and channel walls will then. be  large, 

and so consequently will the pressure drop, The Reyholds number, 

however, will be sziall in these stees of valve opening so that 

take formation will not be pronounced; and insurficient time will 

have elapsed for flow separation to have developed 
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Fig. 15 Shape of the hypothetical ForrL-DragCurve 
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2) 	As, the flow Roy-nolds zuw*ber inireaeee with further opening 

of the dine and as time passes, during which the disc continues 

to act as a bluff bo4y,(though to. enever djthisb1ng extent), 

	

the  f orm thag and extent of flow disturbance 	 the total 

. 	flow increases,' prbab1y steeply at firat. 

3) 

	

	As the dine approaches its fully open position the form 

drag dimihiahe5 to ialow val

O  

ue.. 	: 

Vi  re shows a con etral impression of the appearance of the plot, 

acceMing to the-e c.onstdörations, It will be noted that the total 

area under the curve •might 	.. 	by • 	. 	• 	. ••• 

i) reducing the height of the maximum 

i) reducing the width of te peak 

(in conjunction 4th 

educing the fbim drag of . the fully opend UP c 

it in of interest tz (iii) alone cannot serve an a basis of 

optiiestion Xaess.  pmee (2) is;compietod verjr early. 	•. • 

. 	. 	2L ro  tW 	 .. 	. 	. 

If for example the , minimum drag position of th4tsc is reached 

rather slowly, i.e# aftor t substantial fraction of the flow has 

passed,, 	ituaUon deictød in the figure, then an improvement in the 

form drag of the disc in the fully open position would in itself have 

little beneficial effect on the total disturbing effect of the valve 

aa x'epr-esented by the area under the curve. A far greater effect in 

• 	the circumstances portrayed here would be secured by apeeding up the 

• • • response of the disc to the '.forward. £1Q, .g, by increasing the 

moment of the pressure and se drnwiç forces. tedin to open 

•• • 	or simply by diminishing the nement of inrtta of the disc. • These 

changes would sbift the. position of the maxiwn i the curve to the left 

diminish the wLth of the peak and increase relatively the contribution 

• 	of the right hand portion, of the total area under the curve, where 

the form drag isdeteu&usd. by the reaiatuce offered by. the 



disc in its fully opened position. After that situation had been 

attained, improeient of the streamlining of the disc in ita best 

orientation would t\krther significantly reduce the total forward 

flow disturbance. 

It is extremely unlikely that the torvard4iow,  hyurodynaatc 

characteristics of the valve and the curve of Fizre 15 could be 

calculated from a knowledge of the dynamlc impedance. (t of 

inertia and fluidresistance) of the disc and of the moment of the 

aerodynamic and other forces on it determined as point fuctiou 

of its angular position from steady .flow experLments*However*  

the curve of Figure 15 could in principle be readily determined 

in. a teat rig , in which fluid is forced through the valve by a 

driving pressure which is constant during the forward flow phase.,, 

or varies ice known manner with time, simply from measurements of 

the vaiation with time of the level of liquid collected in an 

outflow reservoir. Though suitable corrections would have to be 

applied for the inertia of the whole body of the fluid moved and 

that part of the .rónistauce due to viscous channel flow rather than 

to form-drag of the valve disc, the latter., laminar flow correction, 

could be small in a suitably designed test rig. The experimental 

device described in Chapter 6 was designed as suitable for use in 

this way. 

3,2.4 EcverseFlp 

In the reverse flow phase of fluid motion, the form-drag 

diagram will be significantly different to that for forward flow, 

in that the time scale has been diminished to the level of a few 

Milliseconda and the closing 'snap' of the device may yield an 
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instantaneous pressure rise aevi eral times larger than the forward 

Phase torm drag equivalento The constraints now tobe considered 

• are 	 . 	 . 

a) in mechanical terms, the etrenth of the tissue 

at the valve site and the strength of the 

prosthesis components •. 

1,) in ematolâgic1 terms.' the fraUity of the 
to 

forued elements of .  blood /travelling 'ater..harner' 

.• . 	pressure waves, large in magnitude and both 

positive and .ueg&tive in sense 	 . 

C) 	in fluid ec1iantcal terms., t.boxtent of , fluid 

regurgitation and Its influence upon heart 	. . 

ILd. 	.. 	 ••. 	 •'• 	.. 

It will be seu that all three contitraints are in fact 

oasuied 'by the magitude of the if not in the 

strictest sense, then to a close approximation. The effect of the 

aerodynamic lifting force in the reverse flow situation is to bring 

the vane 	a position where the drag forces. ,dependent upon the 

plate angle of. incidence and the aiainatreaa velocity, predominate 

in the closing sequence. Thus the nature of the lifting force is 

as of a trigger tot the system and has no further action in the 

closing sequence. The moment of inertia of the vane, on the other 

hand, could modify the size at the 'closing snap'. peak pressure, if 

it caused such a slow vane notion that a fluid throttling. effect 

In such cireumetauces the drag forces would riot increase 

as explosively as in the case of a low inertia vane, but would 	• 

diminish at a late stage of closure because of the reduction in flow. 



There are reasons, however, why the moment of inertia of the vane 

should not be large. From the forward flow point of view, a 

• tardiness. of motion during the vto opening period, which is 

associated with a high moment. of inertia, will enhance the tendency 

for the fórmition of blood-damaging turbulent jets in the flow region 

between the vane and the channel wall* It is also desirable from 

the.clinical viewpoint that the valve has a high freqaency reap 35 

i.e. that it will maintain its valving action during tachycardia. 

This requireent for a rapid response implies the need for a low 

moment of inertia of the vane. 

The characteristic of a low tioment of inertia can be obtained 

by making the vane of thin action and .pivothg it near the minor 

axis (this is also desirable as regards the reduction of channel 

blockage) and by7using a material of low density. It is 

advantageous to make the density of the material as nearly as 

possible that of the working fluid, as gravitational effects then 

become insignificant. 

With the valve designed as above, it is reasonable to assume 

that, because of the low moment of inertia of the valve vane, it 

moves 'with the fluid' and upon soating the trailing edge of the 

vane is neving at a velocity nearly equal to that of the fluid bulk; 

the fluid bulk is then insignificantly ipsded until valve closure 

occurs. The pressure rise associated with the eudden 'gttng' of 

a fluid flow is given by the 'water..bamier' equation an - 

L3IPV 	v 

where P is the pressure rise, V the wave propagation velocity, 

the fluid density and v the velocity reduction. Since  the 
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fluid velocity upon at valve closure is zero, the rise in pressure 

due to closure will beproporttoal tothe fluid velocity just prior 

to the sudden $ gating'. Thus it two .&alves sze to be compared for 

their closing characteristics in an accelerating return fluid flow, 

the magnitude of the 'snag' peak pressure in the two cases gives a 

measure of, the fluid velocities just prior to valve closure and. 

hence a measure of the time taken for the antive to respond to a 

change of flow direction. For this reason the peak pressure 'snap' 

would also be expected -to reflect the eve1 of rergitatiori. 

3.2.5 	 electon 

The toot situation envisaged for the pivoted vane study is 

sign5iicantly different from the steady flow ttuation, though the 

mechanism by wicb lift forces are generated is in both cases the 

same. As a, consequence £t wou11. be  :expected that basic aerofoil 

theory would apply qualitatively rather than quantitatively to  the. 

:..' pu1ed flow. situat Lou. : 

In order that the valve vane should present the minimum 

blocking effect to the flow channel, it Would appear desirable that 

the vanes should have a thin section and a mild degree of camber or 

curvature,$ tinder these conditions it is -acceptable to use the 

assumption that the shape of the foil can be approximated by 

its camberline. 

3.2.5,1 Linearisel Thin !# Theo 

Due to the influence of circulation about the foil, the 

fluid velocities over the upper and lower surfaces are different. 

In terms of the fluid motion, it is possible to remove the foil 

fráàt the flow field, and substitute: for, it a series of vortices 
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lying in the path given by the camberliue, without affecting the 

general velocity field. 

Important consequences of this thin aerofoil theory, whose 

derivation is well documented (90-92)  and which is reviewed in 

Appendix 1, are that: 

Symmetrical foils, i.e. those with a straight 

camberlino 1  have a fixed centre of pressure at 

the quarter chord point* 

ihiaynetrical  toils, .with the exception of that 

class which has a point of infloxion at the 7/8th 

chord point, have a centre of pressure, aft of the 

quarter chord point at zero angle of attack, but 

that centre of pressure moves towards the quarter 

chord point as the angle of attack increases. 

The circulation and hence lift on th6 unsymmetrical 

foils is increased by increasing the degree of 

camber. 

The furthest position aft that the centre of 

pressure may attain is the half chord pout. 

The centre of pressure moves forward slowly with 

Increasing angle of incidence if the circulation 

is large; the movement per unit increase in the 

angle of incidence is large when the circulation 

and lift are ezaU. 

The validity of these deductions can clearly be seen with 

reference to the atbezatt cal presentation In Appendix 1. 
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in od.er  to minimise the overall flow resistance and to 

avoid stagn~tiry of f juiiJ between the vane and its housing , it is 

desirable that the foil be pivoted in such a manner that when fully 

opens its plane as nearly as possible bisects the total lumen of 

the flow passage. The pivotal -axis should thtw lie as near the 

diametral plane of the housing as is practical. Though this plane 

does not exactly bisect the vane if it occladez the conical housing 

eblqucl-, it nevertheless foLLows that the centre of pressure must 

not be far from the h f'.chor4 point if the lift is to act at a. 

point wnstreae of the pivotal axis during forward flow, 

• It was 	 th therefore decided that e study should be directed 

toward the investigation of the eisler forms of uymetricsi, foil 

i.e. those wlh a curved caberline tree from complex inflexions. 

• Such vnee my be chractrtsed by five ramsters1 'i.e. the radii 

of curvature of the,:uppor &nd lower surfaces., the leading and trailing 

edge thickosses, and the cberd length More i. Ahough oue 

. of these paramstere, the chord length, is constant for the series 

of proposed éxperieite the .permutations afforded by the other four 

imply aprotracted study of debatable value. The simple form of 

study would be of asingloarometer, which in the lLht of the thin 

foil theory discussed above is conveniently the radius of curvature 

of thin uniform-thickness plates. Fortuit;ualyl. when the thin 

fOil theory Is applied to foils of circular arc section, it is 

• found that the centre of 'pressure lies at the halt chord point and 

the lift is inversely proportLonal to the radius of curvature. 

Iuvettgatto of this single parameter system was therefore 
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Cambering in the third dimeneion and leading edge fatring. 

In, the foregoing discussion vs have ft55wd that communication 

between the upper and lower surfaces (suction and pressure surfaces 

rspectively) may take place around the boundary of the profile 

i.e., by way of the leading or sLUng edges. The third dimension, 

however, becomes signULcent when considering flow in the vicinity 

of the 'wing.4ips' of the foil, since the pressure difference between 

the surfaces will promote a fluid flux from the lower to the upper 

surfaces along the path of least resistance, which, at thc tip, will 

lie in the third dimension. The lift will consequently be reduced 

in this aro. The nett effect of this fluid motion over the whole 

foil is to produce;a surface of flcw.discontinuity u4d . sn increase 

in the total drag; the effect is known as induced drag. Cone 97), 

has shown that for wings With a spsnwise curvature s having the centre 

of this óurvature on the pressure aidà, there is .a possible 

• theoretical reduction of the induced drao by as much as 33.33, 

compared to that for a  flat elliptical pianfors under similar flow 

. 	.. 

 

conditions 	• The  effect of curvature in the third diinoneion is to 

deflect the fluid in the opposite direction to that of the intended 

wiSretton and hence to inhibit the formation of. wing'tip vortices. 

• 	. •: 	The effects of induced drag are particularly important in 

• •. wings with a small span to chord ratio i.e. wina belonging te'tbe 

claae known as 'slender bodieS'. Here the induced drag forms a 

major part of the total drag, and its. reduction would therefore be 

desirable in the present case. • But it also helps to prevent fLOW 

•• • 	separation from the suction surface of the foil when the foil is 

• inclined at a large angle of incidence to the flow. Since it is 
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proposed to iove the foil to a position of Wdall positive incidence 

under the influence of t. aerodynamic lift, however, it would seem 

that the benet.tci4 characteristic at induced drag would be urnieceissary. 

The use of ehe:ical sheila as opposed to lindzicaUy 'curved plates 

would therefore appear . to be an advantsee 

Even if induced .drag were not a critical factor, there are 

good structural reasons for this choice. A spherical, cap is 

ochenicaUr able to withstand forces that would fracture a plate 

similarly curved in only two dimensions. 

3~..5.3 	airiu 

The fact. that the. toil in generated from an oblique section 

of a Cone leads to the result that it has a particularly sharp or 

'fines leading G. Calculations of the theoretical pressure 

distributions of foils of different shape and thickness, show that 

the value of the negative pressure near. the nose increases with 

increasing fineness of the leading e1e 	It therefore seems 

desirable to*fatten* the leading ode 80 that not only is the 

lifting force maintained in a rearward position but also so that 

sudden negative Pressure gradients, which may be traumatic to blood, 

are avoided* , Sairing also has the advantage of increang the 

lifting force engendered by a toil and as a consequence could be 

used in the study 12 it were found that the degree of camber 

required to promote satisfactory vane action were so large as to 

* produce appreciable form drag in the fully open position. The 

theory pertstnin to the fairing technique is given in 

j:LS. cyui4 thct 	op &) 01 kQ i4'..t vers& 	 eu 
/ 	. 	 •- 	 / 

	

po 	 :rc4i (1) 	rokiv--t trelainsbi 
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DZ ION O?.ExpW4;NT$ -- 

To the author's knowledge, only one proio s.attept- at 	- 

aero&ynaic profiling of the vane of a pivoting disc vrave has  

been attempted. ?iorce 3ehrendt and - ow 	menaured the 

pressure 1-ceo over. and the - opening angle of, -a variety of symmetrical, 

-unsymmetrical and faired fo1le. - In their paper, however, they 

quote only two of the angles to which the vanes opened and compare 
- 	loss 	 -- 	: 	 -• 

psuro/scross the hinged valve in general with the Starr-Edwards'  

prosthesis* Further to this the in vitro study was conducted 

under steady flow conditions only, There is evidence to suggest 

fran -  the scatter of pressure data points in the Pierce study, that 

the researchers had difficulty in analysing the individual. resistive 

characteristics of each of the aerodynamic profiles in the one-to-one 

- 	- scale teat situation.  

-. 	 - 

 

Since the objective of this investigattoñiate-éxaeine the 

effects of ena1L obanges upon the dynamic characteristics of oüe 

- 	specific design (the unsymmetrical, foil),-  rather than the differences 

between designs an in the above research, it will be apprciated that 

an improvement in experimental .toohnque woe -desirable. In this 

respect a large scale system appeared to offer a number of advantages, 

in that 	- 	 - 	 - 	 - 	- 

a) the size of the energy losses would be- larger -and 	- 

hence give a better indication of flow effects; and 

b &=11 dimensional changes, which are known to have 	- 

a significant effect upon the hydrodynamic 	-- 	- -. 

characteristics of flow devices (e.g. aerofoile) 	- - 

- are more easily characterised on a large scale*  
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The we at a large eclo flow aesebly, is only teisible if 

it is posSible to pzo4uce s. fluid mechanically similar reie in 

both the rctul. azAi larger ac&.e situations. Temple t 

have shown that it is possible to generate similar flow conditions 

but do not mention 1$ the valve under test would have dynadcaUy 

similar motion. in the two eituations. 

A. derivation of the. important dimensionless groups governing 

fluid dynamical aimilitude in values of different sizes can be 

obtained by di fl5iQflnlAnalysis starting iith the vter.Stces. 

eqution. Considering the fluid,motion to be described as having 

velocities. (u, v w) in the directions (x, y, z) of an orthogonal 

axes e3ystel, then th equation of its x-coponent of notion may be 

written as 

+u 	++u-  
.óz. 	 L 

- iLt 	 .tauc 
Accieratton Inertin 	Deflection 	 Pressure Viscous Forces 
Force 	 ores 	 Force  

where the phytcal meaning of the mathematical terms is indicated. 

The term in V Utvez the influence on fluid motion due to s potential 

field, in this ease gravity, which because of its negligible effect 

in this case is held to be zero. IFär dyndinic similarity the, ratios 

Aceletve force 	Ot 
Deflection tOZ*CO 	 • 	Ut 

c!aion fore 
Viscous force 

should be the same* If we propose that the fluid velocity U be the 

same ifl both',model* and prototype (one.tocne) situatins, then the 

time scale for the -flow cycle ho*Id be proportional to L to satisfy We 



nd the !d.nern-i.tic viscosity proportioni to L to satisfy (ii). 

It only one of the e conditions can be satisfied criterion for 

deciding the reltive importance of (i) or (ii) is given by the 

Reynold's Number, ntoly 

Re a 
Ltlectirn Force * 
Viscous orce 

;ince the eyncld's Number is relatively large for tLth system, 

(i) is the more important condition to fulfil. For a model 

whose linear dimensions are Y times tose of the prototype therefore 

the periodic time for valve motion should be :ncreascd V tims, if 

the absolute velocity of the fluid is to be the same at all 

corresponding points in fluid dynamically similir model and prototype. 

Ideally,jJ hould also be increased in the same r.tio.so  that (ii) 

may also e ettiafied. The eynold'e Number, ie, All then also be 

the same for model and prototype. 

Assuming the plate of Figure j to have an area A tnt to be 

acted upon hy a differential pressure i, which acts at a distance 'q 

from te pivotal axis (about which the plate rotates with an angular 

velocity (a)). 	force balance yields the equation - 

where I is the moment of inertia of the plate* 

implifin for I and in teris of the physical dimensions of the 

vane gives (asumin the plate approxo circular) 

d 2 
 4 1 	alA) 

-i• f'5 	
• Pq 	• deaity of soli. 

= lenity of liquid 
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7 . 

z'utti.rg 	2 - 'd a drag coo.ficient, we have 

ti 

.2 2. 

t_ 

For similarity of behaviour of model and prototype, then 

is the same for both situ ti-ns. 

since C4, is a unique function of the !eyrold'8 Number for 

geometricaily simikr vanes, and /tU is the same in both cases 

as prescribed in (i) then the only condition left to be fulfilled 

is that the 1eyoid 0s Numbers are the sane in both cases. This 

can be attained by increasing V, r—fold, hich in itself is 

consistent witn (ii) above. 

>umm ry 

The total requirements for satisfying both forms of 

simLLrity are - 

prototype Dimension 	ij u C.S 	 t 	) 

Model Dimension 	r 	U 	 rt r)) 

. scale f.ctor of r a 3, w found to give both a satisfctory 

rnachine:thle size for the valve vane and rmnageable proportions 

for the pulLe duplicator. 
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+.2 Pulse Dpicatcr 

3ince pulsatile flow implies imparting kinetic energy to 

a fluid and then bring.- n& tht fluid to rest, destroying the 

kinetic energy, it appeared desirable to incorporate some form of 

mechnica1 energy interchan e into the system. 	lthough Kinetic- 

to-Pressure energy or Kinetic-to-Potential energy interchanges could 

be used, the latter system is more practical and was used as the 

basis of the design. 

The device is essentially a glass U-tube with a second flow 

channel joining the vertical side-limbs near their open ends. 

The teat valves are located in the erces-limbs in such aanner that 

the upper tO.it valve permits left column efflux, the lower section 

ylve jerformin,; the earns function f r the right hand column. 

The arrangement is shown in figure 19 , where it will be noted ttat 

initial disiacement of the fluid levels (e.ge by ruining the 

liquid level in, or proesurisin, the left limb) lesd to a complex 

oscillation overned in the first phase by movement of fluid through 

te upper 5ectim, and in the aec'nd phase, completiri; the ccclo, 

by return flow through the lower ection. The aystez therefore 

acts in 	hase of the cycle of oscillation as .141  it were 

one U-tube but with the additional quality of tin alternating fluid 

path ien -th, ;nJ hence wltb different periods For the 1orwrd and 

return pulsati:'na. 

Ihen the levels of fluid in a noral U-tube are free to 

osciLlate at their natural frequency, the motion is simple harmonic 

and fellows the relatnship 

where f, is the frequency of oscillation, '1' te fid path length 



Ml 	TEST SECTION 

HG 19 SCHEvlAC. DIAGRAM OF FWD PULSLR 



and 'g' the gravitational constant. T then is the period time of 

one complete cycle. Dafinin 'forward flow' as the passage of 

fluid from the left column to the right by way of the upper test 

section and 'buck flow' as return of the fluid to the it-ft hand 

column, necessarily by way of the lower section, then it wil1 be 

seen that the total eriedio time for forward flow and back flow 

to occur is 

T 	i b 	
rr l

if/9  
+ TlJlb/g  

As a further consequence the ratio of the forward to brick flow 

periods is equal to the square root of the ratio of the respective 

fluid path lengths. 4th the forwrd flow path length deigned to 

be one metre and the 'back flow' p-th four metres the device has 

a natural frequency of twenty C;  cle per minute and a *systolic/ 

diastolic' ratio of two to one. The uppur valve Oest section 

therefore is aeon to correspond in flow terms to the aortic site 

of a natural heart beating at a. roximatily 60 b.p.s. . similar 

correspondence exists between the lower section and the mitral 

site* 

ince a fluid with a viscosity of 10 centi-poise (three times 

that of blcod) is to he used in the rig, it is to be expected that 

natural oacillatiori of the fluid columns will be rapidly damped. 

The fluid r,tjci was therefore reinforced by tr.e Periodic connection 

of one side of the pulser to a co..preaaed air supply. The time 

at ic tis connection is made is governed by r-ai. of reed 

sw1tche;, triyred by a magnetic float (figure 20). The upper 

and Iower switches are rc'ally open and closed rei actively, the 

Lttcr hein 

 

:;eif-.L:,tcI-.in6 by means of i coil. 	.. nce the reed 

switchei 	a bounce time of 2-3 c.n'cs there is th daer that 

2. 
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MOVING PARTS 

1 FIXED STRUCTURE 

,FIG al. BELLOWS AC1UATD SPOOL VALVE FOR 
CONTROL  OF FLU ID OSCILLATIONS' 



iporato17 nature of the etU7,p rioity 1eY in 

device ithtch produced * flow rejia. corresponding to a typical 

Physiological condition r4tber tha a series of such conditions. 

• 
4,23  

It will be seen ton Figure 9,a 0 	 cL elatLo di' of the 

pulse .dup]tcator, that the nønzoturri valvea are .1nte4 to give 

P1C O1tiU aOtofl.. A consequence of this. howevez', 

is that a persistent fluid oiz'cu1aUi'may be stablisbed in the 

loop ccposed of the ho izontal test sections and the portions of 

the vartio-al limbs wzicb join the toat soctions to each other. 

The persietent oircU.ation could be se with the aid of 4y 

injection (see section 	and a.eo by noting the acton of 

the valves which were both open for a eniflcnt portion of the 

cycle o oociliition. As 	eaxis of oliutin this circulittoa 

effect,  ax. sU f1uic 	dance was placed donetrean of the lowoz' 

test section vüvo. Tie flow diffuser was &de from a short 

section of 3" 0. D. slusiuiut tube lcaely packed 4tL lathe tisins 

jl thiciess of *lOT etock 	terini held thö pang in 

pbce. Dye injection into the Left hind, column indicated the 

effectiveuss • Of thG : diffuser in ejiinting the circulticn and 

•• 	•• 	• 	• 

 

preventing reurtt&tion through the loex teat section valve* 

I 	• The the only fluid uin through the upper teet section was that 

• • *ssocited with the tube escUlaton. • • 	• • 

• • 	• 4.42-4 	 ot Soctiga Desp 	 • 	• 	• 

• 	• • 	The lertb of the upper tet eection (ho zontsl Ub) of 

• the flow loopis in the sain governed by the above constraint, but 

• • use by the tuiresent that the flow boundaries should produce the 
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minimus of 4tetux'bstc, to the fluid an it approaches and leaves the 

valve. The proximity of a right-ale bend upa%ras of th. valve 

• Which would he expected to produce unwantod eec ndary flows sakes 

a 1,ong inlet calming section desirable. The length chosen,, bosvor, 

had to allow for a scoth 41venonco of the ch*zrnel bore downstream 

of the va1ve ao tbet dew etxees flow seyar0ion and eddy foxation 

coui4 be 'avoided. A 4tvozence a*le of IC 3eemod the =ximum  

value suitable for this purpose, and. this peraitted an inlet calming 

length of ooze I*- tuba diameters . with a convergence angle of only 7°. 

In relation to the puleatile nature of the flow, these dimensions 

were found t pertore their function satisfactorily, as was ,confirmed 

by flow dinplay3. t daenatoned drwiag of the teat section in 

given in Fivza 22. 

k.Z,5 ValvøLat 

The geoaatrr of the valving system, as described in section 3.1.5 

lends itself to almost innumerable permutations of the design 

psametere. The selection used for the experisents was therefore 

arbitrary except forth* following:- 

• When fluid passes through the valve the flow will 

moat the conical boundary as a channel divergence, 

which, if abrupt, will lead to the formation of an 

annular region of flow diturhance which will increase 

the resistance to fluid flow, The aslected value of 

0 	• 5,9 for this divergence, prevents such disturbance 

wid permits a degree of pressure energy recovery. 
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It will be rioted from iue 11 th opening of 

the p.ate to a minum angle of 8O0 to the flow norml,  

equies the pivot to ho on or. Wit in the ° envelope 

U the p3.&te iG oriinehly 14cUne at 25 to the 

of the 	in the 

position Is only aceompUshed by giaterial lying on the 

cone apex side of theplate axle A*', As the pivot. 

3 mavod progressively towards or away - from a 

position 0.42 of the. chord from the loading edge, it 

will be noted that there i an increase in the nUium 

plate thickness conitent with sealing ut the closed 

position and unimpeded rotation to the opening angle.. 

At uie,0.42 chord point, however, the 55 pivotal envelope 

touches. the plate axis AA' so that when pivoted at this po.tion, 

all the material on the cone apex side  of the rotational axis is 

effectivo. in a sealing capastty. In this way the valve ay 

function with the most . efficient use of its matcrbl and'. .'equally 

ispotzzt1y, it is ptevotted suf ficiently near the axis of symmetry of 

t.  housing that a relatively even distribution of flow will occur 

Over its two aoiodyontio urfacos. Such a situation may be 

provided on the large scale model valves by offsetting. the pivotal 

axiG by -' from the axis of symmetry of the conical housing (see 

FigUrO-23). 
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Fig 23 Design of the Test Valve 
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. 	.2.6 	 . 

a) icale44 	 The rather co1ex 

• sbpø.of the v1ve van* we generatted ina stardard 

workthop lathe.*  £ ieca of " thick perepex 

. pollvinylohlarlde pte approximately 	oquare was 

with the aid. 

•: ••• 	• of a paiZ of locating bolt. 	The. arz&'e itelt.. 	. 

. ve s&ade from a 6u le.uth of I dteeter . cylindrical ateei. 

. 

	

	 t . 	 ° t••the• 

Thue w&tt the plat e M mnd 	 i the 	• 

la he the slate W,44- rim t an ajle of 	to the 

axis of rotation. 4th the Ithe eUde rest suitably 

. 	. 	. . . •lot, the uttin toL wae.taoved 1OU 	path tUCUUd 	• 

at 5.50  to the.  lathe. bid .axte. 	When the nandrL w 	• 	
. I 

rotated therefore, the tool, was able to, cut the edge of 

the incUne4 plate so ae to form part of the surface of a 

sonG. T3otii perepex .and' P.V.C. were found.to,  40 suitablo 

matertals for this type of forming, but in later wo?k 

• where the plate otructure was odtfied, the PVC ehcwed 

a tendency to warp. • 	.. 

b) 	Be yAj ho vsing was hied from  

3 dieter perepex rod, the. conical eectiori being cLt 

• 	• to the 5.5 taper using the elide rest aigled tLz above, 

. c) 	Test sacMon# . The test eection consisted of a 

.' 

	

	• tube UtO kJCh weie Ued the valve, inlet and outlet sections. 

In retrospect it to felt that it would have been better 

it the whole teat ecotionhd been tuachined from asingle 
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k.3-1 1.Af  CJLODgi  AA.  Peure 	x:jent 

The two most COQfl modoe of operation for 

respQn$e presuze trmsduceze are bed on tbi capctttve couplitag 

and Strrtingaugo (Ze5t5UVe'Bridge) techniques. In the fomer CaSe 

u e1ectra and the preesu'e sensing di'egii tore the. pbtes of 

a 	ji 	With the cpacitauce pending upon the inter-plate 

distance it is then possible to get a reasonably linear relionship 

between pressure and the 'measured capacitance. The strain gwge 

device depouea.for its actionthe atrais 	 . 

f coponertt6 	a Whet8tone bridgewhich is usually 

etched upon the hack of a pressure.  diap gs. . Although, alternatives,  

to thew *odes are possible,, most of those readiLy availeble depend 

upon a aystem With comparatively high inertia wic1 is conaeuently 

imuitable for hi& frequency response. 	. 	. .
5 .. . 

Of the CO OrCiaU svaiiable diftnt45al. preseure. 

trsnsducers, it ws8 fouu that •OSt were unsuitable for the present 

• purpose on at 1OSSt one of two major cotts 	. 

displaced volume of the pressure ieè.s. was 	. 

comparatively large, so,  that 4th the viscous working 

fluid (glycerine/ater) and the uso.of nootte probes, 

frictional eid inertial effects eopronise8 the 

frequency response of the 

b) 	was no visual check on complete air purging,  

. from the system, nor WA• there any sicple reliable 

etbod of of footing a purge. 

Industrial 



940 

Industrial transducers evidently intended for ue with Sases 

rther t an liquids were iarticuirly troublesome in this-respect 

• and though, typically they were 3 the price of their medical 

countorpart8, the necessity to prime theto with fluid whilst 8U11 

Under vacuum ran red them unsatisfactory for .thin study. 

Althouh an atteipt wasmade to fabricate a perpex bodied transducer 

e ca  citive of 	 type the output stgns.l was cc distorted by 

induced 50 Uz ripple that it wati , deemed unsatisfactory, any of 

the medicgl grade- differential preecure transducers were suitable 

only for measuring to differerce between one liquid pressure 

and that of a 4ry x ncorrosive gas. 	r. the main these transducers 

are based on tke beetstonc bridge principle end as such, wiring must 

be taken to the diaph=em which acts as a resistor in the bridge 

network 	Lnmost csseu the electrical. oiitat. are located on 

one side of the diaphragm, and it is this region which should be . 

kept fluid -free.. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	.,. 

It was-decided for both technical and economic reasons to 

use a pair of 	Labs type 442 4459jute pressure transducers. 

• Thóe devicea have a very high frequency response due to their very 

amall displaced volume nd are equipped with .a transparent pressure 

• . dome to esetet in airpurgin. 	Further,, .then the two trartsducerG 

• were connected in the manner shown in Piure 24 and the output 

• 
fed to a dif1erentil asplifier, the nystes has the attraction 

of high cmeon mode rejection i.e. eny ixtraneoue electrical 

disturbance common to both inputs; is solfcanceU 	Th ing, 	e 5YOtOm 

Is thus sensitive and its output free from induced electrical noise. 

• 	The frequency response of the movxitorinkT system, composed of 

the transducers*  differential amplifier and. Anal L1igita).. 
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converter is determined i>y the r1ecpcnse of the poor63t component. 

In thi:. cse, the re ponse is governed by the transducers. 	he 

apoximte frequency response was determined in the following 

manner. i'he pressure domes of the transducers were filled with 

the working fluid and connected to the test section of the fluid 

pulsar by way of large bob. (16gauga) needles. A pressure step 

mbane was then applied to the stationary fluid in the puJ.eer by 

allowing a ,?..are float to fail under r.tvity and strike the fluid 

surface in the right hand column of the -tube. The eectrical 

response of the transducers to the sudden pressure change was 

monitored on a persistent-screon osci.ioscope and the cignal rise 

time calculated from a knowledge of the calibrated trace swoop 

velocity. The frequency response determined in this manner was 

found to be about I 1 J1z j  a value so far in excess of the requirement 

that an accurate evaluation was deemed unnecessary. 

4-3-2  flow Measuren 

Consideration and evaluation of several types of flow 

measurement equipment was undertaken before a final chcice was made. 

Although the hot-file anemometer is probably the most suitable 

device for measuring puLs:tile water flows, it was felt that its 

mecnicaI fragility and probable tendency to foul in the test 

solution rendered it inapplicable. Ultra-sonic and electromagnetic 

devicesi toted in a simple calibration tank, were both found to 

rroduce signals heavily contaminated with aiectrica. 'iae. 	.ven 

a for -  of pitometer (a batk-to-bck pito-tube arre.ent) which 

had found some success in in  vivo velocity measurement was found to 

be unsatisfactory in the form that would e reiired for measurements 

across the large lumen of the test section. In purticL.tr, the 
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very fine bore of the tube, vhtcb is.. neceesary if the tube is not 

reatlyto disturb the flow field, in association with tho high 

Viscosity of the working fluid,-produceda situation Ihere the 

viscous effects severely daped the flow signal. It was consequently 

decided that the high capital cost of the flow measurement systems 

was not warranted in respect to the quality of the information to 

beaine4. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 

It was furthaz- realised 	a qualitative understanding of 

the flow distribution as evidenced by flow display, together with 

the mean flow rate determined by. . timed measureiente of theh$røstatic 

head in the downstrean vertical iib, 	 information as  

meaningful in , the context :f  the experiment up. any other method. 

The relationship between thellow, and the pressure in the downstream 

limb is discussed in Appec1ix 30 An industrial pressure transducer, 

outborn Instruaants te 0255, was subsequently used for monitoring 

the hydrostatic head. Deptte the cparatively small upper limit 

on the frequency r',sonso of this device when joined to the pressure 

catheter (about 4O Hz), the combination of transducer and flow tubes 

was 5till perfectly adequate for monitoring the flow signal which 

had a frequency of less than .1 Ift. 

4.3.3. Datopntz',gl 

The principles of dy.mic similarity as outlined in section 

4.1 above indicate that the differential pressures obtained in the 

natural and scaled flow. regimes should be equal 	This equivalence 

is not found in practice and the. . differential. pressures in the 

large scale situation are very much larger than would be expected. 

Despite the larger pressure signal size however, it will be appreciated 

-that comparison of the pressure losses over two valves . of the same 



genus, but subt'y different, reUtB8 a more than u8ui1y accurate 

measurement. The proaure transducers already fulfill this 

requirement with their etree sensitivity and high frequency 

response, but in order that the system as a whole Bhculd reflect 

the-se-qualities it is desirable that the output stage of the 

monitoring equipment be of similarly high quaiLty. The method 

chosen for this study was to feed the amplified pressure sip, al 

to an analog-digital converter, where the signal was sampled at 

a desired rate, and the data transferred to and St 	in a PDP-8. 

desk,-top cuter, Suitable manipulation of the .biu&ry information 

resuled in a 4eimel print...out of the sampled pressure signal. 

pic;Uj the method yielded results of a reproducibility of bettor 

than 1% and. a constant pressure applied to the transducer produced 

fluctuations of less than 0.2%. The computer -  progMML.USed,for 

the avapling procedure, was prepared with the 	istce of 

M. J. Burgeas and is documented in Appendix 2. 

+,3.4 nezgLecp 

The most satisfactory method for analysing the hydrodynamic 

effect of o prosthesis upon the heart is to evaluAte the total 

energy expended by the fluid as it passes through the valves 

To obtin a vieual record of these loops, the differential pressure 

and flow signals were fed to the L  and Y- plates of a twin beam 

oscilloscope. A single lens reflex camera loaded with Kodak 

Panatoic-X film was then placed some eight iunhati from the cathode 

ray tube and time exposures at maximum aperture (22) were taken. 
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4.4 	cpoient.al  Pr,edure 

Priming t)sm 

After the valve vane had been placed in the test sectaon ünd 

the p.vot8 tightened sufficiently to retain the vane but not so 

much ne to impede its rotation,, the. u1ee duplication loop was 

coplete and pred with the test solution1  whose viscosity was,  

checked and it necessary corrected before each trial. The first 

batch of Technical grade glycerine bad a viscosity of. 10.01 oP 

when made up as 'a 5.5% g cerinewater solution but a subsequent 

solution had .tobe made up la 59 to obtain a similar result.*  

The stock fluid was then pumped to the test rig until the liquid 

level lay t above . the filling mark wheA the device was visually 

inspected for leaks at the seals of the test section. The fluid 

level was then carefully lowered to the filling mark ith the aid 

of a tube cla=p on the column drain line. The preezure transducer 

beads were then purged and the signal, output checked *or stability 

on the OsCilloscOpe. The electrical test was also repeated with 

the transducers mounted in the calibration column and with the pulse 

rig in operation1  to check for the presence of signal artefacts. 

cau5Od. by electrical switching. 

4.4.2 Reciof Pressures. dY1.owe 

Differential pressure recording,was initiated by the 

application of a 1.5 volt signal to th.e second channel of the 

ana1odigital conversion unit. This triggered the eacplin 

* 
N.B. The loolution was toped" with 5 gma Copper Cttloride per 

6 gallous of stock fluid. The copper ions act as an 

anti oterial agent and fungicide. 



system which accepted information via channel one until the channel 

two signal was terminated. Visual mGnitoring, of the signal was 

afforded by siults 	1Y feedin€it to a poietent.screen 

oscilloscope, when the pulser. had been in-operation for some 

cycleS and the oscilloscope confirmed the reproducible character, 

three typical cycles were 4aavpled over s. ten cycle period. 

The rig was then switched off and the oscillations allowed to 

cease; a sample of the differential pressure zero was. -then taken.. 

• The transdizcers were. subsequently oved to a vertical water column 

where signal swplea for zero and a wasured .differential bead 	V  

were obtained. At the termination of 'the trial, the infor'maticn 

V 	in the computer. store was decoded from its binary form and tab1ated. 

The iufor'tion from the calibration trials was than used to 

V 	•calculate a scaling factor for the pressure data so that the 

V 	 finally prepared differential pressure plots were all to the saute 

pressure scale. The scaled r'eslte were then transferred to a 

presure-time carve, the time increments between samples having 

been established by the operator at the time of loading the easter 

sampling p'QZ'8L. 

4..3 Mgt2gahin ti'e FlowPattern 

The coeod loop conformation of the test rig Vinttially  impoded  
V 	some problem in finding a suitable fluid medium for V  the flow display. 

Persistent dyes were evidently unsuitable, but the use of flow 

Particles,' even small i=-exchange resin beads of between 177-420 

micrcns in diameter, tended to interfere with the pivoting of the 

valve. A suitable solution to the problem was found in the  use 

of e dye decay system.  A series of experimental trials indicated 

that the presence of 20 mis of 20 vol. Hydrogen Peroxide in the 



teat solution resulted in the slow but complete decolouring of a 

bolus of 0.1 Potassium Permanganate solution. This strong purple 

dye could therefore be injected upstream of the valve aid with almost 

DO turbulent dispersion, clearly define the flow paths. Since the 

circulation time of a typical fluid element In the loop is of the 

order of 30 seconds, the peroxide concentration could be adjusted 

to allow the permanganate colour to persist for the 2 to 3 seconds 

of the valving cycle without any general development of colour 

obscuring the observations. The coloured tracer was injected 

approximately 1' upstream of the valve vane for forward flow display 

and " downstream of the trailing edge for demonstrating the 

regurgitation. For the purpose,, of i46jecting the dye as a series 

of equally spaced streamers, a 16 gauge hypodermic needle was 

sealed at its tip and five small holes, one centimetre apart, were 

drilled in the needle shank. Connected to a syringe full of dye, 

the needle was then passed by way of a rubber septum into the test 

section flow field. 

Preliminary information on the valve action was obtained. 

from still photographs taken along an axis parallel to the axis of 

valve rotation, using a Zeiss single lens reflex 35 mm camera. 

Backlighting for the test section was provided by a 150 Watt photo-

flood, sufficient to allow exposure times of down to 1/250th sec, on 

the Kodak Panatomic X film. A doubld lensed Fastax camera was then 

placed in the same position relative to the plane of the flow pattern 

and a 16 mm, 100 ft. roll of high speed (Kodak Tr-I) cine film was 

exposed. In 18 volt d.c. power supply was used to drive the camera 

motors at a filming speed of some 500 frames/sec. Timing flashes, 

electrically generated everyl600th seeo, were also marked on the 
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Fig 25 Spherical Surface Generator 
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film. ttepts were uiade to superimpose the isge of the 0il10 c0pe 

trace by-v.-4 of the secoxi.d lens1  but success was obtined in only a 

few of the trials. Thuo fraiie by frne analysis per •itted the 

plottinj at vane 	le-ot-ttttzCk curves and infrequently simultaneous 

differential preasure curves. 	 . . 

4.5 	n• :2FOtI Genera 	 . 	 fl  

For expertsntsl purposes the yeas acrofolla were considered 

as being ccnpunded of spherical surfaces of different radii. and 

centres of .curvsture as depicted in Figure_ 16. Tepiecee of 

equipment were designed for uie in making vmez of thi form for 

te.ting the lar8e scale rig described above, 	. 	• 

a.A 1gth*-mount.,,bIe jig, for holding. the valve 	. 

vane blank it vz'icuz angles of inclination 

to the axis of rotation of the , lathe 

b. A linkage syete, wbih conetraiuod the cutting 

tool to cove in concave or convex ix'es of 

desired radius. 	. 

Thus the position of the centre at curvature in eet.by  the 

jig adjustment and the other ,mrwete:, the radius of curvature 

• by the linkage system-

.4,5.1 

,. 	* 

atbeMountcdt7i 

The deV±Ce to shown in Figure 26. It àonsits essentially 

of a cylindrical body, the róarvard portion of which is of 

reduced diameter and shouldered for ease of positior4n in the 

chuck. Th. work-piece carrier, which to held in position by 

atud bolts working in slots 9110win. for lateral adjutrnest, has 
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Fig. 26 Dimensions of the Spherical Surface 

Generator Jig. 



tred 1ocitu pt-Um. vhoze adj4st&3. tie a de.id  to bear 

avgminst me te Of, the icrk piece. The eice of- tia trian1,ir 

of the ailder are eçd.pped with work pie4m  retaining 

screws,, which eiee with the pivot bolos of the valve viine blaiik, 

The intitn of the vane W.*nk, or ôkpiec, controlled b 

the :Locatus pins, and tto lateral 4i 1acorent. 	the cz'rir 

with vtp.ct to the wxis of ohac rototion,, conetthte the adjustments 

eaiIabie fox, the centre of cuxatn'e of the wor1j4ece urtace. 

*.5.2 	 urfac Cut 

) 	 . 	. 	. 

	

The (iotting eyetee 	for ttLj the (large radius) 

ocmvex pa, berical sortaco up& tho vane blink ISL bas4 UT4QU at% 

inevsin of the. Watt. Jinkae, &, dvLve orLtn&Uy eiipio4 for 

verttng the ciretitv 
Oro 

rnotion of point on ui 0SCI Jetij 

-pivoted b*r into a 3iner' reciproctt 	otion with theAXof 

a econ4uy piyotod jover, or boaa in the .a sr %hown. in Pigure .27 

It was here ropoed tbt it the, central point of the .iutereediete 

link •wre rioy4 in a 3.in.ar patb, with pivot C conetraia b 3o 13. 

then Qint 1, the cutU point of the 'oo3., bo 	describe the 

desired motion. In aPplyins thin mothod to a ended 3.the, a 

votintpin waa oade t- the tooIost 	the CUtt1 t01 

t t 	 Of jt A in'i,ure 27. 44,ocatim 

of 14jeam 11 in governed by a oirtii or tt original Linkage. 

In this device s the motion of the tid..point of the intere4iate 

link () in not perfectly neir, althouti it approximates' to 

iim~rlty if the beca are cive3..y lcoz and the ittermdiate 

link liar. Verpen4iovlar to the two be 	3.0 the amma var, with 

the 1xwere Unk4e., Uetir zotion of the ipoint i3 jro4ucei a 

truly ctrctLlr arc tf the link* have the above 	tie8. 

3.05. 
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beam U therefore is ini.tiaUys't it right angles to the 

intermediate link as in Figure. 28,  and to ensure the c4 rcuiar are 

notion of the cutting tool at A the pivot Q of seam .11. is offset 

from the lathe bed axjG. A geometrical con tructi on is used to 

determine the two important parameters of the system, the offset 30, 

and the inclination of the intermediate link to the lathe bed axtb 

Geometrtcol 

The lengths of the two boima and the 	ormedite link are 

laid off perpendicular to each other anA the beam arcs drawn. 

The Icons of the intermediate, link oid.point B' is then constructed, 

when it is found thnt this locus departs from linearity when A has 

reached a position A' along the cutting too.. arc. A line is then 

drawn from P the pivot of Beam 11  thbA:' and extended to 

accommodate the perpendicular to this line whjch passes through the 

centre of curvature of arc U. The line PA'S thereby represents 

the isthe bed axis and the length of the perpendicular S, the 

offset necessary. to produce a truly circular arc.- . Thà parameters 

mentioned above my then be measured directly from the construction. 

(b) Concave Surf, 

Cutting of the concave surfaces was accomplished with only 

minor modification to the linkage system. The pivot Q of Beam U 

was moved to the lathe tailstocki.e, to the lathe bed axiB, and 

end C of Beam U connctod to the cutting tool at A. Movement of 

the toolpo3t B in a direction perpendicular to the lathe bed axis 

then produced the concave spherical surface of radius of curvature 

equal to the length of Beam U. 

10?. 



CHE2 

1iIy 	 .. 

The earliest 'forms of Macleod valve xsed for fluid cortroL 

An an experimental artificl heart were desiguod with a thin 

flat elliptical vane for the occluer. Iz .this- 	the device. 

wis found to be. robust, sensitive and to have a pmall degree of 

reurgtaton's though the pressure loss over the vlve wos 

relatively smell, it was evident. from flow studies in optically 

clear solutions that the vane, did. not align itself with the flow.' 

axis but remained stably inclined in a seid..ope4 position. 

5.1 	Nalure pf the Motion of thp Flq.t Pl8te.; 

High speed cthe film of a similar flat vane during its 

.openiAS action, showed that aftor the plate had rotated but a 

few dëgràé5,, a pair of vortlóea was formed at the *leading* and 

'trailing edges (Fi8üre 29 ). With the. increase in the fluid 

velocity, the drag forces ovd the foil to its stable semi-open. 

,• 	•, pc81tion, whore . it ws ,notod that the vorticue could no longer 

be seen and th flow had clearly separated from the leading edge 

(Figure 30). Dyestreaom injected upstream of the valve were 

, seen to become confused as they passed the trailing edge of the 

foil, but it was ciar that some of the dye accumulated on the 

auction surface near the trailing edge. As would be expected 

' 	t this large angle of incidence, some 35 to the flbw direction, 

the foil was in a stalled condition, i.eo the flow over the suction 

surface was highij disordered. That this was a stable cpnditton 

was 'confirmed , when the plate was forced by external manipu'ation 

of an extended pivot peg, to a positive incidence of a few degrees; 
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Confation of: the Flow Streamlines 	the flat igur  

Plate Valve conrntenes its opening motion. 

?IG 30 	Confiuration of the flow streamline. for the 

Flat Plate Valve in ito fully open position 

Note thàaccurrjlation of indicator Dare at 

the traiLuig edge 



"ing subsequently left free to pivot under the influence of the 

fluid mechanical forces, it returned to the stalled condition. 

It is likely that in this perturb.e position, cirultio was  

estb1iehed and the aerodynamic lifting force came into play. 

This flat plate configuration may be considered as a suitable 

g -starting point for aerodynamic analysis, for a1thoub it belonQP  e to 

the class of symmetrical toile it may also be thought of as a 

circular are foil of infinite radius of curvature and is thus also 

an unsy=etrical foil of zero ciiber. 

A graphical proaentation of what is 	eyed to occur in 

terms of the Lift-0  Dragarid Result' 	4cme a for a yntical 

foil, 

 

pivotedut the 0.4 chord pàsition is given in Figure 3,J. 

In this ualitativ& diagram it will be on that: 

) The drag force on the foiliçcreases with the angle 

th of attack. Vith e drag force depending approximately. 

upon the projected area othe plate for a given 

flow rate, then the drai.incidenoe relationship is 

eseentially Sinusoidal f sml1 angles of attack. 

b) With a fixed centre of pressure, the lift force will 

produce an increasing closing soient with increasing 

incidence until the £llcd (a1) condition. A  the 

incidence increases, to an incidence of 5 - 100 
 

beyontj stn1ltho lift diminishes to about half 

the 	axinuw vue. (b1). A further change in 

inctde4c, beyond the stall, results in a igovement 

of the centre of pressure tiwards the half-chord, 

thereby reducing the Lift osent still turthei 

110. 
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1)2. 

a) The hypothetical resultant curve illustrates the 

net effect of the Lift nd Dra 	ments. From 

the experl 

	

	results above, for a flat plate, enta1  

• it is clear that at email incidence the  lift 

et pre 	tending to-close the valve. 

The lift curve (itch like the dreg is sinusoidal 

• 	 in relatton to the ar1e of attack) thus evidently 

has a steeper gradient than the drag curve and 

the resultant lies on the closing someat side of the 

moment axis for all snU angles of incidence 

After the stalled condition however, it is known 

tt the lift force diminishes with increased 

incidence. The resultant consequently tends towards 

the opening ncent side of the axis (br) and crosses 

it at ooze paiiit• (cr)i 	zrther increase, in 

incidence seei the resultant lying in the oeuiug 

tentgion Cd). 

Two important conclusions ay be drawn from this prosentations 

Firstly, it willll e noted that if the reultant curve crosses the 

moment axis from the closing to opening regions as 0(' increases, 

then a position of stability will occur at the interction of the 

axia and the curve. If on the other hand, the  axis is crossed in 

the opposite sense, i.e opening, to closing with increasing 

then the '00-value at which the intersection occurs represents 

an attitude of unstable equilibrium. A perturbation of the vane 

in the unstnbio position, leads to MovdMent of the vane to either 

a stable  position or an attitude which is determined by the provision 

of mechanical checks or ctopz. 



Secondly, it will' be seen that because. of thiR approximate 

ninuaoidal relationship between the lift and drag 	with 

the angle of attack before the stall s  then the roultant curve 

will be approciteiy linear in thie $ton 	For r. foij . ab zero 

incidence the lift force is uuaUy eub3tutiaUy reter than the 

drag force;thretore &t zero inidence the resultant curve lies 

in the clo8ing moment region. This therefore precludes the 

exiotnce of a position of stability,':' re 	-an momeat axis 

intersection*  at  an anile of incidence less than the, atilI angle, 

5.3 

If the mime type of analysie is applied to the unsymmetrical 

foil, pvted t the 0.42 chord point then using the qualitative 

iufration for steady flow the graphical representation resembles 

that of Figure 32 	Sere it ili be noted that there is ovecent 

of the centre of preaure with respoct to the angle of attack,, and 

thus the lift force can produce either opening or .closing moments. 

ensidering.tho foil ie being initially at zero... Incidence,,  the lift 

at the lf.cor8,then as the venoi moved to small positive 

incidence the lift force I creases and so too tao .moment. Further 

increased incidence, before the stall, results in centre of pressure 

movent so that the lift mornent begins to decrease despite the 

i acreasing  lift. Eventually at &fl nglo of attack before the 

• stall, the lift force acte though the pivotal axis and the lift 

memontiS reduced to zero. Thenceforward with increasing 

incidence, the lift moment 'increases in a closing manner trntti 

the atall. The effect of this iUt moment variation in association 

with the drag !JOSCflt (which is essentially the same as for the 

• 	 '0 	

ymetrical foil), is to predce a rezltant curve which lies 

ua. 
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home 

0 

F±g. 	Result o f th P Lift nd J)reg moments L1?)orl an 

TTnsymiietricai foil with respect to angle of attack. 

Lift force at 
half-Chord Point 

Lift force at Quarter 

Chord Point 

(c) 

FiiP..32'Effect of th.e lift ancl Drag forces with respect 

to their moments about an Unsymmetrical Foil 

pivoted between the halt- and quarter-chord -points. 

Note the position of the lift force for sniall,(b) ,  

a-nd large Ec) -figles of incidence. 



predQinatiy in the opening moment reion. In the example shown 

in Figure 323  it irrill be seen that, the resultant curve cuts the 

zero moment axis at two points. There are therefore two equilibrium 

positions, One stable and the other unstable. 

In, pulsating 	w, one would expect the valve vane to be 

subject to Continuously varying p rtubtton8 cauaed, by the 

unsteady flow charcteristic8. .F.LU±d accelarations.,eddy formations 

and boundary layer fiuctwtions being important fnctors. if 

therefore, as a consequence of a perturbation, the vane of Figure 32 

moves to az angle of incidence smaller than that for unstable. 

equilibrium, 4t  will àoutLnue to open until constrained, by mechanical 

means. For the Vane  to open in a smooth manner and attain a 

position of very sasU positive:ictdence, then it is eireble 

that either 

a. the resultant curve lies entirely within the 

openIng moment region, in which czzee there are 

no positions of equilibrium at all, 

or 

b# the area bounded by the resultant curve in the 

closing moment region be small. In thin crse 

either the vagnitude of the moment in the clotng 

region is smli and hence perturbAtions cause 

large angle oselillaticas.9  or the angle between 

the two tibiiIty positions is very small. 

Neither condition (a) Or (b) is simply obtained. The 

location of the resultant curve Is governed by the 4,hnipe of the 

Lift curve which is itself governed by the degree of ?c1l camber. 

The general effect of increased foil camber in .Fiur 32 is to 
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increoe the-moment nagrAtudes ttnd simultaneously to dtplace 

the angle or £nedence for Zero !Qent -to n larger vlxe (to the 

left in 'iur 32) 	From the experimental 'results for the flat 

Plate føil it was noted that the Uft onent was, largor than the 

drag moment at.anlee of incidence '..ess'thantht for ;,tall. 

Similarly it would be expected that this 'situation would exist 

'. 	 to 	NOW 	n.tbe unsymnefor  the un netricai 	a 	 triealfoil 

attains large incidence, just, before the stall, the centre of 

pressure is near the quarter chord point and the stuation 13 

at.ogQU$ to' the Syet to I' Case. : hence :the ..re8 taut CWV 

would be expected to ezàse the sero moment cLs und cox4ition (ti) 

in 'highly unlikely if not iposaible. 	The prble to be' 	',,• 

eiarnined therefore reduces to one of reducing the @e of 'the 

restatant curve 'well' that lies in the closing region. The 

probern is .C( 'heated by the faàt that increae in foil camber 

diminishes the swell' width i.e.. reduces the angle betweez the, 

equilibrium positions, but pt the expense of, increasingtho well 	•, 

4epth, i.e. increasing the closing  'moment between the equilibrium 

positions. Conversely, decreasing the foil camber diminishes, the 

'well' depth, but at the Ozpenee of increased 'veil' width. 

Tiws an Opti imum curt be found by experimental trial. 

5.4 	Iifi,uexce of the  Pivgh1iion ' 	• 

' 	' The reasons for chosing the pivotal position to be at the 

0.42 chord point were previously discussed in sections 3.2.4 and 

4..5. • It is postble, !owever, to move the pivotal position 

within ell limits without encroaching upon the itydrodynaiic 

'qualities' of the 'valve. • In particular it will be beneficial to 

move the pivot towardsthe quarter chord point, whore the effect 



will be to reduce t'e cloning acciont and increase the opening 

moment for the symøetrical and unsymmetrical foils re.3!ectiVely,  

dtb renact to Figure 31, and the eymetrica1 foil, ovement 

towardr t.e quarter chord reduces the magnitude of the lift curve 

in the clrsing, moment region and hence dieplacen the resultant 

curve towards the opening region. The equiiibriun angle of 

incidence 411 tLery be reduced and the toil will open to a 

larger -ng1e, this angle will none the less be a ttalled condition 

- of equilibrium. In thecase of the un3y:metricn1 toil, then 

with reference to Figure 3, ivot displacement towrtrdz the 

quarter caord point has a similar effect to that discussed above 

In the movement of the resi.tant curve and the net effect will 

be to reduce the size of the closing coment 'well'. 

Despite tae evideut advantage of :oviug the pivot towards 

the quarter chord point there are significant diaadvantacs in 

adopting such a course of actin apart from those mentioned above. 

One in. particular is the fact the pivot moverient away from the 

0.42 chord point entails an increase in tno minimum foil thickness 

consistent with proper sealixx3 and unim, eded ooning. It wil 

be noted from Figure U, that the 55 opening envelope which 

bounds the pivotal region, deviates s,gnificitn1y awny from the 

vane plane. •ince it is material on the cone apex ei.e of the 

v9ne plane which performs the sealing function, then the minimum 

plate thickness for quart r c.ord pivotng must be quito i3rge 

if a eonab1e sealing margin and thickne3 for the location of 

the pivots is to be included. 

It was therefore decided that only if aatisf'ictor. opening could 

U? 

not be attained at .ie 0.42 point, would pivotii moverent be considered. 



5.5 LarlX Cambering  

k series of exploratory trials was undertaken with the 

Intention of verifying the logic that suggested the use of 

unsymmetrical foils and idetermin•ing the influence of the channel 

boundaries upon various foil shapes* Low melting point dental 

wax was found to. be a suitable material for codifying the shape 

of the flat plate blank and as an aid to the bonding of the wax, 

pOrtions of the perspex blank were milled out. Both test sections 

were used in this study, the, vane of±et by " in the upper 

'aortic' station, and with 3/16" off-set in the lower 'mitral' 

etatton. This latter section, was to be used for fliowup 

studies on those valvee which ehowéd a toxidency for centre of 

pressure migration when placed. in tho aartic station, the extra 

pivotal-off'-set in the mitral permitting a larger lift. moment. 

Convex and concave surfaces were moulded on the vane blanks 

in situ with the aid of. +" radius of curvature .waeb glasses 

(Figure 	Bi-convex foils were all found to behave i the 

manner of the flat plate counterpart, moving to a stalled position 

which was returned to after placing at a small angle of incidence; 

they possessed a single position of stability. The unsymmetrical 

concave'convex toils proved to be disappointing in their behaviour, 

in that they too opened to a atallod position and only . a faired 

version of this type  could be moved to a second position of 

quasi-stability, 

ihen adjusted to anattitude of small positive incidence, the 

vane fluttered fOr a traction of a second and then returned to, the 

stalled position. 



V  

V 	
V 

FIG. 33 Genera shape of the aerofoils used in the 

preliminary study. The perspex blanks were 

clad with dental wax to form (a) symmetrical 

and (b) unsymmetrical foils. 

V 	
FIG.34 	Shape o the aerofoil whose suction side 

V 	
urface became dislodged, resultinin a 

V 	 foil ivith the dsired opening characteristics. 	V 	V  

The peripheral boundary on the upper surface 

pxobably acts as a turbulence generator. 	 V 
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A vane of the sazo deain as that above i.e. concavo-ccnvox, 

(see Figure 33(b)), was then placed in the lower section, in the 

hope that the increased pivotal off-set would allow the vane td 

sowo to the second position of stability without external asatetanee. 

This it was unable. to do, but after a lerza e ntber of cyele81  the 

convex suction surface broke away from the vane. The foil now -. 

possessed a flat suction surface with a L116" high peripheral, barrier. 

and a faired concave pressure surface (Figure 3-4 	This devce 

moved unerringly to a. zero incidence position, the minimum incidence 

possible in this particular. test section,, and resonde4o return 

flow. In this latter respect, it was noted that closure imparted 

a significant vibration to the whole test rig and the closing snap 

was audibly loud, ;H  The reasons for the desirable .opeuiig characteristics. 

are not entirely clear, but it 'seems likely that the iffootis 

caused by the action of the peripheral harrier in generating a region 

local turbulence on the suction side. P Later experiment on an 

•unaymnetrieal foil which normally attained a stalled configuration, 

confirmed that a small baivier At the leading edge had the effect 

of moving the toil through the stall to the amsU incidence position. 

Though this inftuerice of turbulence generators upon the vane movement 

is of fluid mechanical interest, it was felt that turbulence generation:. 

would be haosatologically undesirable in . prosthesis and was to be 

avoided it possible. 

The flow studies suggested that the thickness of the foils 

with respect to flow channel diameter militated against their success. 

If circulation, and hence lift, is to be established, the velocity 

of fluid over the auction face must be larger than that over the 

Pressure face. The geometry of the system however is such that an 
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increase in plate thickness bcx'eaees the relative difference 

the crQ.-8octionai area of the flow paths on either ride of the 

pivotal axis (.Fiure35)* Resistance -to flow over the suction 

hide thus increases with respect to flow:  resistance on the pressure 

ji effect tending to ipede circulation. Though the 

• thickness effect may beAnsignificaut in the case of a foil at 

flow visualisation studies indicated that at 

stalling incidencea ç  a great.deal of fiw chg. rrnel1in OCCUW5d over 

the pressure. surface.. The.. peace of an emergent jet of fluid 

in the vicinity ,of the foil trailing edge woiJ.i undoubtedly lead 

to a loca-1 pressure reduction in this region. There vould. therefore 

. 

	

	a .ten4ôcy for the pxte to be held in the vicinity of the 

channel bouay. In terms of the resultant moment curve of 

Figure 23  this effect :"° 	deepeaiAs of, the resultant 

wellH. 

In the light of the above findings, it became apparent that 

an investigation of thin circular arc foils it prove rewarding 

and waO consequently undertkQn. 	 . . . 

5.6 	Th,n5pherical -Shill F1s 	 •. 	. 

In order that a reeeoxible copariaon of the spherical shell 

aid flat plate toile áouid be ride, the spherical eheila wore, 

ftbrtcated from a vane blankof the saae. thickness as  the flat pate. 

Witt  this constraint on the projected frontal area of the foil in 

the fully open position, it was posible to generate mechanically 

robust fOilS up to a 
limit 

 of ? camber, where the âamber is 

defined as the perceutge maximum displacement of the camber line 

from the chord with reeipoct to the chord length. Using the • 	• 
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HG 35 ILLUSTRATION O HOV\' PLATL THICKNESS 
HA5 A MORE. 5IGNIFICANT EFFECT UPON 
THE WIDTH OF THE FLOW PATH ® AT THE 
LEADING EDGE THAN UPON THE CORRESPONDING 
REGION ® AT THE TRAILING EDGE. 



•' invero Watt linkage' ahe.U' cutter ana vane aundirel described in 

section ,Lf.5,'rePreefltatiVe roils of 2 9  5 and ? camber were 

prepared.  

The sphericul shell vine of these three radii were each 

placed in the upper test-'aection and subjected to the puls.atil.e 

flow in the manner indicated in the xperiental Mothad secttcn. 

A euary of thà experimental results is given in Table 9 and the 

differential ?ressure reQtd re preented in Figures 36J40. 

'S Included in the study is the alysto of both the flat ,plat* 

pre-cursor to the Ohells and a flat plate mU3.d to the tn1u.mum 

thicznes deemed copatible with Adequate mechanical ' trenth. 

This thin pXat in a usefu3 example, for 	r'rt5on, w it 

represents thenost reined form of the fiat plate valve. 

Althouib none of the shells rotated free 	through the 

• Stalled L oodition to t attitude of amali positive incidence, 

both the 5'j and 	foils would, OD Mechanical perturbation, move 

into thi position. Indeed, 'oncc removed from' the stall, the 

vanes zoved so rapidly to an attitude of negative incidence that 

they tended to jam against the cbannâl. walls in this sttitucie. 

Most frequently they could not be removed from this position without 

removal of the téatseotion, but on occasion closure occurred late 

in the return flow ccie and. with such force that the plate was 

torn tree from its pivots leaving a deep grcwe in the niateria] 

of the plate edge. An adjustable vane check or stop-screw was 

therefore mounted in the ,test.isoction to prevent this occurrence. 

It was found that If the vane eovenent was halted at 10o .positive 

incidence closure was r.apid and relatively quiet, 

3.23. 
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FIG- 36 	Experimental Pressure Loss with:rëspect to time 

Thick Flat Plate Foil. 
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FIG. 38 Experimental Pressure loss with respect to time 

2/ Cambered Foil.. 
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FIG. 39 Experimental Pressure Loss with respect to time 

5% Cambered Foil. 
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FIG. LfO Experimental Pressure Loss with respect to time 

7% Cambered Foil. 



Swmnarised Data for Flat Plate and Spherical",hell Zxperiments 

Peak Pressure Presa.13nrp' Form Drag Presence of 
COB. 1120  (:) C8. li0 (B) Integral(c) Pressure Jurp? 

Flat pinte 
(thick) 10.1 

I, 
".i jj.j 

- -- - 
0 

- 
F1tep1ate 
(thin) 6.20 1. N o 

e7.0 53.2 251 No Shell 

-; camber 26.0 1+3.2 140 No ohell 

camber 21.3 52.0 95.5 No shell 
— ---- .— -. — 	— - V 

129. 
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5.6.1 

Jith respect to the first stage of  analysis of the form drag, 

out1ned in section 3.2.59  it war, deemed desirable that the heigt 

of the  pressure peak of the differential prea z,evo1UmO flow curve 

should be rnii,.imteed. Altbouh the equilibrium epCniflE angle of 

the vane Only increased by 50 Wh en the most cambered (7M foil 

was used in place of the original flat blsk, the caxLwn differential 

pressure loss over the va1e was reduced by 	(Table 9). It will 

be noted too tbat a reduction n the thickness of the flat plate 

also produced a decrease in tb peak pressure* Although the 

thickness effect is reflected in the results of the spherical ehella, 

it s evident that there is some other additional influence at york 

to produce the low peak pressure results. The frontal area of the 

thin' flat plate wae equal to that of the 7 cambered fol, yet the 

latter and the th cker 5 cambered ahell are superior in respect of 

peak resewa. This effect can -probablybe attributed to a 

variation in the lift onent and in particular to movement of the 

centre of pressure (Figure 2(b))# With a cambered almil, it would 

be expected that • the lift force would be larger than that onendered 

uction in lift moment would be due to by the flat plate, so a red  

tovemOflt of the centre of pressure towards. the pivotal axis. The. 

reduction in fluid flow resistance is therefore an encouraging 

finding for tbe3e spherical shells. It was also found that the 

spherical shells Cam* to an equilibr'iU)fl stable position at a 

• 
slightly smaller ansle of incidence than that of the flat plate. 

In considering the resultant moment well' of Figure 3(a), the 

results apear to be in keeping with the analysis. Evidence for 

oveent of the centre pressure towards 
the  pivotal  axis and the 
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reduced euilibxium angle is consistent with a reduction in well 

width in the numer discussed in oectioa 5. a. 	Encouraging 

sign-13 of a reduction in 'well' depth were also seen as evidenced 

by vane titter. It will be remembered that i shallow 'well' 

implies that the vane movegs,usder the influence of eaU disturbances. 

5,61l 	 Cur 

LormdraE or presurevoiume flow curves were obtained' for 

the thin flat 1te and each of the spherical .heli foils, in the. 

nannr discussed in the Experimental Method section. The share 

ofub• a loop is shown in Fii.ire !Lj, where th origin of the 

axes refers to the zero flow, zero differential pressure condition. 

The loop is encrsted by plottingthe instantineoUs ifterential 

pressure (ate) against the 	tatanecus volume of fluid that 

ha passed through the valve (X-.axis) . The extent to which these 

Curves represent the true energy loss over the .viriou5 vanes will 

be doterriined by the reliability of the individual presure end 

measurementSe 

5.6.1.1.1 Dfretia1Prl 

The differential pressure measured over the valve in 

050ii1ating flow is essentially a measure of pressure changes due 

to inertial, viscous mud. unsteady state effects. In cases of 

steady flow, where the viscous and Inertial forces alone contributo 

to the di.tfsrential pressure, viscous losses are associated with 

a frictional energy ,dissption, aiid inertial losses with a dissipation 

of Kinetic energy such as waS discussed in connection with pressure 

losses cvr orifices in section 3.1. 
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In pulsatile flow however, the aaae ruttve forces -upon the 

fluid column are also reponeibLo for a difference in pressures 

• 
along the column length. Even for a smooth uniform bore pipe 

where the viscous and inertial forces are insignificantly eaU. 

there will,, in unsteady flow, be a pressure difference along the 

ptpe associated with fluid eccolertion. It is for this reason 

that the pressure lose over an obstacle in ',a, flow path. is very.euch 

larger in the pulostile flow case than under equivalent steady flow 

cdit.ottS. 	 • 

The pulmtinz flow euedered by the fluid pu135r used in .  

the study has beer detsigned to 'have dybaiic similarity to the flow. 

regime of the cnrdiovacular syetei. Thus the viscous, inertial 

and accelerative components of the differential pressure as xeasure4 

in the large sesle test. rig, bear a cot2stnt relationship to the 

equivalent forces in 'the c dtovascnLeD 'sstei. . The differential 

.pressures$ 	in tho pulr are therefore eccepteblp ' 

'representative of the values to be obtained in the s,aU: scale 	.• 

pulsatLte flow situation. 	 • •• 	• S 

5,6.1.1.2 Flow Curve 

In Via absence of a reliable and inexpensive flow tonitoritg 

instrument, it. was decided • to determine the volume.  of fluid which 

had passed through the valve by measuring the pressure at the base 

of the downstream lab of the forward flow J-tube, the hydrostatic 

'bead. being proportiomil to the tLoi voluraio • This pressure is in 

	

fact only equal to the byarosthtic head in the U-tube limb when 	• .. 

the fluid acceleration is éero•, i.e. at the maximum flow velocity • • 

or the mid-point in time of. the torwrd flow period. • The maximum  

discreaucy between the hydrostatic head and the  pressure esare4 



at the base of the column will occur under conditions of maximum 

acceleration and this is when the fluid undergoes directional 

change. 

,Since the column is driven by gas pressure in such a manner 

that the forward fluid oscillation occurs nearly in the time 

interval of an unimpeded U-tube, i.e. in the time for free oscillation, 

the acceleration is given approximately by the expression 

d2z 	2z acceleration 	 8 
dt 

where OW, is the displacement of the fluid above the equilibrium 

fluid level and L Is the length of the fluid column. For the fluid 

pulser under discussion the accelerative effect will produce, at 

maximum acceleration, a signal *OS smaller-than the hydrostatic bead 

at the beginning of forward flow and kO% larger at the end, see 

Appendix 3. The form-drag analysis however, is a comparative one 

and conseqzentiy the area under the form-drag curve may be evaluated 

in arbitary units provided the test conditions are similar in each. 

trial. 

A consistent amplification of the flow trace signal therefore 

has no effect upon the comparative areas of the form drag curves. 

The true error in using the dynamic pressure as a measure of the 

hydrostatic head lies in the distribution within the curves of the 

comparative velocities. In other words, we are concerned with the 

comparative shapes of the curves rather than their comparative 

magnitudes. 

It for example, the hydrostatic head trace of Figure 42 were 

amplified by kO%, then the comparative difference in shapes will be 

seen. The uximum error obtained in approximating the hydrostatic 
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head curve to the dynamic bead trace ia given by 

2 
Max, Error () ccnet. (z + 	- 1.4z 

Differentiation of the function with respect to 'z' yields 

the result that the maximum error occurs at and . of the forward 

Clow period and the magnitudo of the maximum error for this ayste 

Is 1 (see Appendix. 3). 

An idea4eed tore -drag curve is shcwn in Figure 41. 

Starting at the origin, and the beginning of the forward flow period, 

the poetivo differential prerure i.e. positive in the sense that 

the presnre Ic biher ipstreaø of the . valve than downstream, increases 

with flow. As the flow decelerates, the positive differential 

pressure is reduced until: the flow ceases, at. which time the 

hydrostatic head 'in the downstream ti-tube limb is. in 'equilibrium with 

the driving air pressureand. the 'differential preoure across. the 

valve is zero. Valve closure upon flow reversal, region before return 

. flow through the lower test section valve can be •stttb.Jshed, This 

results in the vertical portion of Figure kl. its the flow steadily 

returns through the lower test sectbn valve, so the differential pressure 

returns to zero and so too the flow trace. 

3.6.1.1.3 	. 	. 	. 

In practice, the experimentally obt med fors-drap loops differ 

somewhat from the idealised shape of Figure ki. The reason for 

this can be attributed to an artefact in the flow trace occurring 

at the end of forward flow. At tLis point in tics, the driving 

air under pressure is v.nted fró the system. This sudden release 

• 	of pressure causes a negative going transient in the f.j.or curve at 

• 	the point of flow reversal. cne 'interesting advantage of the 

• 	presence of the flow curve 'artefact is its function as an indicator 
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pulse slgrdfyinil flow reversal in the form-drg loop. V lye closure 

is also ndtc'ted in the loop by the presence of the neg!tive 

dtfferentii resure sweep. Thus, if a valve were to close 

orartive1y slowly nfter flow reversal, then the i.-axis diep1ce'ient 

of t:.-e loop due to the artefact it flow reversal would occur sooner 

than t':c Y-axis displacement due to vtive closure. The result of 

this would he a negative X-axis displacement soon after the form-drag  

curve crosses the differentira pressure axis. 	uch a result for 

slew vilve closure ws obtained ('igure 62) for n type of vane 

which All be discussed in a later section. 

For ctartiVe purposes, the choice ^f units for the evaluation 

of the areas under the relevant (poattive) portion of the formdrsg 

curv' is purely arbitrary, but the oscilloscope screen having a 

scale calibrated in millimetrea t  the corienient choice was to determine 

the arena in square millimetres* 

is true nature of the hydrodynaic improvement  duo to the 

cambering of the vanes becomes much clearer in this form of analysis, 

and .r rticular it will be seen from the data that in some cases 

the iagritude of the eRk differential pressure in not entirely 

re renentative of the forward flow resistance averared over the 

flow reriod. In particular it will be seen from the sha'e or the 

form-drag curves (Figures 42, kk, 1+6, 1+3) that thepeak differential 

rre"ur0 occurs before the majority of flow has passed over the 

vive q.nd tht it is the shape of the presure curve after the peak 

baa been attained that has the 	dominating effect on the value of 

the flow resistnce evaluated in this way. In the case of the flat 

plate foils, however, the height of the pressure peai oes have some 

significance, since there is a similarity in the shape of the pressure 

curves. 



Fig 43 Flow (upper) and Differential Pressure (lower) 

Traces for the Thin Fiat Plate Foil. 

Fig 44  Form.-Dra& Curve for the Thin Flat Plate Foil. 



Fig. 45 Flow (upper) and Differential Pressure (lower) 

traces for the 2% Cambered Foil. 

Fig 46.. Form-Drag Loop for the 2% Cambered Foil. 

U?. 



Fig 47... Flow (upper) and- DIfferential Pressure (lower) Traces 

for the 5%. G&bered Foil.. 

Fig 48 Form-Drag Curve for the 5% Cambered Foil. 



Fig. 19. Flow (upper) and Differential Pressure. (lower) 

traces for the 7% Cambered Foil. 

L14. 

Fig 50. Form-Drag Loop for the 7% Cambered. Foil. 



The form-drag curves will also bavo this eimtlarty of shape 

therefore and to s fair approxtrticn the beibt of the form-drag 

eäk will be indicative of its area. 

The effectivcne$ of toil cambering is well demonstrated in 

the form-drag results of Table 9, especially when the results for 

the 2,.' cambered foil and the much thinner flat plate are compared. 

In the former case the differential pressure curve taW3 steeply 

•, away after the peak has been, attainedi for the flat plate, on the 

other hand, thó reduction in pressure difference occurs core 

gradually. As indicated aboie, this difference can be of great 

significance to the size of form-drag integral and is much 

influenced by foil cambering..  

.7 	FAiri  

ncouragod by the observation that the 5% and 7% cambered 

foils remained stable in tFe atalled attitude, and were also 

atsble when moved to a small angle of incidence against the vsne 

check, it was decided to attempt to tnc,ase the size of the lift 

force and hence the degree of migration of the centre of pressure. 

As was discussed in section 3.2.7.34 it is expected that the 

larger the lift forcó, the slower the forward oveent of the centre 

of pressure as the toil incidence in increased. For structural 

reasons it was- deemed irnpossibLe to secure the desired increase in 

lift by increasinc the camber, and. fairing the leading edge was 

therefore tried as an alternative. It was anticipated that fairing 

would increase the ability of the vane to move to 8111 positive 

incidence under the influence of a flow perturbation diring the 

• 	condition of stalled floi. • 	• 
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P.1iatflr7 attempts at vane (airin were extz*ee1y successful, 

despite the fact that it, was performed essentially on a trial-and- 

error haste. A 3ei-circular section wax souldinE was first 

obtained by allowing moltOn wax to solidity in a piece of 7/16" 

J.D. copper tubing. 	hi1e 3t$U w, but in a solid condition, 

the moulding was removed frOa the tube and bent so as to -lie along 

the leading edge of the concave 'pressur& face of the cambered foil. 

3urplua teriol was then removed with a Sc lpel and tLe moulding 

carved in such a fashion that it tapered towards the pivotal recesses. 

The discontinuity between the semi-circular aectiQn and the concave 

curvedetzrtacO of the plate wa3tben fairedwith an additional 

:fill,t of was which was subsequently smóothe& with the thumb • 

sinimuzn of 'hand' forming was attempted in the hope that 	level 

. 	of re -reducibility could be obtained, 	- 

' limited number of atteapte at fairing the  convex upper or 

suction surface were made. It was generally hoped that nodificution  

of the suction surface would be unnecessary since U) that surface'  

was already quite well faired as a consequence of its curvature and 

(ii) more importantly,, it was deemed desirable.  to 1cep the eiiaU 

flow channel over the suction surface as free from circulation 

peduicee as possible. 3ubnequent trial showed that this upper 

• fairi 
I 
 ng we indeed unnecessary, though it gave some marginal benefit 

(see Appendix Figures A+, A5, 10. 	 - 
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S!hen tezted In the flow chomber., the 7$ 	bd foil Ath 

the pare surface fairing described above,, moved smoothly to t.e 

et11 positiou, hitate4 oentariiy 	then ved to the f11 

• qpea 100  positive int4ence pwition. High speed ciuo film analy,94  

enxat4 ttee events quite clecirly,, Fiixe 51.1  and the • IntLuece 

uport the forr-dragLe 1  Figure 53 ws to produce a very large 

reduction , U the total, energy loss oveY the vIve.. Fairin of the 

3 cebeti 8he with the 	?/32u rdiva f curvturo 	 • 

o4ee n aiotAfioarlt J.0provwbAt in the vane qmnillz tbe 

pe 	pre 	the fcr,.i4rsi integral,, otpaz4 to that of ItP- 

untaired counterpart but the 	e àLeo exhibite4 a curious partial 

cieing motion betee Vie end of the fr4 f1w .  period. • 

effect • .ce be teen In • the drtL&t peeure tracee of Fire 

5 

	

	(a b).. Hare it will,  be ecen that there.. In a =Aill OSIUVe 

In 441ferenti3. peseure, just 4.thr to the vertical *weep 

of the tZVCe i( : In socteted. with valve closure, .Thoh the 

5u2 inrOU$ 	a3 t4te 	%ZOU in the prsure 

trace, it bas a maJor effect upon tha.shapt nn4 earittuae of the. 

fo'dr. integr (flure 55)., • The fluid eeehaniel echuIns 

of this aotion In spnowhat pugazling particu zly in the 1iht of 

subsequent albservatiorwe  for it wa toun4 tt the ie.of the 

pre-cloure peue 'u' was small or no*ezInthiit in the t&ret •  

cycle vhon th test-rig waø 8tarted, fros ret. •ln tbe Zo1owin 

two cycles. the 'jtap' 'wa-0 found to iree in tielht so that by 

the third period of forward flow it b .etaied . its,m&zieue Vale.. 

The height Of the 'jump' could- not then be reduced without switching 

oft the tet-ri 8 and. allowlaz the fluid oeciUation to 4p out. 

A eignificiuit IiWKA9 in a oIntiou with. thepre-closure pbenoeenon 
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Fig 52 Form-Drag Curve for the 7%. Cambered Foil with. 

Suction and Pressure Surface Fairings 

Fig, 5. Form-Drag Curve for the 7% Cambered Foil with 

Pressure Surface Fairing only. 
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Fig. 54ja) Differential Pressure Trace for the 

5% Cambered Foil with Pressure Surface 

Fairing 



Fig. 546F1ow (upper) and Differential Pressure (lower) 

Traces for the 5% Cambered Foil with Pressure 

Surface Fairing. 

Fig 55 Forrn-Drag Curve for the 5% CaaberedFoil 

with Pressure Surface Fairing. 
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Was an increase in the wasaituda of the closizi snap i.e* the maximum 

negative differential r Yressuire- This too  is an extreieLy uuepecte4 

findiw3, Sinco cae would naturally euppose that the eemi-closed foil 

would reapond very rapidJy to reverce .flow, the fluid veloct)r 

reduction .upon tgatinSl would be small and the negative pressure peek 

ei3i4X! small.. The implications of the observation f a large 

clostr,j snap are rather important to this etudy for it would appear 

• that ,a valve at large incidence, stalled and with little circulation 

does net close as rapidly as a vaus at small pcitive incidence with 

inificantly rnore circulation. This is despite the fact that the 

VgUO at sU incidence nust rotate, at first under the tlunce 

f sager dr4 forces, through a larger angle than the stalled foil. 

The ooclusions that may be drawn are therefore that,  

i) circulation persists after forward flow 

is completed, 

and 	 :. 

ii) that the roverce flow iUt.torce 	a 

major role in valve ciourelo 

Having deter'iius4 a suitable vane camber and Wring-design, 
the final atage of the inveUVt.ion was d.iz'octed toward ciaracterising 

the shape of the fairing. 



5.8.1 

tternpt6 at faii'ig ckuwucterisatlou were based upon various 

tesplztte 	ae. systems. A t2p1ate tor*ed to the 'desfred shape 

of the of LIe of the .l odol. iptic vfle in the plane of he 

manor axis, and, capable of cttin the wax la, 	with whith.  the 

vane was coated, was nade to follow the cont-our of the leading  

ed€e while simultaneously executing a predeterdned rnotion designed 

to reduce progressively the aecticrn of te curved fnirn towards 

its dgwnstz'et extremities* In the first attempt on these lines, 

a ecnanism was constructed sect that, while foliowifl the vane 

edge, the teplite was ie to roll about, its own axis, which was 

constrained to Its a1was aralle,. to tne mz.jor ad-4'Ot the ellipse. 

This form of device was n.ot entirely successful, bt it was used 

to fabricate a suitable faiririS in a particularly aoft substance - 

ch& brand zargarine. Refrigeration of the plate and fairing 

for a fe hours gave a.ell'boridod and robust foil. The reaults 

obtained with this friri are øtrikinLy àizil4r to those obtained 

for the 'hand formed' version (Ftue. 53). After period of about 

an hour in the pulas duliction rig, the rurgarine fairing had 

softened and it began to be slowly ezded by the fluid flow and 

rnechanical shook. The differential pressure curve was closely 

follovod din this period and it Was noted that as the fatrint 

diminished in he 	so a preclosure pressure 'jump' began to 

grow in the trace. The v'ao action too becnie gore hesitant and 

the z'etur4 to stall after ttI1 opening becave more pronounced until 

t he vane did not move to the fully epen position at all. 
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o obtain more pe=aneat fairing configurati=s and to 

a1yo the effects. of ea11e vane 	4ete1  a end form of 

late  guidance eyete (Figure 56) too designedi, In this  the 

tez3p1tc1  aligned initially 4th the major axis of the model vane, 

was hinged, or inointed to the 	Ue1 .ot&on bead of a daftig 

chine, by which -its pi.ae was cotrained to eintain raU1isr 

with tho plane of its initial position , perpendiculor to the vane 

plane; the azia of te pin..joiut, 	 to the plane, of 

the tet1te was 	ent2 always parallel, to the minor axis 

of the vane. One end of the tenpLate, beyond 	& the leang edge 

if the vane', bore. tipon the convaz 	face of cylinder fixed.. 

with ree'ect to the vane, to thoe jor axi5 t wes aral1el. 

• The 	 of the tenp1a e tore. on the concave surface of the 	• 

• 	perspex vane, beyond the ax fatring. The jotter va'neted 

by moving tbo'catting template in a direction piraL1el to the 

minor axLe of the vane while aintainthg its extremities in conthct 

with the c thdiical ramp *ad the concave vane surface, and 

3u1teously taibtain1g contact between the curved working  

edge of the template and the Uipticl ie&ding edge of the vane. 

• 	• • • • 	The i'eaulta obtained with wax firings gónea'atód:tn this way 

were as follows: 	 • • • 	 • 	• 	• 

Profilo 	This particular. fairing was generated using the • 

• 	 template of Figure 59 (a). It will be noted 

• 	• that the height of the wax mouldiug above the 

• 	plate. rim was ', i.ó. 1/16 lower than the 

hand-fored and 'argarine' versions. The 

remults. with the .No 1 ProfiLe were. reason' 
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courging. As will be noted from U b1e 10, 

the peak positive a .negtivo differential 

premureS were comparatively good but the presence 

of the aaU 'pro.c1oure Jump' in the pressure 

trace (1igre 60) was reflected in the size of 

the Fom-Drike Integral. 

_______ 	 •• 
Itw 	evident that the 	t iiportnt effect 

in tairin ocuiicatiou was the influence of 

the 'preclosure Juip' in the reesure• trace 

upon the magnitude of the.Form-DM9 integral. 

The No 2 profile,, generated withth:tep1te 	•• 

of Lure 59 (b),was.foiatd to pxodcea1age 

tjump$ deptté its increased height .rnd wui ot 

further analysed# 

ofU 
In the  third profile 4-  sign,,  an. attempt was ma do 

•. 	

•, 

 

to increase the 1egtb of the fairing in the 

• 	 • direction of the plate 	or axis. • As. in the 

• 	case of the to 1 profile, the fairing height 	• 

• was only f above the rim of the plate. This 	• 

configuration produced e strange rnotion of the 

plats.. Daring the first doon cycles of the 
• 

test rig after rest 8  it was nôtèd that alternate 

Pressure peaks iii the osciU.oacopetiace contained 

thepre-closure jump'.. Further the raotion of 

• 

	

	the. valve was iin&1az'ly irregular with partial 

vane closure before flow reversal alternating 
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Fig 57.. Flow(upper) and Differential Pressure (lower) 

Traces for the Margarine Faired , To Cambered 

Foil. 

Fig.53 Form-Drag Curve for the Margariae Faired 

7% Can'tbered Foil. 
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Pressure 

Fig 60 Differential Pressure Trac.e for the 

No-1 Profile Fairing.. 



Differential 

Pressure 
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Fig 61.. Differential Pr 	ure Trace for the 

NO".3 Profile Fairing on the 7% 

Cambered Foil. 
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with full opening until zoversa1. After 

the flow canditiow had becte estabUshed in 

the rig i4eo after about 20 cyciee, the vane 

. 	developed a ccatstcit aztal aloaiag . . 

. characteristic (Figure 61J, the influence of . 

WbIh will be seen in Fire 62 (ri)rg Loop.) 
• and in the nanttu8e of the maxiu negative 

differential pressure or 	' f Table 10. 

These findings in4icAted kk.. delayed reeponae t0 the 

•. 	flow reversal, deepite the fact tbat the vane, is •... 

. yartiaUy-  close4 before the oneetof flwrveraal. 

. 

	

	 .. 	. 	.• 
In this rotiio,generated with 'the .tepLate. 

of Figure 59 '(d):.and under the conditions S  

mentioned in 5CtiOfl 5.82, the cbaoteristica 

of a large fairing length and height 'were 

combined. The vane action was roticeably 

different to any,  previously encountered is .. 

that the 'vane, after attaining the email 

thcidence position, fluttered b tween it and 

. 	 the stalled situation. . This action is 

reflected in the differential pressure trace 

of Figure 6, where it Will be noted. tbat 

just prior to the vertical areep of the trace, 

• 	. 	 • the pr.&ure curve e very irregular. This 

jegularity may be considered- no a seriea of 

'piOOU?O jumps" and as such would have an 

undesirable effect upon the size of the Foxa 

. 	 Drag Integral1 	 .• 	. 	• 	• 
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Fig 6.. Differential Pressure Trace for the 

No.-4 Profile .Fairing on the 7% Cambered 
Foil. 



Maath2e FULUS 

JQhe aprently mOOt cuccesaful attempt it !Making a reproducbie. 

and eatietetory fôi.rinj wae that employingthe oiiw1 rolling  

template gtuiib mechanism and Margarine, as,  the moulding mterin1. 

It will be noted that the tep]te used ae cparative3j crude 

in that it is compounded .of a Circular arc and a 8traiht line 

tjet 	The results for positive and negative differential 

• preasuremwdwa are very nearly the e.me ai those for the toil it 

was trying to duplicate i.e, the hafoedtode1. The template 
:Shape  is 4ven in Figure 39(e), rnd the differential pressure 

trace in. iiuro 64. 

5.9 jand, Con4uJ&n 	 : 
The errors of weeguzoment Un the arose of the torm*drag loops 

re auch .M: .o prevent anything core than ppr'oitte quantitative 

ena1yiv thus although the mqrprina fairing had a siihtly 

smeller tormda integral than that for Profile 1, be difference 

is so ssafl as.. to be within experimintal error. B1.6th profiles 

had satisfactorily sra11 positive andnegntive peak differential 

pressures, indicative of reasoflably little forward flew resistance 

and rapid closing repecttvoly. Profile I was superior in the 

• former effect, wheroas the margarine fairing was superior in the 

latter. There is therefore little to chose between them. 

Profiles 2. 3 and 4 on the other hand were very clearly 

shown to be inferior to the above designs. ¶Xypical1.y, a large 

pro-closure 'jump' in the differential pressure trace tended to 

greatly tncroase the size of the form-drag integral. Zven though 

the peak pcsitive differential pressuree was about 1015 larger 

• for Profiles 2, 3 and 4 than profile 1 anti the. margarine fairings, 
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Fig 64.. Differential Pressure Trace for the Margarin 

Faired , 7% Cambered Foil. 
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the form-drag integrals were about 5VA 1oro Evea allowing for 

experimental error, the rasults are hi1.y significant. Further 

to thia, profiles 2, 3 and 4 all exhibited poor cicsi repcnse 

to flow reversal, as evidenced by the abnor4y large peak negative 

. 	differential pressures,. This was despite the fact that the foils 

had moved to a btt drai, semi-closed position prior to flow 

. 	. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	 ... 

A weaningful inierpretationf the above: results in terms of 

the profile Th5pO at the major chord poisttton, is 'Unlikely With.  : 

the limited amount of data • The problem is a complex one which 

goes beyond the bounds of this study, but the results are in 

keeping with an aerodynamic trutsn, viz. that. the influence of 

3U hanges in the leading edge region of an, aerofoil bave an 

. 	'immense effect upon the velocity distribution over,  the profile. as 

5 	. 	
r 	 . 	. 	. 

J.theugh there is no evidence in the above data to support 

• the ,supposition, it is possible that the 3panwtse variation i .  

. 	. 

 

profile shape may have an influence upon the dynamic characteristics 

of the valve vane tion. One of the major dtf2erences between 

pulsatile and steady flow lies in the shape of . the velocity 

distribution over the flow channel. In steady . flow, this. distribution 

is essentially • parabolic; that is to tays  that the maximum fluid 

velocity will be found at the tube axis for a óircular. sectioned pipe, 

and the fluid velocity will bo found to decrease steadily as the • 

tube wall is approached along a radius.. In pu3.aatilc flow., the 

• fluid has a tendoncy to move in a plug-like - fashion so' that the • 

velocity distribution is tore uniform than in the àteay flow 	• 

situation. Thus the velocity at the tube axis is instgntaneousl' 

nearly the sne as. at bthor positions along a tube radius. lu the 
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vicinity Of the tube Wall hcvev 	the fluid velecity: dLLDiehFe 

extremely. rpidr, When flow Ia revoraed in the pule*sticn, the 

firat fi46 prti3ce to reaod to the reversal are thooin the 

reZLOIL of the tube 	 : 

It 	likely thercilore. that were a vane tbe subjected  

to ateady flow the 4iC Cb!LZ'11Ote11Et1C$ of the vanmotion would 

be governed by the shape of the fairing at the iecto, whereas 

in pulsating flow the profiLe shape in the region of the vtre 

'wiutips' would have a more significant effect. 

Iku  in vivo evaluation of the new 4eetn d tortned aboe 

requires both a suitable bio*Co*patible waterial for the fabriction 

arid a .stable animal preparation for the implantation, Ta3e were 

red during ,the period of ril development and as a coneqquence 

the tlzt plate, am aerodyn%mAcally profiled, valve , was the subject 

i 	of in,eatiaticn,• The reulte of theøe 	imin3ry iaL are 

decribcd below, 	0 	 • 	
• 



SELECTION OF IA,3VITABLE BENKATE'RIALFDR  
-L- 

CMSTRUCTI LW O PRT*TZC VALV ASD 

ON Tiz AVE PR1IiCIPLS 

In many cases of *zgineering ideeign the cbosor noo of 

opertion of a particular dev.ceiu prescribed by the availability 

of suitable materials of fabrictiott such is the situation for 

prosthetic heart valves. Despite the jmny,eff6rto made over the 

years to correlate the physical chemical and electrical properties 

of candidate materials 

 

Wit 
their6in vivo perforace, o simple 

relationship has been found to exist such as would offer the 

• possibility-  of ' iorskng' now atethUs to a given tio.øengineorig 

specification. The Iosiner of prostheses is thus constrained to 

work with the most compatible and durable materials. available. 

Apart frca the easentiial feature of a bio.iaterial i.e. its.. 

• 
passivity towards bloed, there are other qualities that the. valve 

designer would vieh for. Amongst these 	 - 

I) $ttigue nd wear resistance. The material 

should be able to withstand proloed 

'noral' usage. 	- - 

2) Shock resistance. The nature of the pulsating  

flow in the r&to.vsscular system results in 

high instantaneous velocities. Should the. 

closing of the valve be abnoully delayed, the 

closing chock could be sri order of magnttude 

larger than normal. 	'urther, if the occiudor 

ero of the 'freeu.f2.otting type, seating may 

occur in an irregular fashion imposing stress 
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upon the material in no:prodictab10 direction. 

In this form of construction, therefore, a 

material of uniform strength ±8 desirable. 

3) 	I low coefficient of expansion so that the 

valve assembly may be etosmster±lised. 

A long shelf-life.. The material should not 

1 	 deteriorate undCr, normal conditions of 

storage. 

5) 	Machinability to close tolerances with 

resistance to warping* bince most valve 

designs depend upon the mating of the 

occluder with the housing, for their 

sealing properties, defemmation is an 

'undesirable feature. 

The Surfaces. which have shown. marked levels of thrcrnboreaietaflce 

can be classified as 	 I 

1.) fleparinised surfaces 

• :Li) Surfaces with ionic radicals or 

imposed charge • 	and 

iii) Surfaces of relatively inert or 

pasive. character. 	 • 

partnise4 Surfaces 

Early studies by 	 indicated that the intima had 

a negative ,electrical charge; and that when this • was ep1aced 

by a positively carged electrode, • thrombus . was induced. (1). The 

•• 	naturally occurring anti-coagulaUt , Reparin 9  a tnucopolysaccbaridG, 

is electrically the moat negatively  charged species in the human 

body, attaining its negativity from its concentration of. sulpbite 



radicals, and to a leseer degree t'ron the usually weakly charged 

carboxy radicals, 	ost surf acea(101  102) employing this compound 

••. 

 

..to confer athrothoenicity sire made by uainS a cationic surfactant, 

e.g.ethylene 	benaXkonium.mon1um cb.loride,es an inter- 

mediate bondthg agent 	Some doubt exists as to whether this is 

a cheical or mechamcal bond(10 	and e ny studies noted a 

tendency for. the heparin,  toleach.out Recent attempts 

at cbeicsl cross-1ink.n of the heparin moocu1ea has led to the 

development of more stale suraces ° 	The primary action 

of beprn, nowever, s to limit the action of thvombin on 

fibni'iogz and,, in the usual therapeutic doses it does not influence 

the action of 	on the platelets106 	 s a consequence 

it hs been noted that pistelet deposition end aggregation occur 

. 	when.heprinised blood passes over afóreign surfae 9 ,.and the 

• thrombus ao formed does not contain fibrin or trapped cells. Thus 

It would appear that he,aniü tends to minimise thrombus growth 

rather than eliminate it.. 	 • 	• 

6.2 	rzionicPdica1and Xm;osed Electrioaly Neative ChaEggS  

Attempts to mimic the heianinic structure in other materials 

have met with mixed success. Aluminium, for example, has a negative 

potential in blood of 0.4 - 0.5 volts, yet ib i clearly thrornbogenic00), 

while some of the positively charged co-po1mers re equally 

athronbogenic. Most of the materials with an electrical bias are 

based on co-polymers or polymers in donjunction with,  ionic surfactants. 

The use of such materials as long-term implants is a dubious rractice, 

for althcuh they have good long-ter wear characteristics inmost 

industrial applications, there is no correlation between this and 
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• and biological durability. Furthør objection may also be made 

an the grounds of the indeterminate ntructure of cost poiyers(10. 

Inhoaoeueities inructure.;my well be tolerated, but the use of 

plasticizers, internal lubricants, ou1d releasing aeuto and in 

particular trace quantities of catalyst are liable. to vitiate the 

throbo-reaiotsnt qualities. 	. 

.6.3 	Inert 4aterial 

then dealing with blo-materialsthe term *inert  strictly 

refers to the homatoloical passivity of the material rather 

than its chemical properties; fQ many cheic&1ly inert materials  

are in fact toznboenic. A number of the 'inert' thaterials were  

discovered fortuitously, there being no thee eticil expectation 

of unusual passivity. The classical substances . are Stellite 21 

and Pyrolytic  carbon, the most.frequently.uzed materials to date. 

Steiijte 21,is cobalt-chrni-nickel alloy which apparently 

depends for Its compatibility upon a metuogratic polish 

lapped into the metal in the finishing i.rocecs. The polish, which 

roducesa surface intrix of methyl radicals, remains intact for 

es yet unspecified period in the bloodstream. Mechanical 

abrasion and flaming of the surface results in the throstoenic 

raw alloy. 	 • 	 . 

Low temperature Isotropic carbon (pyrolytic carbon), was f'iret 

used cs a substrate for the carbn-benalkoniUm-heParifl eurface, 

previously mentioned, until control studies showed its superiority 

in the unhepariztised state b03) , The material has remarkable 

mechanical properties. Its elastic modulus is similar to that 

reported for bone and its fracture stress, which can be controlled 

by the coating conditions, is typically between 50,000 and 754000 p.s.i. 
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Other outstanding passive materials include the acrylic bydroe1 

'hydron', a. substance originally used in the rnnufacture of 

flexible contact lenses and the more recent segmented polyurethanes 

which have found application as ,artificial heart cooponents. 

6.4 	ntificton of a Ne tibLn MterjI 

The state at the art in materials for prosthesis fabrication 

include the .epartnieedeurfaCe,. VYi'lYtiC carbon and te1lite 21. 

The latter two subotncee, in particular, have boèn'in use for 

1 	 soiite 8 and 12 rearo reispectively..and have been moderately successful. 

Gbjection bave been raised to most of the synthetic homogeneous 

msteria1s but i nevertheless seems desirable to use a 	ceueous 

ater.e1 sinee surface coatings m.iy be susceptible to long-term 

we r or fatue and, s pointed out by awyer1),  a discontinuity 

in surface composition can act as & site for thrombus formation. 

On the other hs, the hazards of 	elopin 'a totally, new material 

without some indication.of its in vivo performance are well known. 

4s a cmpromiee solution to this problem, it wae decided to investigate 

the bio-compatibility of a material closely related to the well tried 

and outstanding axaterial, pyrolytic carbon,, via. Vitrøous carbon, ... 

a bomoenoous, glassy substance of excellent hardne5s and mechanical 

properties. 	' 	. 	'• ' V H 	 . 	• 	. . 	• ' 

6.5 'it 	sCarbon Lind i.o&tibUity with 141ood 

Vitreous carbon is essentially the result of the bakinZ and 

.• 	' out-gaeing of a phenolic rest, which in the original form can be 

macbined or moulded. The bakin'at temperatures rising to some 

O( sakes place in vacuo over a period of weeks and results 

in a uniform 1? ehrinkage of the pro-cursor. 	a glass, it 



is a supercooled liquid and thus is not subject to the kind of 

fatigue' ssaocinted with crystalline teria1e* 	hen considered 

for the wass production of intricate structures it ha one special 

advantage over pyrolytic carbon., vis. the resinpro-cursor can be 

moulded to vory fine tolerances, which are esssnti11y mgiintained 

in the finished product. Pyrocouting i virtu m- 	 ally restricted to 

components machined individually from g'shite, in which the 

istntainance of close tolerances is made difficult by uneven coating 

at positions of surface di8ccntinutty. the mecbnicni properties 

of vitreous carbon nowever, though in general not ,as good as those 

of pyrolytic orbon, are probably superior to the mechanical 

properties of pyró..cóatod graphite the combin,itiop usually associated 

icitb pyro.coatiug. The typically quoted fracture stress of vitreous,  

carbon is 25,000 p,a.i., the e tic oduiu 3.3 z 10, (approximately 

that of bo 	 90ne) aud the etrain energy to fracture 	in.lb./iii3 P2). 

ta. a means of estatitebing. the bio..cotipatibiltty of vitreous 

• 	carbon, a series of vitreous and pyrocoated rings , 1 ca by 1. cm I.D. 

were jmp ted, in the auporior and inferior Venso Cavae of mongrel 

dogs where they. were allowed to remain for periods of 2 hours 

(acute case,) and 14 days (chronic case). The test, originally 

devised by GOtt(113), is,  particularly rigorous since t1w caval site 

is one of slow flow, particularly, prone to thrombus formation. 

* Manufacture of the resin and supervision of the baking process 

were generously undertaken by 4r. F.C. Cowlard, Allen Clarke Research 

-. Centre, Towcester, Hants, England. 

+ Generously donated by the U.K. Atomic Energy Authority..Springfield 

• 	Works,, Preston, Lanc 	England. Fabrication under the supervision 

and !Iibbert. 
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Fig 65.. Vitreous Carbon. Ring after 14 days 

in. the Superior Vena Cava of a Collie 

Do ., 



In the acute series, of 4os, one ring ,, randomly Uocated, 

was. 1ace4 in the Inferior Vona, Cave, and another in the superior 

• Venri Cave of each do,. A total of 10 pyrolytic and 10 vitreous 

• carbon rings were implanted in the 10 oxperient1 ttnimale and 

the degree of zing clotting esseaaed utter 2 hours 

In the series of chronic experiments in wich one ring was 

per 3fl%11, VitrCOU3 CatbOn rings were placed in the 

upe riot Vona Cava 	e1s, arid the Interior Yena Cava of 

8, 14 ay etzrvivora.. After this pert, the ring and adjacent 

VO5e1 was asse06e4 for throbua in 3 grades -  

(j) 

 

Cloar no evidence of clot in the z'ti& 

or vessel (see YlgQre 65) 

• .• 	I • 	(ii) Partia,. occlusion clot.  in association tt 

te ring or vessel but without corlete occlusion 

. 
(iii) • ClOt total occlusion of the ring or adjacent 

vessel 	• 	 •. 	. 

• 	•• • 	• A. atati8tical ealysi.s of the v 	of innt trials, 

• 	I. • indicates ood agreement between the publi3he4 reidltz obtained 

•. 	• . by Gott. 4th the pyro-coated rings made b Gulf General Atomic in 

the United States end those prepared in this country by the 

United Kingdom Atoic Energy authority (ThWc [h). 	veriore 

... 	.. significant is the agreement 'between the ]Edinburgh results for 

• 

	

	the vitreous and the pyre-coated rings • (Table 1 ), indicating  

that for a11. practica.L purjo5O5, the co tibility of the two 

• materials is essentially the arte. 
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CHAPTER 

InVj.v 	gattou Prosthesis 

AU  of the foreoip discussicn ot the prosthesis under 

development bas related to the problems associated with hydrodynamic 

design in the .Ut of fundamental research upon the influence of 

atex'ials and flow condition5 upon the elements of blood. 

o developet programme is complete1  however withott recourse to 

the u1tite teat of the design— expøental implantation or 

in vivo trial* 

xploretory exper.menta were conducted by aeprnte teams ata  

two experimental raeu'ch centres; at Nijmegen. in Holland wider 

Prof . Kuijpes en at the Department of Usdicins in te University 

of duburgh under 4r. I). de. The 8ubect for this preliminary 

U vivotesting  was a.pri!itiVe form of the Mclod Prosthesis 

hsviu 	,Ample flat vane, with the pivot located at the 0.38 chord 

point, m.de throgheut of pyrocoated graphiee. A flat vane waG 

Used because the correct aercdynam5.c. profile had not been established 

with sufficient, certalnty et the tie of the exporirents. to warrant 

the great additional labour of making cambered vanes. 	• • 

For tle purposes of implantation, the presence of the tapered 

flow diffusion section is undesirable since the valve was to be 

placed in either of the A.V valve sites where the preoenco of the 

• 	• housing would be liable to irritate the myocardium. The prosthetic 

• 	• form of the device was therefore obtain-ad by removal of all of the 

vane housing. except for that portion containing tho pivots and upon 

• 	• which the vane seals., With reference to Figure 66, it will be seen 

S 

: 	

• 

For4 at: 	U.K. 	 fields.  by:Dr.  
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FIG. 66 	Illustration of the ouding planes of 

the Mark I Thiousin: 

1'  

I'  

RIG. 67 	Illustration of the bounding planes which 

afford a circular housing to the Mk. III 

imlanta'ble prosthesis. 



that the minimum required region of the houaine is that lying 

between two oblique planes paraliel to and on either side of the 

vane in ite closed position 	The resulting configuration. is thus 

elliptical in planform. Aauitble suture ring was secured to 

the housing by the use of a band  of,  ht-abrinable materiel which 

enaed in @ peripheral groove ffi1ed on the external wall of the 

This particular band performed a double function, 

retainiAg both the sewing at.rMi and a pair bf 	e-ended pivot 

P 	whldi engaged conical bearing recesses within the thicicness 

of the vane. 

Canine experiments performed in Nijmegen with this 4k.1. 

verion of the pyro coated valve revealed that within 64 hours 

of Wplautaticn, thrombus formation occurred, in particular in a 

zone near the edge of that portion of the uptreso face of the 

wrne furthest downstream of the pivots and at corresponding points 

within tb bore of the valve ring (Figure 68). It seemed likely 

that these deposits arose from two causes 

I) The vane being flat and pivoting about an axis 

relatively little displaced from ita cntr, 1&d 

not attain an angle of incidence of less than 

35-4,00  to the forward flow,* The forward jet of 

blood thus imp nged on the vane at a large ale, 

to the surface, a flow situation conducive to 

clot formation. 

it) The  valve ring has a sharp upetreun e1ge; moreover 

a portion of this edge to actually uidercut, by 

reeon of the fact that the valve ring in formed 

from the oblique section of a cone (Figure 69). 
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Fig. 68 Mark. I Elliptical Flat Plate Valve after 

implantation in the Canine Tr-Cuspid. Site.. 

Note the Thrombus Pattern, in. the Pivotal Region. 
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FIG.69 	Section of the valve ring formed from the oblique 

section of the conical housing. The peripheral groove 

J s used in the bonding of the suture ring. 

FIG.70 	Plane section through the valve ring with the flow 

streamlines illustra-tng the nature of the disturb-

ance caused by the undercutting of the orifice 



The condition of fluid flowing throtzh 

har-edged nozz1s .a icusaed in the 

pyii..aectLon.on tQrjfjce Dsin' from 

-which  it will be understood that the region 

of flow between the Vena Contrcta and the 

boundary walls is in a etate of highly 

diatrbed 3OtiQfl* 	1,f in addjtion1  some 

'oart of the edge of the aperture is undercut, 

the outer region of thejet-itself will be 

m& grossly ttrbuleut there (Figure 4e  

it is thus roasoüth1e to auppose that  the thrombus appearing. 

around 'the downstrearnmargin of the upstre face of the vane, 

a reon precisely corresponding to the undercut seotten of the 

1v x1ve ring, is formed at the zone of Lpct of the disturbed 

portion f the Jet ot the 	plotely open vane which partly 

obstrcte it • In 8tpport of this, observations in the triaM 

in Cdinburgh Indicated that the deposit first appeared on the 

turthet downstream region of the. vane face (Figure 68) corresponding 

to the point at which the. ring is noat undercut. • 

Iipreut1  fxxn the hydrodynEic and haeatóiogica1 view 

points, can be obtained by rounding or 'beUou.thing the entrance 

of the valve rtn, a • technique previously discussed in. 'Orifice 

• 
Design', To produce a valve of the }4k.I shape, ie0 elliptical, 

but with a bell-mouthed entrance is echenicaUy very difficult, 

not only because of the ellipticity but also because the interior 

• walls of the ring do not make a contnt angle with the end race 

• around the periphery (Figure 71). In addition,, no matter, what 

• form of complex cutting achi.ne'iQ contrived to shape the bellnouth, 



FIG.71 	The disáontinuous surface caused by attempted 

befl.--mouthing' of the orifice entrance to the 

Mk.I elliptical valve housing. 
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F'IG.72. 	A section of the circular "'k. 'I valve and its 

d inportaiit rnensions. 
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a section of the flow aeaje i. undercut in this detAgn and flow 

separation is -likely to occur in this region, 

7.2 P.Crcular. 	Dodo 
These difficulties of bell, -mouthing and of preventing flow 

separation are onttrely overcoio it the valve ring is made circular, 

rather than efliptiesl9 The fundamental georetrical principle 

of the veZve can be as before, but whereas the 	bounding the 

etream and downstream faces are parallel to the vane in the 

closed position in the 4k.l valve, in a valve of circ*lar section 

they cut the cone at right ales to its 	shown in-- .  

Figure 67. The closed vane is then inclthei to the end-faaes 

of the valve ring, 

In this ran eent, as the entrance to the flow passage is. 

the b6114--mouth itay be formed in a lathe. The walls of 

the flow Paosage make a cons taut angle with the end-face, so the 

junction with the bell-mouth can be everywhere saiooth and if the  

divergence, or.*ugle of the cone, is sufficiently ell,no 

separation of the flow from,  the walls of the passse will occur. 

A further advantage at the eicuJar ring is that its external 

surface and the oove retaining the sewing ri'ay, like the 

bell- mouth, be easily formed in the lathe. 

7.2.1:Lcationz ofCirelstetry for the _Prosthesij)esign 

The dimensional requirements for a prosthetic valve, together 

with the circular geometry, determine the design characteristics 

of such a valve within narrow litt.o. The dianater of the orifice 

for a human prosthesis cannot well. he 'less than ". • The height, 

or length of the ring in the etrealI3wise direction, pre.wi1y should 
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not exceed 5/16' 0  the length of the lenet available prosthetic 

valve rLn oxzind (the Goz'etith). An effective belioutb 

wi4J. occupy about half this lottti, lewth 5/32 as the length 

of the coil bore. if the thickness of the vane is tit  the 

an1e 0 betwocn the closed vcme &nd the end,face of the ring- is 

approximately •  (Fire .72) 

-I 	2t 
Gtan 

If t 3/32 the standard vane thickness of the J4k.I valve, 

thth gives a value of Q somewhat less than 50
. The sianle 

of the cone 0 must always be less than 9 to alIQW the vane to 

rotate about an axis embedded in its thickness (Fiure 72). 

n toUows that in this Gas? 0 would he :$betantinl1y less than 5. 

The srrantetentwou34 then approxim..%tie so closely to the aituation 

of a circular disc occluding a cylindrical chsnneL that the pivot 

could only be rUghtly displaced from the minor axis of. the vane. 

If the vane thickneso is reduced. to t 1A6 	is just 

treater than,? and With the seL.acglè of the cone 0 tu1en as 53, 

the displacement of the pivot cay be as great as tbt adopted for 

the Mkei valve. Because of the treat difference in Q in the two 

cases, 250  in the Mk.I device as compared with 70  in the arraneient 

under dis t3aio -much eurPlUO material must be removed from the 

conical edge surface of the vane to achieve this result  'and  the 

sealing zone can only extend over a snall.fraction of the vane 

th&cknes3. The clearances allowing rotatton are, rxoreover #  

oxtrseiy sll capared with those in the 14k. 1 design. 

: vane thickness of. i/16"9  to which the above considerations 

lead, implies pivot pegs of no more than 3/2" diaieter and 

endi correspn&J mallconicA recesses in the vane edges. This 



delicacy .of the pvot, together with considerations of the 

freiIity of the vcne it8elf, 	 that it ou1d be unwise 

to red-act t further in the nteret of increasing Q. 

The. 4k.3 valve was therefore designed to the above dimension.- 

(Figure 3)• 

7.3 	erinent with tIj&.jj4!* 

&1thouh some. bait dozen experiments were performed with 

this fore of device,, it was difficult to draw LUy major conclusions 

from the results, due to the number of variables such a biological 

trial involvea. 

 

it was noted, however, that when the vane pivots 

were returned froathe manufacturers after pyro-coatng, the action 

of the zacmble valve was eiug 	 ff teb and ttt. Though this was 

not believed to be of great importance for experimental purposes, 

subsequent in vitro trial showed that pivotal friction had 

aptreciab4.c effect upon the angle to which th valve finally opened. 

In a further canine experiment, vui.ve failure was found to be due 

to the trapping of a piece of chordaa, teudinae of the excised valve 

between the matingurfacea of the vent ahd ring... .houj.h the 

inherent etiffnoa of  the valve 4etion  may,  have enbanced the 

tendency caused by this tissue there is evidence ' . that this fore of 

the device is rarticularly susceptible to cccidentoi orcr;eent. 

A further exaple of this effect was Obtained when a stainless steel 

version at the ?.3 vu 4"'ve,.machJ_n*d to oxtrely fine tolerances, 

vas placed in boiling water. Though .perfectly free to move before 

imereion, the vano became jammed in the iclosed position and had 

to be.forced open. . Many of the succeeding canine experiments were 

complicated by jrobleLs.as8ocim1tod withhatmorrbage.and reversal 

of the action of the anti-coagulant heparin; but in one signfic.ant 
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FIG 73. 	The Mark III Edinburgh Prosthetic Valve. The Design 

Features a Circular Housing which Permits Orifice 

Fairing 

136. 



tri3l, where thó valve acticn wee sluggish and the plate barely 

the valve was found after exciin to be nearly closed otpened 

with aoie clot, rnrticularly on the upstream face of the vane 

around the dowustreo &rin. The appearance of the. ciot was. 

reminiscent of the fortion associated with the Mk.I oflitical 

rostho3i8. A1tbouh this had been attributed. to the combination 

of a turbulent jet boundary and the poor opening position of the 

van*, tht a.xesult for. the bell-mouthed Kk.3 rroithesis where the 

vane baróly opóned, indicates that the major factor in the clot 

formation is the restricted opening of the vane. It in worth 

recording, owever, that the3e isp1antstiofl5 were performed .at 

the mitral and tricuspid sites and hónee the presGure difference 

available to open he valve is of t7rder of only a fóvmiiiinetre8 

of mercury. Any tendency for vane sluggishness. is therefore 

likely to have a more pronouned effect in the AV site upon 

clotting than, say, in the aortic site, where th. '-hysioiocal 

pressure difference is greater. 

Conciusiona 

The poor opening angle 'of the flat plate form of prosthesis 

in association with the coplex geoctry of the orifice leads to 

a flow 6itu*ticn conducive to tbrobus formation. It is likely 

that the level of flow disturbance caused by thoze two. geometricaL 

:roperti*5 produces a level of platelet excitation sufficient to 

cause the release of kDP, an intermediary tn.the clotting sequence. 

Indeed, haeatologiCal analysis of canine blood subjected to the 

preonce of this form of prosthesis, identified a rapid reduction 

in the platelet count, with respect to time. Iaproveent.of the 
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entrance region to the valve mlay have produced ,some reduction in 

the clotting tenIenc.y but the stalled condition of the vane had such 

a predominating effect that Improvement was not noticed. Further,,  

the geometricaliTplications of entrance fa irins include 

suecetibiltty of the value to methanical derangement due either 

to the presence of tiesue fr4Smonts or inaccuracies in the manufacture. 

The results of the trials further eugest that the use of 

faired nerisco4 orconcvo-eonvex vanes as an aid to thC.opening 

chracterietics of .otjon are in many respects mandatory,  rather 

than desirable se a conecjuonce of their hythodyrimic properties.,  



81 	onClusins 

The development of e novel form of pivoting disc carthc 

valvUar 

 

prosthesis has been undertaken,, based on the hypothesis 

that hydrodynamic disturbance and blood damage-caused by the assembly 

re relted 	£v1denca for, and restrictions to the botheis have 

been reviewed and the information so obtained used aa the basis of 

valve evaluation and re-design* 

c1i of the two major constituents, orifice and occCer, 

of v4vuJ.ar prostheses of several types have been examined in 

iaolaton from each other. It has been found that Ue orifice 

contributes ,:to significant proportion of the iteady flow pressure 

boo in the case of a number of commercially available pro3theaeL. 

iure of CL for this proportion was obtained for one form '.of 

pivoting disc device, a findth particJsrly pertinent to this 

tdy of a similar vabie. 

An analysis was undertaken of the dyna.c wid flow-reisttve 

qialities of the occiuder of the new valve using ii qualtatie 

extra polation of steady flowaerodynatdcs to the pulsatile situations 

A systematic attempt to improve occiuder performance, bas,d an this 

analysis, achieved considerable uccees • it was found that a 7.10 

fold improvement In the energy loss over the occluder cOuld be 

attained by the use of faired and cabered spherical shells. The 

most successful design was found to be a 7' cambered shell with a 

fair on its pressure 5ide at the leading edge. This fairing, 

which gave a particularly eatiafactory vane actior, Was essentially 



semi-circular in cross-section and of radius 8316 of the foil chord, 

throughout the span,'but provided with a concave fillet downstream 

to make an undisturbed junction with the .concve surface of the shell. 

Vanes without spanwise consistency of the protile showed a tendency 

to return to the stalled position after openn fully during forward 

flow, and characteristically closed with an audibly loud 'snap'. 

Though in vivo trial of the optimised form of the prosthesis 

has not boon undertaken, preliminary trials have, been made with a 

• relatively undeveloped form of the device with limited but encourang 

success. In vivo tests have also been 4e of a promising new 

'material of constuction, vitreous carbon. This material appears 

eminently suitable for the fabrication of the new type of valve. 

Recoendatious 	 • 	. . '•' 	• 

It will be noted that this study has been oriented toward 

• one 	rtcularapproach to ocâlQdér OP approach 	Much of the 

fundacental research. wbich. could be performed in aerofoil profiling 

has boon .left to others. A whole raue of unsymnietrical profiles 

could be considezd as suitable for the vane cross-section, but it 

is anticiptod that they would have similar opening characteristics 

to the type previously dtscusa.d. Major improvement would 

consequently lie in a diminution of the flow resistance in the fully 

open poaitiou or in a reductioi of the closing time of the valve. 

Perhaps of more fundaental interest is the hypothesis upon 

which the valve design is based, viz, the supposed link between 

hydrodynamics and blood trawua. In this particular otudy, the 

hydrodynamic paremeter, of interest is the form-drag of the occludr. 

This, however is not a complete guide to the blood trums as 

evidenced by Vorhauer and. !4clhaney's in vivo experiments with bluff 



bodies. In particular they found that a conical body with its 

apex ointin upstream watrlatively free of throbus despite its 

considerable drc. It ia. likely that in that flow situation, the 

• highly. disturbed flow over the rear of the body did not cce into 

• intimate or pro1onod contact with the cone basc. 	o a conscence 

there wae little chance ror tbro&us growth. In important 

consioration, therefore, additional to the flew 'resistance, is the 

rate at which fresh blood elements are brought into contact'wit1 

downtroa surfaces.. • A Very satisfactory gi'neerin technique - 

of determining the extant of this turbulent transport to to determine 

the local beat transfer coefficients in the doitmstrcan region, 

ho surfaces that are well scoured by turbulent flow streams 

• 	are well cooled bycoutnct 'With fluid particles, and a bluff body 

well scoured by disturbed blood.'etreaws. becos coverein throhus. 

by a siilr.particle motion, so one would expect a correlation between 

'•• 	the cal heat transfer coefficient and the tendency towards thrombus 

formation. If tidsralationship were to be estsbiahod, one stage 

of 'future prosthesis design could be simply accomplished with the 

aid of a Wind..tunnel and without rocour3e to in vivotrial. 

As regarda the final valve design praented in the study, it 

will be noted that the vanes under test were pivoted at the 0.42 chord 

• 	position. If the pivotal position were moved nearer to the' leading 

edge of the foil, it is quito poaible that the satisfactory opening 

characteristics could be obtained without the use of the fairing. 

This.articular approach should be explored, as itwould result in 

• 	a' design more readily fabricated for prototype analysis. 	further 

consideretion for subsequent valve de-sin - is the possibility of 

Pal ishing the surface3 of the prosthesis. Conclusions on the influence 

L93.. 
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of turface roughness could net be drawn from the 21 nziy trt1a, 

bsctise of the overwe1cinint1uonce of the stalledmane* It 

scams likely however that rough eurfztcea, which at beat may be 

associated with 	do'iticiaL growth óvr the surface, but may 

also be associated with a degree of flow dieturbancee, may only he 

satisfactory for fixed portions of tha 'valve and would be undesirable 

for the moving component. In particu1tr the ra0vins component is.  

subject to large phock,  stressea which could dislodge the pseudo.'. 

inral layer, the growth of which is apparertlythe only attractive 

side-effect of surface roughness, 	 S  

the ultimate reco edatou of the study is that. 

the level of improve9nt, at least in the hy8rodawic sense,, 

obtained when an aerodynamically shaped vane is eubetituted for 

flat one in the new pivoted disc valve, • appears to warrant early • 

in  ______ trial of such a device. 
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&!! NPiX  1 

4oveent of the centre of pressure of a Circular Are foil 

according to Liiearised Thin &erofoil Theory. 

An aerofoil is .aid to be thin, if the thickness of the 

profile is small co.ipareI to its chord length and if the upper 

and lower lines of the profile differ but slightly from the 

cactherline, so that to a first approximation the profile may be 

represented by its cau3berlino. Thin aerofoil theory, require 

th9t the foil be thin" as defined above and. that the slope of 

the camberline with respect to the chord length is so nall 

that the square of its gradient Is everywhere uiigbLe. For 

the circular arc foils describQd $.n the experimental analysis, 

the foil thickAeso is about 10 of the chord. lexth and. the upper 

and lower lines of. the profile are paral'el to the cberline.: 

Further ,, since the equation of the cberlitie for a circular 5Z 

n the X..Yplane uiq be a roxunated by the expre8$.on 

then the slope JS  gi'ven.by 

+h(1..2x) dx 

where h is the maxim= distance between the chord and the eáberline 

and the axus value of x is x 1, which gives a chord length of 

unity. 

The percentu.e camber g, which essentially describes the degree 

of curvature of the arrofoil, is definid as 

h. cmber= 	x 100 

where 	is the chord Ierith, 
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For cambers up to 7%, the value of(ix) 2 does not exceed 

0.08* it thus appears that the thinaerofoiltbeory is applicable 

to the. type of foil under consideration. 

The fundamental premise of thin aerofoil theory is that, for 

a thin aerofoil, the pattrn of fluid flow may,  be approximated 

by removing .the aerofoil from the flow field and substituting a 

series of vortices whose centres lie along the path given by the 

foil. camberline. The strength of each vortex is related to the 

local slope of the camberline. The total circulation about the 

foil is then given by 

Pfo 
i.e. the total circulation is composed of the incremental circulation 

in the x direction. The function 	can then be expanded as 

a Fourier series. The method depends upon the tact that a function 

of x which varies in a.periodic manner, may be expressed as a series 

of increasing sine and cosine integer values of x, provided the 

coefficients of such a aeries.are.suitably chosen. 13y. evaluating 

the coefficient A, the distribution of the circulation is then 

known and the elementary section Lift forcs riy be calculated and 

the 'position of the centre of pressure determined. 	A thorough 

derivation of this technique is given by Hilne_Thomson15). 

Thin foil theory yields the result that the coefficients: are 

given by 

dQ Ff 
fo 

 dx 

and TT'  

A focosnQd9n rdx 

1 	- 	 - 
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F& Al: I3AS5 FOR THE. TRANSFORMATION x-='/2. 0 -  (.os9) 
FOR AN AEROFOIL OF UNIT CHORD LENGTH. 
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where the relationship between x and the new variable 0 in 

 

The ce'tra of pressure, with retpect to the loading edge iv then 

deter ined Al.  42  CV   

where the X, deriedfron the coefficienta A are even  by 

= J

dx  
1 Tr

o  
(1 + cos Q) d : >1. 	 (. - cos 29) d 	(4) 

It will be noted from equation (3), that if A,X2,  then 

the centre of pren3ure is fixed at the qu3rtarchord point. For a 

thin symetr.cal foi., the camberlina is 4  by dfina.ti.on a straight 

line and hence 	0 in which case 	
0. 

dx 

A conditin for w ich k. 	X, for an unvafletr.cA1 toil is 

thscused by Milue..Thcon(h1. 

For the case of a circular *ra foil, it is found by solving 

equations (1), (3) and (4) thnt 	 • 
Tr 

(A1  - A2) 	(cos29 4 5 O 	Cos 20) d9 

and therefore 	- A.2  

However 	2h, end therefore 

12h1 .• 	5) 

It will thus be seen that at zero incidence, the centre of 

precurs 1te at the half •chord point,*nd for a given angle of 

incidence o(, lies further aft of the quartor chcrd point as the 

caber of the foil is increased. 	 • 
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The relationship between the hydro3tatic head;  in U-tube 

limb and the 4yiwic!pressure measured at the' basel  of the 

Considering the flow situation of Figure A.2, a column of 

fluid of length L nd eros sectint4 area A is driven by 

gas pressure P  in such a canner that the motion of the column 

aproxtmates to a freeoeill& ion, That in, the energy imparted 

to the fluid by P is sufficient to oompensate for viscous and 

inertial lessee iuotvrred as the tlui eves from the left-hnd 

to right-hand limb. Since these losses only,represent a fraction 
r r( 

of the totai energy.- of the flu.d the energy imparted by 	compared 
Q 

with the potential + kinetic energy of the fluid is small. The 

oscillation ajproimates, therefore to the free frictionless motion 

offidthnt..tube. 	r- 	- 

It a pressure tae6uoer is placed at M., where the ,total 

instantaneous preazu.ri s is 	then a force balance over the perttcn 

of the colurn of fluid aboe M (?igure A.3)  gives 

A (P1  P) 	(Ii+ .) 	+ A(h + z)atmos 	 U) 
dt 

Where the nomenclature is an thown in Figure A.. 
/ 

Solution of equation (i) gives 
N 	 --- 

To a close approximation therefore, the dynamic pressure 

esured in the transducer will be given in terrns of the hydrostatic 
it 	 M Cr 

bead as 
fluid column, acceLeralion = (hydrostatic bead) (1 s- trans acceJ.eration due to gravity]  
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Fig, .Lf Differential Pressure Trace for the 7% Cambered 

Foil- with. "H an d-Fo nn e d Fairings on, both Pressure 

and Suction. Surfaces.. 



Differential 

Pressure 

Fig L5 Differential Pressure Trace for the 710 Cambered 

Foil with a Pressure Surface Fairing Only.. 
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Fig A.6 Form-Drag Curve for the 7% Cambered Foil?  

with Suction Surface Fairing. 

Fig A.? Flow(upper) and Different.al  Pressure (lower) 

Traces for the 7% GaiiLbered Foil with Suction 

Surface Fairing. 
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% of Forward Flow Cycle 

Fig .8 Dynnic response oi the 7% cambered shell. with 

no- fairing. The foil finally attained an equil-

ibrium angle of 30°  incidence to the flow 

directions 

Note: Filming difficulties- did not p ermi t more 

than. an  approximate estimate of the 

simultaneous differential pressure.. 
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Fig, A9 Dynamic response of the thin flat, plate foil.. 

The vane attained an equilibrium, angle of 

-. 	incidence to the flow direction. The differential 

pressure (AP on. the right -hand vertical axis ) 
a 

- 	is expressed in arbttrary units. •. 	' - 
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A technique for inicroinjecting individual paramecium cells with small 

volumes of liquid has been developed. Using this technique it was shown that 

cytoplasmically inherited erythromycin resistance in Paramecium aurelia was 

treated in the mitochondria, probably on the mitochondrial DNA. The transmission 

of this erythromycin resistance by microinjection was shown to be completely 

removed by low concentrations of non ionic detergent while remaining unaffected 

by DNAse or RNAse. 

Preliminary evidence is presented concerned with the number of mito-

chondria required to transmit erythromycin resistance to a sensitive cell. A 

statistical analysis of these results suggests that only one or two mitochondria 

may be sufficient to transfer resistance. 

The effect of erythromycin on the mitochondrial morphology of both 

sensitive add resistant cells was studied. Electron micrographs of cells 

exposed to erythromycin for various lengths of time showed that the antibiotic 

has striking effects on mitochondrial structure: the cristae were &ost 

progressively with time of exposure and new structures were seen to develop. 

The change from sensitivity to erythromycin resistance following 

microinjection was studied by electron microscope observations of individually 

fixed cells. The existence of two distinct classes of mitochondria in these 

transforming cells suggests that mitochondria are autonomous with respect to 

erythromycin resistance. This evidence implies that erythromycin resistance is 

acquired by direct selection for the newly introduced "resistant" mitochondria. 

Erythromycin resistant mitochondria have been transferred by micro-

injection between three different syngens of Paramecium aurelia. It was found 

that the proportion of cells developing resistance in certain intersyngen 

transfers was much lower than in intra-syngen transfers using the same mitochondrial 

preparation. 

Two classes of lowered transmission of erythromycin resistance was noted. 

The first class, illustrated by reciprocal transfers between syngens 1 and 5, was 

shown to be due to a modification of the mitochondria by the nucleus of syngen 1 

such that the organelles became altered in their ability totransmit erythromycin 

resistance! 

Use other side if necessary. 
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resistance tosyngen 5. The second class, illustrated by transfers between 

syngens 5 and 	was shown to be caused by the different syngenic origins of 

the mitochondrial genornes used. 

"Hybrid' cells containing mitochondria derived from one syngen by 

microinjection into the cytoplasm of another were used to show that the mito-

chondrial enzyme fumerase is coded for by the nuclear 'genome. 

An account of the possible approaches for characterizing specific 

proteins determined by the mitochondria has, been given. The "hybrid" cells 

obtained in this work were considered important as they offer a unique tool 

for the identification of proteins coded for by the mitochondrial DNA. 


